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11 Introductio n 

1.11 Discovery of superconductivity 

Superconductivityy has proven to be an interesting and rich topic in solid state physics. It 
hass inspired many researchers for a large part of the twentieth century. As a general 
introductionn to this thesis a brief review of the history of superconductivity is presented 
(Lindenfeldd [1996]). 

Oncee Kamerlingh Onnes [1911] succeeded in liquefying helium, he set about measuring 
thee electrical conduction of pure metals at low temperature. He discovered that the 
dcc resistivity of mercury suddenly drops to zero at 4.2 K, the boiling point of liquid helium. 
Thiss new phenomenon was first named supraconduction and is nowadays known as 
superconductivity.. A year later Kamerlingh Onnes discovered that, when a superconductor 
iss placed in a strong magnetic field or when a large electrical current passes through the 
superconductor,, the non-superconducting state is restored. In 1933, Meissner and 
Ochsenfeldd [1933] found that below the superconducting transition temperature (Tc) the 
magneticc flux is always expelled from the interior of the superconductor. It makes no 
differencee whether the sample is cooled in a magnetic field or is cooled first and then 
placedd in a magnetic field. This expelling of the magnetic flux is called the Meissner effect 
andd is the essential difference between a perfect conductor and a superconductor. 

AA significant step forward in describing the superconducting state was made in 1934 
whenn London and London [1934] proposed a simple two-fluid model which yielded an 
explanationn for the Meissner effect and a prediction of a characteristic length (A) for the 
penetrationn of the magnetic flux in the superconductor. In 1950 Ginzburg and Landau 
[1950]]  proposed a phenomenological theory of superconductivity, describing most of the 
propertiess of superconductors. In the same year Maxwell [1950] and Reynolds et al. [1950] 
observedd that Tc varies with the isotopic mass. From this dependence, the involvement of 
latticee vibrations and hence electron-phonon interaction was concluded. 

Thee understanding of the behaviour of superconductors in an external magnetic field 
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wass enhanced substantially by Abrikosov [1957], who discovered in 1957 the existence of 
twoo types of superconducting materials, named type-I and type-II superconductors. In the 
casee of type-I, superconductors the magnetic field is completely expelled from the interior. 
Inn the case of type-II, superconductors the field is expelled at low fields, but partly 
penetratess the superconductor in higher fields. The formation of a so-called mixed state 
allowss magnetic flux to penetrate the superconductor in the form of flux lines. 

AA comprehensive understanding of superconductivity came in 1957, when Bardeen, 
Cooperr and Schrieffer [1957] published their microscopic theory of superconductivity, 
laterr named the BCS theory. Electrons repel each other through the Coulomb force. In the 
casee of a superconductor a net attraction between two electrons, mediated by the lattice 
vibrations,, leads to the formation of Cooper pairs. A Cooper pair consists of two electrons 
withh opposite momentum and spin. All Cooper pairs move in a single coherent motion, so 
locall  perturbations cannot scatter an individual pair. Once this collective state of coherent 
electronss is set in motion, it flows without dissipation of energy. 

Inn the sixties and seventies applications were developed, such as magnet coils and 
sensitivee measuring equipment in the form of SQUID's (Superconducting Quantum 
Interferencee Device). Because their functioning is restricted to low temperatures, these 
devicess could only be used in specialised laboratories. 

Somee textbooks, written in the seventies, claimed that superconductivity was a finished 
subjectt and no new developments were to be expected. The maximum value of Tc, 
calculatedd within the BCS theory, did not exceed 25 K. Consequently, there was great 
excitementt when in 1986 Bednorz and Muller [1986] found superconductivity at 30 K in a 
compoundd of lanthanum, barium, copper and oxygen. A new group of materials with a Tc 

valuee higher than expected from BCS-theory was discovered. This important discovery 
openedd up a new area in the history of superconductivity, high-temperature 
superconductivity. . 

1.22 High-temperature superconductivity 

Afterr the discovery of high-temperature superconductivity many researchers started (or 
restarted)) to work in the field of superconductivity. In February, 1987 Wu et al. [1987] 
discoveredd that the compound YBa2Cu307 exhibits a Tc value of 92 K. With this discovery, 
superconductivityy could be reached in a simple and cheap way, i.e. by using liquid nitrogen 
ass cryogenic fluid. The high superconducting transition temperatures make this new class 
off  superconductors promising for applications. However, detailed studies showed that the 
crystallographicc structure of these materials is rather complex. It exhibits a large 
anisotropy.. Copper-oxygen layers and rare-earth-oxygen layers are stacked. The 
superconductingg properties are largely anisotropic. Furthermore, the materials are brittle 
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and,, consequently, difficult to process. For these reasons, applications of high-temperature 
superconductors,, for instance in the form of a high-temperature SQUID, are difficult to 
realise.. Nevertheless, progress is being made with the application of high-temperature 
superconductors.. Recently a demonstration project started with power cables in a utility 
networkk (Garwin [1998]). 

Besidess the great effort in the search for new materials and applications, many 
experimentss were performed aiming at understanding the basic properties of these high-
temperaturee superconductors. Due to their complex, anisotropic structure, the need for 
single-crystallinee samples to carry out this study was clear from the very beginning. 
However,, the complex structure made it also difficult to grow single-crystalline material. 
Thee preparation and characterization of high-temperature superconductors became, just as 
thee search for new materials, a large and important discipline within the research on high-
temperaturee superconductors. Two main streams for growing single-crystalline materials 
cann be distinguished. One approach focuses on single-crystalline samples in the form of 
thinn films, while the other one aims at preparing bulk single crystals. Both kinds of 
approachess have advantages and disadvantages. The single-crystalline materials in the form 
off  thin films can be made precisely, by building the crystal layer by layer. In this way, one 
cann obtain high-quality well-defined films. An important motive for making thin films of 
high-temperaturee superconductors is the link with possible applications in chip technology. 
Bulkk single crystals offer different advantages such as permitting other measuring 
techniques,, like neutron diffraction. At present, crystals in both forms are available due to 
well-developedd crystal-growth techniques. Most fundamental studies on high-temperature 
superconductorss are performed on either thin films or bulk single crystals. 

Thee BCS-theory proved not to be valid for the high-temperature superconductors and 
neww theories had to be developed. The phenomenological theories remain valid, but lack in 
explainingg the fundamental features. At present, still no satisfactory microscopic theory is 
available.. The most important aspect of the high-temperature superconductors with respect 
too applications is the pinning of flux lines. At passing an electrical current through a type-II 
superconductor,, a Lorentz force acts on the flux lines, which causes them to move in the 
absencee of pinning. Movement of the flux lines causes dissipation of energy and, therefore, 
disappearancee of the zero-resistivity state. A large pinning force allows large electrical 
currentss to pass through the sample without dissipation of energy. Many experiments are 
beingg performed to study these pinning phenomena and to improve the flux pinning. 

Thee discovery of High-Temperature Superconductivity (HTC) renewed the interest in 
Low-Temperaturee Superconductivity (LTC) or Low-Transition-Temperature (LTT) 
Superconductors.. The LTC superconductors are often used as reference materials for 
studiess on HTC superconductors. Several interesting physical properties of these materials 
likee the peak effect and the de Haas van Alphen oscillations in the superconducting state 
weree rediscovered and are being further investigated. 
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1.33 Outline of this thesis 

Thee work presented in this thesis is a study of the growth and characterization of bulk 
singlee crystals of selected high-temperature superconductors. In addition a collection of 
physicall  properties of the prepared single-crystalline samples is presented. In order to better 
understandd the HTC compounds, an extensive study of the thermodynamic properties of 
onee of the LTC compounds is reported. 

Inn the first part of this thesis, some important features of the theory of superconductivity 
aree summarized. This summary is followed by a calculation of the magnetostriction of a 
superconductor,, following the Bean model. Next, the equipment and the methods used for 
growingg the single-crystalline samples, for characterization and shaping these samples and 
forr measuring the physical properties are described. It turns out that the results of 
experimentss performed on high-temperature superconductors can be extremely dependent 
onn the experimental conditions. Therefore, the description of the measuring techniques is 
extensivee where needed. 

Inn the second part, the growth of single-crystalline La^S^CuÔ  by means of the 
Travellingg Solvent Floating Zone (TSFZ) method is described. The complex properties of 
thee high-temperature superconductors create a large demand for single-crystalline samples. 
However,, these properties also make the crystal growth process a complex and time 
consumingg task. The grown crystals have been used by several research groups and were 
usedd for several measurements described in this thesis. An extensive characterization of the 
single-crystallinee materials is reported as well. 

Thee third and last part describes some of the physical properties of superconducting 
singlee crystals of both LTC and HTC superconductors. Special interest is given to 
magnetostrictionn measurements on the superconducting compounds. One LTC compound 
andd two HTC compounds were studied extensively. 

AA thermodynamic study on the LTC compound V3Si is reported. The original aim of 
thiss work was to have magnetostriction measurements on a reference material, which could 
bee used to compare with the magnetostriction results on HTC materials. In addition, 
severall  other physical properties were measured, including an effort to observe dHvA 
oscillationss in the superconducting state. The important aspect of this work on V3Si is that 
alll  experiments have been performed on samples from the same single-crystalline batch. 
Thiss allows for a direct comparison of the results of the different measurements. 

Thee first HTC compound studied is La^Sr^CuO .̂ Some of the physical properties of 
thiss compound are discussed. The large single-crystalline samples obtained in the growth 
experimentss allowed for a profound study of this material. Special interest is given to the 
magnetizationn and magnetostriction measurements. 

Ass the second HTC compound, the very anisotropic system Bi2Sr2CaCu2Og+ft was 
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selected.. The crystal growth process of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Og+ö and some of its physical properties 
aree presented. Again special interest is given to the magnetization and the magnetostriction 
measurements. . 
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22 Theory 

2.11 Introduction 

Apartt from zero resistivity, a superconductor exhibits another striking property: it expels 
thee magnetic flux from the interior. This phenomenum is called the Meissner effect. Two 
typess of superconductors can be distinguished. Superconducting materials that completely 
expell  magnetic flux until they become completely normal are called type-I 
superconductors.. The phase diagram of a type-I superconductor, involving only the normal 
andd the Meissner state, is shown in figure 2.1. The variation of the critical field with 
temperaturee is approximately parabolic. Type-II superconductors are characterized by an 
additionall  so called mixed state or vortex state (see figure 2.2). Between the upper critical 
fieldd Bc2 and the lower critical field Bcl magnetic flux can penetrate the sample in the form 
off  flux lines. 

Field d 
(T) ) 

0 0 

ACT) ) 

Meissnerr state 

p =00 B =0 

Normall  state 
p >0 0 

Temperaturee (K) 

Figuree 2.1 Phase diagram of a type-I superconductor. 
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Field d 

(T) ) 

Bcl l 

0 0 
Temperaturee (K) 

Figuree 2.2 Phase diagram of a type-II superconductor. 

Thee high-temperature superconductors are extreme type-II superconductors. They are 
characterizedd by a small Bcl and a large Bc2, i.e. Bc2/Bcl » 1. The superconducting 
transitionn temperature Tc and the upper critical field Bc2 are much larger than in the 
conventionall  superconducting materials. 

AA flux line contains the smallest possible quantity of magnetic flux (also called the flux 
quantum)) which is surrounded by a vortex of supercurrent, screening off the 
superconductingg material around. Flux lines can be pinned to the material by 
inhomogeneities,, by chemical or crystal defects. The effect of such pinning centers is 
describedd by a pinning force. When an electrical current is led through a superconductor, a 
Lorentzz force acts on the flux lines. In absence of a pinning force, the Lorentz force moves 
thee flux lines, causing dissipation of energy and, therefore, disappearance of zero 
resistance.. The flux lines can not move when a pinning force is present, that is strong 
enoughh to oppose the Lorentz force. However, dissipation will set in, and ohmic resistance 
willwill  be observed, when the current density exceeds a critical value, at which the Lorentz 
forcee can overcome the pinning force. Increasing the pinning force in a material means 
increasingg the critical current density for that material. 

Normall  state 

p >0 0 

Meissnerr state 

p =00 B = 0 
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Manyy books and a large number of articles have been published on the subjects of 
superconductivityy and vortices in superconductors. Here, those aspects of the theories 
whichh are useful for understanding the experiments are summarised. A calculation is made 
off  the magnetostriction of a superconductor, based upon a simple model which describes 
thee flux distribution in a type-II superconductor, the Bean model (Bean [1964]). 

2.22 Phenomenological theories 

2.2.11 London theory 

Thee Meissner effect is not a consequence of infinite conductivity, but of another 
characteristicc property of the superconducting state. London and London [1935] 
supplementedd the Maxwell equations valid inside a conductor by introducing a two fluid 
modell  that describes the Meissner effect. The basis of this description is the intuitive idea 
thatt a superconductor contains superconducting electrons with density ns, and non-
superconductingg electrons with density n-ns, where n is the total density of free electrons in 
thee metal. This way the London brothers derived what came to be known as the London 
equations: : 

aa , me 
EE = f- (—V" ) 

dtdt  « / 

tie tie 

(2.1) ) m m 

Here,, me is the electron mass, E is the electric field, j is the current density, B is the 
magneticc induction and e is the elementary charge. Using the Maxwell equation relating 
curll  B with j , the following equation is obtained: 

VV'' BB = ~i (2.2) 

wheree kL is called the London penetration depth, because the solution of equation 2.2 with 
thee appropriate boundary conditions reveals that the magnetic flux will penetrate a 
superconductorr to a distance kL which is given by: 

h-h-
m m 

(2.3) ) NN »w2 

withh u0 the magnetic permeability of vacuum. Beyond k inside the superconductor, the 
Londonn equations require B to vanish, explaining the Meissner effect. For the value of the 
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penetrationn depth for some typical superconductors, see table 2.1. It shows that the 

penetrationn depth is low (around 40 nm) for type-I superconductors, while it is much larger 

(upp to 400 nm) for high-temperature superconductors. 

2.2.22 Ginzburg-Landau theory 

Thee London theory is not applicable to situations in which the number of superconducting 
electronss varies. It does not link ns with the applied field or current. Ginzburg and Landau 
derivedd two equations by describing the superconducting electrons by a complex order 
parameterr i|i(x), which is related to the density of superconducting electrons according to 
|ij/(x)|22 = ns. The two equations, known as the Ginzburg-Landau equations, derived by 
minimizingg the free energy for the superconducting state, are: 

<y|// + PNfilr +-^-(-V - 2M)2I|J = 0 (2.4) 
4/nn i 

and d 

jj  =i£?L(,|,*V!|j - i|fVip* ) - ( 2 g) M A (2.5) 
i4mi4m 2/n 

ee e 

Here,, A is the vector potential of the magnetic field, h is Planck's constant and as and P 
aree phenomenological parameters, characteristic of the particular superconducting material, 
thatt have to be determined experimentally. The distance over which \p can vary in space is 
calledd the coherence length. This length, £, is given by: 

emem = -—*_-  (2.6) 
\4m\4meeaass(T)\(T)\2 2 

Thee coherence length of high-temperature superconductors is typically of the order of 1.5 

nmm while in general the values for low-temperature superconductors are much higher (see 

tablee 2.1). 

2.33 Vortices 

2.3.11 Introductio n 

Fromm an energy consideration it can be seen that when the ratio of the penetration depth A,L 
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andd the coherence length £, called the Ginzburg-Landau parameter K, fulfill s the condition: 

KK l KSKST,T,>>ff 22 ™ 
itt is favourable to let induction penetrate the superconductor in the form of vortices. A so 

calledd mixed state is created. One flux quantum carries a flux of: 

<j>> = A = 2.07xl015WZ> (2 8) 
°° 2e 

Itt can be shown that the energy of the mixed state is minimized if flux penetrates as 
dispersedd as possible, i.e. in the form of a large number of small vortices. On the other 
handd the requirement that ij; must be a single-valued function entails that a vortex must be 
associatedd with a total flux that is an integral multiple of the flux quantum. Consequently, 
thee energy-minimum condition imposes that the field penetrate in vortices or flux lines, 
eachh containing a single flux quantum. 

Al ll  known high-temperature superconductors fulfi l the condition (2.7). They belong to 
thee class of type-II superconductors and form a mixed state between the upper critical field 
Bc22 and the lower critical field Bcl. Table 2.1 shows some of the fundamental parameters 
forr several superconducting compounds. 

Tablee 2.1 Fundamental parameters of several superconducting compounds. 

Al l 

Nb b 

Nb3Sn n 

V3Si i 

La1.s5Sro.15CuO4.fi i 

Bi2Sr2CaCu208+0 0 

YBa2Cu307.ö ö 

TC(K) ) 

1.1 1 

9.2 2 

18.3 3 

17 7 

37 7 

85 5 

92 2 

Bc2(T) ) 

0.02* * 

0.2 2 

24 4 

18 8 

-65 5 

>100 0 

-120 0 

XXLL (nm) 

50 0 

40 0 

80 0 

85 5 

250 0 

-200 0 

400 0 

£(nm) ) 

1600 0 

38 8 

3.5 5 

3.4 4 

1.5 5 

- 2 2 

1 1 

K K 

0.03 3 

1.05 5 

23 3 

25 5 

167 7 

>100 0 

400 0 

**  Al exhibits type-I superconductivity, so the thermodynamic critical field Bc is given. 

2.3.22 Flux pinning 

Inn an ideal type-II superconductor the free energy of a flux line is independent of its 

http://La1.s5Sro.15CuO4.fi
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positionn with respect to the underlying crystal lattice, the only forces acting on it arise from 
thee interaction with other vortices. The flux lines are distributed homogeneously and form 
thee so-called Abrikosov lattice. If there are defects present in the superconductor, they 
changee the local situation causing a variation in the free energy of the flux lines present at 
orr close to the defect. The variation can be positive or negative. In case of a negative 
variationn the flux lines favour to stay near the defects in order to minimize their free 
energy.. Such defects act as pinning centres and can prevent flux line motion. The flux 
distributionn in the superconductor will then deviate from the Abrikosov lattice. Defects that 
cann act as pinning centers are twin-planes, dislocations, grain boundaries, voids, point 
defectss etc. Dimensions of pinning sites of the same order of magnitude as the 
superconductingg coherence length are good pinning centres. A theoretical description of the 
fluxx pinning in a specific sample is not straightforward. First the inhomogenities in the 
samplee that can act as pinning centres have to be defined. The amount of each kind of 
pinningg centres together with their distribution in the sample has to be determined. Then, 
thee elemental interaction between the flux line and the material inhomogeneity has to be 
known.. Finally, when summing the elemental interactions, the elastic and plastic properties 
off  the flux line lattice should be taken into account. The resulting macroscopic pinning 
forcee density, Fp, is directly related to the critical current Jc by the expression Fp=JcB, where 
BB is the flux density. 

Whenn a magnetic field larger than the lower critical field is applied to a type-II 
superconductor,, flux lines will penetrate the sample. Due to the flux pinning the flux 
distributionn in the sample becomes inhomogeneous. While field increases from Bcl to Bc2 

thee density of the flux lines near the surface of the sample will be higher than near the 
samplee centre. The gradient of the flux-line density forms a driving pressure for flux lines 
movingg in the sample. This pressure originates from the Lorentz force FL=JxB, which is 
directedd to the lower flux density direction and where J is the current density associated 
withh the inhomogeneous flux density. When the Lorentz force FL equals the pinning force 
Fpp the movement of the flux lines stops and an equilibrium state is established. This 
equilibriumm state was first proposed by Bean [1962] and is called the critical state. The 
basicc assumption of the Bean model [1964] is that the current density in the sample is 
eitherr  Jc or zero. Accordingly, any vortex will be subject to a force  OQJC (or zero). In the 
sectionss to follow, the Bean model will be used to describe the magnetization and the 
magnetostrictionn of superconducting samples. 

2.44 Magnetization of a type-II  superconductor 

Thee magnetization of a type-II superconductor according to the Bean model in its simplest 
formm is shown in figure 2.3. At some crucial points in the hysteresis loop the value of the 
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externall  field is indicated. As the sample is cooled in zero field, the magnetization starts 
fromm zero. When increasing the field the magnetization will decrease until a minimum 
(Mmin)) is reached at a field Bf at which the flux profile penetrates just to the center of the 
sample.. From this field up to the maximum field (Bmax) the magnetization is constant. This 
iss due to the fact that Jc is assumed to be independent of the internal field (this is the 
assumptionn leading to the "simplest form" of the Bean model referred to above). Also the 
maximumm field is assumed to be lower than the upper critical field Bc2. After reaching the 
maximumm field the field is lowered and the magnetization increases until a maximum 
(Mmax)) is reached at a field Bmax - 2Bfp where the flux profile is just completely reversed. 
Duee to symmetry it is clear that Mmin= - Mmax. The magnetization is constant again until the 
minimall  field (Brain) is reached after which the curve is symmetrical with the positive part. 

M,„ „ 

'Umax'Umax + 2Bf.p. 

M M 

JJf-p-f-p-

B„ B„ 

M,„ „ 

Bmax-2Bmax-2BBfp\\fp\\ B 

AM AM 

Figuree 2.3 Magnetization loop of a type-II superconductor according to Bean model. 

Fromm figure 2.3 it follows that there are three essential parts for describing a full 
hysteresiss loop, so for describing a magnetization or magnetostriction curve when the field 
variess from zero to Bmax to Bmin (with Bmin = - Bmax and Bmax < Bc2 ) to Bmax to zero. These 

to o threee parts are: field from zero to Bfp, field from Bfp to Bmax and field from Bn 

Bmaxx - 2Bfp. The remaining of the curve can be obtained by mirroring of these three parts. 
AA detailed study of magnetostriction will be made in section 2.5.2 by describing the three 
essentiall  parts. Also it will be shown that the next part of the curve (field between 
Bmaxx - 2Bfp to - Bmax) complies to the same equation as the second part (field from Bfp to 
B m a x )--
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2.55 Magnetostriction of a type-II  superconductor 

2.5.11 Thermodynamics 

Magnetostrictionn is the deformation of a material under influence of a magnetic field. The 

linearr magnetostriction is given by the change of length: 

kk = AL = im-m 
LL L(0) v ' ; 

andd the volume magnetostriction by the change of volume: 
AVV _ V{B)-V(0) 

(2.10) ) 
VV V(0) 

Thee following contributions to the volume magnetostriction can be related to the 
superconductingg state (Kronmiiller [1970]): the spontaneous magnetostriction, the forced 
magnetostriction,, the magnetostriction due to surface currents, the magnetostriction due to 
flux-pinningg and the shape effect. 

Thee spontaneous magnetostriction is due to the energy difference between the 
superconductingg and the normal state, both at zero field. Since this effect appears at zero 
fieldd it should actually be called spontaneous suprastriction. The energy difference is called 
thee condensation energy and its volume dependence leads to a relative length change 
(Kronmüllerr [1970]): 

AL.. B] Br dBr 
—'-- = K — - -£ (—-) (2.11) 
hh 2u0 u0 dp. 

wheree K is the isothermal compressibility, Bc is the thermodynamical critical field and pj is 
thee uniaxial pressure along a direction in the crystal. 

Thee forced magnetostriction is caused by the reduction of the condensation energy in a 
magneticc field. In field, the effect of the spontaneous magnetostriction is partially cancelled 
byy the forced magnetostriction. 

Thee Lorentz force acting on the shielding currents gives another contribution to the 
magnetostriction.. When a magnetic field is applied to a superconducting sample, the 
superconductingg surface current will shield the bulk of the sample until the field reaches 
Bcl.. The Lorentz force will act on the moving charges and therefore on the sample. The 
shieldingg current depends upon temperature, applied field, shape of the sample and quality 
off  the surface of the sample. 

Whenn a type-II superconductor is in an applied field between Bc, and B c2 another 
contributionn to the magnetostriction is present if there is pinning of the flux lines. Since the 
pinningg force acts on the pinned flux lines, an equal and opposite force must be exerted on 
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thee crystal. Due to the fluxpinning the flux motion is irreversible. Therefore, the 
contributionn to the magnetostriction depends upon the history of the external field and 
showss hysteresis. At constant field and temperature, eventually the flux distribution will 
relaxx to its equilibrium state (flux creep). Hence, the contribution to the magnetostriction 
fromm flux pinning depends besides on applied field and applied temperature also on the 
timee evolved. 

Finally,, there is the shape effect. A sample changes its form in a way to reduce its 
magnetostaticc energy. Consequently, this contribution depends strongly upon the shape of 
thee sample and upon its orientation in the magnetic field. 

Inn the following section a calculation will be made of the magnetization and of the 
magnetostrictionn according to the Bean model. The equations set up for the 
magnetostrictionn describe the contribution to the magnetostriction due to flux pinning. 
Magnetizationn curves are used to simulate the magnetostriction curves from these 
equationss which also include the contribution to the magnetostriction due to surface 
currents.. The other mechanisms of magnetostriction are considered to give a much smaller 
contributionn to the total volume magnetostriction. Dcuta et al. [1993] showed that in HTC 
compounds,, due to the strong flux pinning, the relative sample length AL/L is of the order 
10"55 to 10"4. This is two to three orders of magnitude larger than the values normally 
reportedd for conventional superconductors (Brandli [1970]). 

2.5.22 Calculation of the magnetostriction and the magnetization according to the 
Beann model 

Inn the metastable state described by the Bean model, the force acting on vortices is opposed 
byy the pinning force. The net force is zero. Here a slab in a magnetic field is concidered 
(seee figure 2.4). 

Thee flux distribution in the superconducting slab for external fields (B0) between full 
penetrationn and maximum field is shown in figure 2.5. In fact there is a current with a 
certainn density flowing through the sample. The maximum value of this current for a 
samplee at a certain field and a certain temperature is called the critical current density Jc. 
Thee Bean model postulates that the current density either vanishes or takes its maximum 
valuee Jc. In those parts of the sample where Jc * 0, the slope of the flux distribution is 
determinedd by the value of Jc. For the simple geometry sketched in figure 2.4, the Maxwell 
equationn curlB = j i j takes the simple form dB/öx = -iVc» since B = (0,0,B) and j = (0,JC,0). 
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B B 

Z Z 

Figuree 2.4 Configuration of the superconducting slab in a magnetic field. 

x=LV2 2 x=0 0 

Figuree 2.5 The flux distribution in the superconducting slab according to the Bean 
modell  for external fields between full penetration and maximum field, 
B ff p < B0 < Bmax. 
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Thee length change of a sample with length L is: 

ALAL = -- fdx fdx' 7cfi(jc0 (2 1 2) 
cc o o 

wheree c is the elastic constant of the material (Dcuta et al. [1994]). 

Thee internal field B(x) is given by: 

B(x)B(x) = B0 - | i ( /^ for 0 <; x £ - (2.13) 

Thee length change of the sample with length Lis: 

L L 

AL-AL- -  ̂ fdx 'fdx' Jc (B0 - u ^ O = -1 (hcBJL2 - 1 ^C
2L 3 ) (214) 

oo o 

andd the relative length change of the sample is: 

ALAL 1 T „ r 1 ,2,2 

TT  = V *  *  v&*' L (215) 

Thee magnetic moment of the sample is given by: 
LL L 
22 2 

mm = 2A[dx M(x) = - — fdx (£0 - B(x)) = --J L 
JJ u0 J 4 
oo  r w o 

(2.16) ) 

wheree M(x) is the local magnetization in the slab and V is the volume of the slab (V = 
AA x L). So the relative length change of the sample as a function of external magnetic field, 
volumee of the sample and measured magnetic moment for Bf p < B0 < Bmax is given by: 

\T\T mBn 2uftm
2 

BkBk = ° + _ ^ _ (2.17) 
LL cV 3cV2 

Thee flux distribution in the superconducting slab for external fields (B0) between zero 
fieldfield and full penetration is shown in figure 2.6. 
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dx x 

B„ „ 

x=L/22 x=B0/u(>Jc x=0 

Figuree 2.6 The flux distribution in the superconducting slab according to Bean model 
forr external fields between zero field and full penetration, 0 < B0 < Bf p. 

Thee length change of a sample with length L is again given by 2.12, but the internal field 

B(x)) is now given by: 

B(x)B(x) = BQ - H^JC 

andd by: 

B(x)B(x) = 0 

forfor 0 < x 

BBoo L 
forfor < x < — 

(2.18) ) 

(2.19) ) 

Thee length change of the sample with length L is: 

2 2 

c c 

1 1 

[dx [dx 
0 0 

BIL BIL 

X X 

[dx' [dx' 
0 0 

1 1 
++ — 

' c ( ( 

«o3 3 

22 Mff/ C 

ALL = - - ƒ <£c ƒ<&' / . (50 - Ug^O - - ƒ <&  [dx'Je (B0 - p«/c*0 

A A 

2cc P0
 3 c p ^ c 

(2.20) ) 

Thee relative length change of the sample is then: 

ALL _ _J_ _̂  + 1 Bo 
LL 2c p0 3c ^ L 

(2.21) ) 
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Thee magnetic moment of the sample is given by: 

1A 1A 
B„VB„V  B:V rr  2A r Ö0V Ö0V 

fdxfdx M(x) = - — fdx (B - B{x)) = - — + — — 
(2.22) ) 

Soo the relative length change of the sample as a function of external magnetic field, volume 
off  the sample, length of the sample, critical current and measured magnetic moment for 
00 < B0 < Bf p is given by: 

B,\ B,\ ALAL = _^o 
LL 2cV 6cu^.L 

(2.23) ) 

Thee flux distribution in the superconducting slab for external fields (B„) between 
maximumm field and maximum field minus two times the full penetration field is given in 
figuree 2.7. 

x=U2x=U2 ' x=0 
(B(Bmaxmax - B0y2n<Jc 

Figuree 2.7 The flux distribution in the superconducting slab according to the Bean 
modell  for external fields between maximum field and maximum field minus 
twoo times the full penetration field, Bmax > B0 > Bmax - 2Bf . 

Thee length change of a sample with length L is again given by 2.12, but the internal field 

B(x)) is now given by: 

B(x)B(x) = B0 + u ^ for for 00 < x < (2.24) ) 
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andd by: 

BWBW - B™ ~ »</<* f°r ^T * * * \ (225) 

Thee length change of the sample with length L is: 

L L 

„„  7^' *  2 

A LL = — f dx fdx' Jc (BQ +  I A Q / ^ O +— f dx 

00 ° C g-°»'fi o 

{{  \ dx'Jc (fl0 + ji^O - ƒ * ' / , (fi^ - u^O ) 
gmm~g0 0 

44WJcWJc 2 cM c 

++  Jc^°Ll - BwaxJcL2 +  B™*~B°L 
24cc 4c 2cu 

Thee relative length change of the sample is then: 

LL 4c»2JcL " " " 24c 4c 2cuo 

Thee magnetic moment of the sample is given by: 

LL L 

->-> 1 

2A 2A 

-ii  - max \y ., - max w * 

llJ,llJ, Mn 4 

(2.26) ) 

(2.27) ) 

""  BL~B°<B^-BJ * § i i ' - % ^ * 4 ^ (2.28) 

(2.30) ) 

mm - 2A fdx Mix) = -— [dx (BQ - B(x)) 
oo  ̂ o (2.30) 

(B(B - Bn)
2 + —(B -Bn) - -JA, 

vv max (y .. v max (K  * Cy l^fL l^fL 

Soo the reltive length change of the sample as a function of external field, volume of the 
sample,, length of the sample, maximum field, critical current and measured magnetic 
momentt for Bmax < B0 < Bmax - 2Bf p is given by: 
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ALAL = nJB^+Bo) + fooji _ ^d^!jLL (2.31) 
LL 2cV 24c 8c 

Thee flux distribution in the superconducting slab for external fields (B0) between 
maximumm field minus two times the full penetration field and minus maximum field is the 
oppositee of that given in figure 2.5. 
Thee internal field B(x) is now given by: 

B(x)B(x) = B0 + yijjc for 0 < x < - (2.32) 

Thee length change of the sample with length L is now: 

ALL = + 2 fdx )dx' Jc (B0 + vjf-) - ^ CB^2 + j^&*)  ( 2 3 3) 

cc 0 0 

andd the relative length change of the sample is: 

Thee magnetic moment of the sample is now given by: 
LL L 

22 2 

mm = 2Afdx M(x) = -— fdx (BQ - B(x)) = -JCL (2-35> 
00 r  0 

Soo the relative length change of the sample as a function of external magnetic field, volume 
off  the sample and measured magnetic moment for Bmax - 2Bf p < B0 < -Bmax is given by: 

BLBL = ° + _ ^ _ (2.36) 
LL cV 3cV2 

whichh is the same as equation 2.17. It is remarkable that the magnetostriction for B0 = 0 T 

iss not zero but has a positive value which depends upon the value of the magnetization. 

Thee remaining of the magnetization and the magnetostriction curves can be found by 

mirroring. . 
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2.5.33 Simulation of the magnetostriction and the magnetization according to the 
Beann model 

Fromm the derived expressions for the magnetization and for the magnetostriction, both 
accordingg to the Bean model, a computer simulation can be performed in order to see how 

thee actual magnetization and magnetostriction curves would look like. For a fixed 
temperaturee the following typical sample values are used for the different physical 

parameters: : 
1)) Sample size = 5 x 5 x5 mm3 resulting in L = 5 x 103 m and V = 125 x 10~9 m3 

2)Bmaxx = 8T 
3)) B,p = 1 T 
4)) Bcl = 0 T (or at least very close to 0 T) 
5 ) B c 2 » 8T T 
6)6) u0 = 4TI x 10'7 N/A2 

7)7) c = 3 x 10n N/m2 

Thee value for the elastic constant c was chosen close to the cn value of La, 8(£r01ipuO 4.fi 
measuredd at 50 K by Nohara [1991] (2.634 x 1011 N/m2). Having chosen these parameters 
itt is possible to calculate the critical current density: Jc = 2Bf / UQL = 3.2 x 108 A/m2. This 
valuee is typical for HTC materials at 4.3 K (Li [1992]). Now the magnetization curve and 
thee magnetostriction curve can be determined. First the magnetization is simulated using 
thee three equations derived before, equations 2.16, 2.22 and 2.29. 

Thee result of the simulation of the magnetization with these parameters for a type-II 
superconductorr according to the Bean model is shown in figure 2.8. The curve shows the 
expectedd Bean like magnetization behaviour, similar to figure 2.3. From zero field the 
magnetizationn moves towards a negative saturation value. Then it is constant between full 
penetrationn field and maximum field, because Jc is independent of field. If Jc is not 
independentt of field but decreasing with increasing field the magnetization would be 
increasingg towards zero for fields between full penetration field and maximum field. 
Decreasingg the field from its maximum towards maximum field minus two times the full 
penetrationn field the magnetization increases from a negative value to a positive value. As 
statedd in section 2.4 the remaining parts of the curve can be found by mirroring. 

Alsoo the magnetostriction can be simulated using the three equations determined before, 
equationss 2.17, 2.23 and 2.30. 
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Figuree 2.8 Simulated magnetization curve of a type-II superconductor according to 
thee Bean model. 
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Figuree 2.9 Simulated magnetostriction curve of a type-II superconductor according to 
thee Bean model. AL/L is perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field. 
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Thee result of the simulation of the magnetostriction with the parameters specified above for 
aa type-n superconductor according to the Bean model is shown in figure 2.9. The shape of 
thee curve is as expected from the magnetization. The magnetostriction starts at zero and 
decreasess in a parabolic way. From the full penetration field the magnetostriction decreases 
linearlyy until the maximum field is reached. Clearly the large influence of Jc can be seen. If 
Jcc where not independent of field but decreasing with increasing field the part of the curve 
forr fields between full penetration field and maximum field would not be linear. Equation 
2.155 shows that the value of the magnetostriction would then be closer to zero. Between 
maximumm field and maximum field minus two times the full penetration field the 
magnetostrictionn increases rapidly from a large negative value to a large positive value, 
afterr which it decreases linearly towards a large negative value at minus maximum field. 
Duringg this decrease of field at a field of 0 T the magnetostriction is not zero but slightly 
positive.. Also at the end of the loop the magnetostriction is not zero. Note that the chosen 
parameterss give a value for AL/L of 1 x 10"5 for the magnetostriction at a field of 8 T. 

Whenn using the above described simulation technique for comparing with actual 
physicall  measurements the largest difficulty is to determine Jc, which is normally 
dependingg strongly upon temperature and field. If the assumption of a constant critical field 
iss abandoned, it is not trivial to determine the full penetration field, which is then not 
necessarilyy the field at which the magnetization reaches its minimum value. Using a 
magnetizationn curve measured on the same sample and under the same conditions gives a 
goodd measure of the field dependence of Jc for fields between Bf p and B ^ - 2Bf p. This 
followss also from the expressions found for AL/L . Equation 2.17, simulating the part of the 
magnetostrictionn curve between Bf p and Bmax - 2Bf p, depends, besides sample parameters, 
onlyy upon the magnetization and the applied field while equations 2.23 and 2.30 also 
dependd upon Jc. 
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33 Techniques 

3.11 Introductio n 

High-temperaturee superconductors exhibit a variety of interesting physical properties. 
Thesee properties vary often strongly with experimental parameters, such as temperature, 
magneticc field and pressure but also with the orientation of the specimen in a magnetic 
fieldd and its thermal and magnetic history. Moreover, in some cases a strong sample-
dependencee is observed, which is related to the experimental aspects of the sample 
preparationn process like purity of the starting materials, crystal growth parameters and 
annealingg temperature. For a profound experimental study of high-temperature 
superconductorss it is important to have high-quality, well-defined samples and to perform 
thee experiments in a well-defined way. The complex crystallographic structures of the 
compoundss make the preparation of single-crystalline samples a difficult task. This chapter 
givess a description of the techniques that were used to prepare and to investigate some 
selectedd High-Tc compounds. These techniques are presented in three sections. Section 3.2 
describess the preparation techniques used to grow single-crystalline material and the ways 
too shape the grown crystals in a form suitable for the experiments. In section 3.3, the 
techniquess used to characterize and orient the crystals are presented. Finally, section 3.4 
describess the experimental techniques used to measure physical properties of the 
single-crystallinee samples. 

3.22 Preparation of single-crystalline samples 

3.2.11 Mirro r  furnace 

AA NEC SC-N35HD (Nichiden Machinery Ltd.) image furnace is used for the crystal 
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growthh process. This is a double ellipsoid type mirror furnace with two halogen lamps as 
heatt sources. A schematic outline of the equipment is given in figure 3.1. 

Thee crystal growth in an image furnace is based upon the Travelling Floating Zone 
(TFZ)) or the Travelling Solvent Floating Zone (TSFZ) technique. A rod of starting material 
iss scanned through a heated zone. With the TFZ technique, the rod melts at one side of the 
zonee and solidifies at the other side. With the TSFZ technique, the rod is dissolved in a 
moltenn solvent of different composition at one side of the heated zone and solidifies from 
thee solvent at the other side. The molten zone is kept in place by its surface tension. In the 
imagee furnace the heating is performed by two halogen lamps placed in two parabolic gold-
platedd mirrors. The growth process takes place in the common focus of the mirrors. It is 
followedd by a video camera. In order to follow the growth during several days, images can 
bee recorded during certain intervals. The temperature of the molten zone is controlled by 
thee DC voltage of the two halogen lamps. This power is regulated by a programmable 
controller.. The temperature of the melt can not be measured directly. The growth process 
takess place in a quartz tube in which the atmosphere is regulated. The feed-rod and the seed 

Entrancee of gas 

Figuree 3.1 Outline of the NEC SC-N35HD image furnace. 
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aree attached to rotatable shafts and rotate oppositely to obtain good mixing of the molten 
materiall  and homogeneous heating of the melt. The mirrors, the shafts and the upper and 
lowerr parts of the quartz tube are kept at room temperature by means of water cooling. 
Duringg the crystal growth there is no contact between sample and container. The feed-rod 
hangss on the upper shaft by a platinum wire. The growth process is stopped before the 
platinumm reaches the melt. High-purity crystals can be obtained in this way. Parameters that 
cann be varied during the growth process are the feed and seed translation speeds, feed and 
seedd rotation speeds, the power of the lamps and the ambient atmosphere. Specifications of 
thee image furnace are given in table 3.1. 

Tablee 3.1 Specifications of the NEC SC-N35HD mirror furnace. 

Furnacee type 

Heatt source 

Temperaturee range 

Feedd and Seed translation speed 

Feedd and Seed rotation speed 

Atmospheree pressure 

Gas-floww rate 

Doublee ellipsoidal reflector 

Twoo halogen lamps of max. 3.5 kW 

max.. 2150 °C 

0.2-755 mm/h for low-speed range 
22 - 300 mm/h for high-middle-speed range 

33 - 150 rpm 

10"99 - 5 bar 

0 -55 dmVmin 

3.2.22 Weighing and mixing 

Thee crystal-growth process makes use of polycrystalline feed-rods of 5 to 6 mm in diameter 
andd 6 to 12 cm in length as starting material. These feed-rods were prepared from 3N5 or 
betterr quality starting materials in powder form. The materials were weighed on a 
METTLERR AE240 balance connected to a computer. The computer program calculated the 
ratioss and the amounts of material needed for a compound. Mixing of the weighed powders 
tookk place in an agate bowl with two small agate balls. The bowl was placed in a 
mechanicall  shaker. The weighed powders were mixed in acetone. 

3.2.33 Cutting 

Thee high-temperature superconductors are brittle ceramic materials. A round plate diamond 
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saww with blade thickness 0.2 mm was used to cut the materials. During the cutting, alcohol 
wass used as cooling, cleaning and lubrication liquid. After cutting, the samples were 
cleanedd with alcohol or acetone in an ultrasound bath. A special holder was used to cut 
crystalss which were oriented with an X-ray Laue apparatus. The cuts can be made parallel 
andd perpendicular to each other with an accuracy of 3 degrees. 

Thee spark-erosion technique was employed to wire-cut the doped (conducting) crystals 
off  the high-temperature superconductors. The spark-erosion machine (AGIEPULS with a 
CNC-SP6122 controller) is connected to a computer which enables one to program a 
sequencee of cuts to be performed automatically. Besides the movement of the sample and 
thee wire, one can control voltage, current, capacitance, amount of sparks per second and 
sizee of the sparks. A 50 urn copper wire was used. The wire can be positioned with an 
accuracyy of 5 urn. The cutting took place in an oil bath. The oil was constantly filtered. 
Duringg the spark-cutting, an ultrasound cleaning device, present in the oil bath, is activated. 
Sampless were, after orientation with an X-ray Laue apparatus, glued to special holders for 
thee spark erosion machine. The cuts can be made along any desired direction with an 
accuracyy of one degree. Also, cylinders and spheres can be cut out of the sample. The large 
advantagess of the spark-erosion technique are the high precision and during the cutting no 
forcee is applied on the sample. Disadvantages are the limitation of the technique to 
conductingg materials and that the sample-surface is defected by the spark-erosion process. 

3.2.44 Embedding and polishing 

Polishingg of the samples is necessary in order to study the surface. With a polarized light 
microscopee the presence of grains with deviating orientations can be visualized. The 
microscopee also enables one to make photographs of the surface. The Electron-Probe 
Microo Analysis (EPMA) also requires polished surfaces. Before polishing the samples, 
theyy are embedded in an epoxy to support them. 

Twoo techniques were used to embed the samples in pills with a diameter of 25 mm and 
aa height of 15 mm. The first method is by a PRIMOPRESS which uses pressure and heat to 
embedd the sample in a (non-)conducting epoxy. Satisfactory results were obtained with a 
forcee of 20 kN at 150 °C for 10 minutes for the acrylic thermoplastic resin of RESIN-2 HQ 
containingg copper or iron powder. The second technique makes use of a two component 
selff  hardening polymer (TECHNOVTT 5071). Once embedded, the samples can be 
recoveredd by dissolving the epoxy in acetone. The advantage of the self hardening epoxy is 
thatt the brittle samples can be embedded without heating and applying pressure. A 
disadvantagee is that the self hardening epoxy is not conducting. Samples embedded in this 
wayy can not be used for the EPMA. 

Afterr embedding a sample it was rubbed manually for a few minutes with sandpaper 
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(gritt 1200) to obtain a flat surface. Then, one of two techniques for polishing the very hard 
materialss was used. The first technique is to polish with diamond spray on a soft cloth. A 
VIBROMETT 2 Vibratory Polisher with BUEHLER Metadi Aerosol Spray Diamond 
Compoundd 1 |im served for this purpose. The polishing takes several hours. A black shiny 
surfacee is obtained. The second technique is lapping with Aluminium Oxide. In this case a 
LOGITECHH PM4 Precision Lapping and Polishing Machine with Aluminium Oxide paste 
off  3 urn was used. The lapping takes 4 to 6 hours. The difficulty of polishing these hard 
andd brittle materials is that small parts of the material tend to break from the surface. This 
causess holes while the broken pieces can produce scratches on the surface. With both 
proceduress satisfactory results were obtained. Polishing with diamond spray is simpler and 
fasterr than the lapping technique. 

3.33 Characterization of single-crystalline samples 

3.3.11 Laue X-ray diffractio n 

Thee grown materials were examined crystallographically by means of X-ray Laue 
back-scatteringg diffraction. A Polaroid camera was used as detector. The camera is placed 
betweenn the sample and the X-ray source. A single crystal of good quality is characterized 
byy Laue photographs with well-defined reflection patterns and well-shaped single spots. A 
Lauee photo gives information on the crystal quality of the surface over an area of about 1 
mm2.. By taking several pictures at different positions information on mono-crystallinity 
cann be obtained. X-ray Laue diffraction is also used to orient the samples. The best Laue-
picturess are made on cleaved or polished surfaces, or on the shiny facets which are 
sometimess present on the crystals. A thin skin of Cu or CuO is often present on parts of the 
grownn materials. This skin causes blurring of the Laue-picture. By cutting the samples with 
spark-erosionn the surface is damaged in such a way that the Laue-pictures become diffuse. 
Thee size of the X-ray spot is 1 mm2. The penetration in the crystal is about 20 |im. For all 
high-temperaturee superconductor compounds, CuKa radiation, generated with 40 mA at 20 
kVV for 3 minutes, was used. 

3.3.22 Powder  X-ray diffractio n 

Powderr X-ray diffraction gives information on the phases present in the sample and lattice 
parameterss of the crystalline material. X-ray patterns were taken at room temperature by 
meansmeans of a Philips diffractometer with a vertical goniometer using CuKa radiation. 
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Analysess were done with a Philips APD 1700 Automatic diffraction program. For accurate 
measurementss of the lattice parameters, silicon was used as a standard. Samples were 
powderedd in a steel bowl, closed with a steel pin, by slamming with a hammer on the pin. 
Noo contamination with iron could be detected. 

3.3.33 Electron-probe micro analysis 

Thee Electron-probe micro analysis (EPMA) measurements provide information on 
chemicall  composition, homogeneity and single-crystallinity of the surface of the sample 
(Seee for instance Mackenzie [1993]). The measurements were performed at the FOM-
ALMOSS facility at the Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratory (KOL) in Leiden. The sample is 
exposedd to an electron beam, with an acceleration voltage of 15 kV, which partly ionizes 
thee different atoms of the compound, thus creating vacant energy levels. Electrons in 
higherr energy levels fall back to the vacant levels, emitting photons. The photon-energy is 
characteristicc for the energy level difference and hence for the atom. The number of 
photonss with this characteristic energy counted per second is a measure for the amount of 
atomss of a certain type. At low concentrations of atoms the EPMA is limited, due to the 
loww number of counts per second compared to the background. Also, when the two 
characteristicc energy-peaks of different constituents overlap, the EPMA results should be 
interpretedd with some care. For the EPMA measurements a flat surface is required and the 
samplee should be conducting. Several different cross-sectional cuts were made across the 
sample.. The cut samples were embedded in a conducting epoxy and polished. Electron 
microscopyy was used to visualize the surface of the sample. Different phases show up as 
differentt colours. Then, at different places of one phase the exact composition of the 
samplee is measured. In this way the homogeneity of the sample is determined. The EPMA 
iss not sensitive for light elements such as oxygen, so littl e information on the oxygen 
contentt in the sample is obtained. Different orientations of different grains show up as 
differentt colour shadings. 

3.3.44 Density 

Thee porosity of the polycrystalline starting materials is an important parameter for the 
crystal-growthh process (see chapter 4). A measure for the porosity is the density of the 
material,, compared to the optimal density calculated from the crystal structure and the 
latticee parameters. The density of the grown crystals is, together with the lattice parameters 
andd structure, a first check of the composition. Density measurements were performed at 
roomm temperature with an equipment based on Archimedes' principle: the force of a 
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submergedd body is equal to the weight of the displaced liquid. The weight of a sample is 
measuredd in air and in a liquid with a known density. The density of the sample can be 
determinedd from the weight difference. An extensive description of the used technique is 
givenn by Duijn [1999]. The measurements were performed with a Mettier AE 163 balance. 
Doublee demineralized water is used as liquid with known density. The temperature of this 
waterr is stabilized within 0.01 K with a Colora Messtechnik GMBH K3 temperature 
controller.. The accuracy of the measurement is limited by this temperature stabilization. 
Thee relative accuracy is 0.1%.. The absolute accuracy is 0.5%. The samples can be between 
5000 mg and 2 g in weight. 

3.3.55 Ac-susceptibility and ac-resistivity 

Ac-susceptibilityy and ac-resistivity measurements reflect the quality of the sample and give 
aa first indication of superconductivity. The main purpose of these measurements is to get 
informationn about the onset of the superconducting transition Tc and the transition width 
ATC,, here defined as 90% of the transition centred around the midpoint of the transition. 
Thesee data provide a measure of doping and homogeneity of the sample. The temperature 
dependencee of the ac-susceptibility and ac-resistivity is followed from 4.2 K to room 
temperaturee with a computer controlled system. 

Thee susceptibility is measured by sending an ac-signal through a primary coil which 
generatess an ac-field. The sample is placed in one of two oppositely wound pick-up coils or 
secondaryy coils which are inside the primary coil. The generated inductance signal is a 
directt measure of the ac-susceptibility. The contribution of the empty holder is subtracted 
fromm the signal. A field of a few Gauss with a frequency of 90 Hz is used. 

Thee electrical resistivity is measured by a four point method. An alternating current of 2 
mAA with a frequency of 90 Hz is sent through the current leads and the voltage over the 
samplee is measured. The voltage is measured by a lock-in amplifier of EG&G Princeton 
Appliedd Research, type PAR 5208 two-phase lock-in amplifier. 

Thee insert, with either the coils for susceptibility or the sample holder for resistivity, is 
putt in a sample space which is surrounded by an exchange space filled with helium gas. 
Measurementss are performed by cooling the sample at a rate of 5 to 10 mK/sec, while 
continuouslyy monitoring the temperature and signal. The cooling rate is regulated by 
varyingg the helium pressure in the exchange space. The temperature is read with a Carbon 
Glasss thermometer for temperatures below 77 K and a Platinum thermometer for 
temperaturess above 50 K. The thermometer is positioned a few millimetres from the 
sample.. To obtain good thermal contact between sample and thermometer the sample space 
iss filled with half a bar of helium gas at room temperature. 
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3.3.66 Neutron diffractio n 

Severall  neutron-diffraction studies have been performed on the as-grown crystals. These 
studiess were performed in cooperation with, or by, collaborative research groups. Besides, 
forr characterization and orientation of the samples, neutron diffraction is used to study the 
crystall  structure and the magnetic structure of the material. Characterization and orientation 
studiess were performed at the Interfacultair Reactor Instituut (IRI) in Delft and at the 
Laboratoiree Léon Brillouin (LLB) in Saclay. Neutron experiments for determining more 
complexx physical properties of the materials were performed on the samples at IRI 
(Depolarisationn study and flux profile study by Roest [1995]), LLB (Phonon study), Institut 
Laue-Langevinn (TIJ.) in Grenoble and Hahn-Meitner Institut (HMI) in Berlin (both for 
magneticc study). In this work only the results of the crystallographic structures of the 
grownn materials are described. 

Mostt of the grown materials were checked for single-crystallinity by neutron diffraction. 
Thee principle of neutron diffraction is the same as the principle of X-ray diffraction. A 
monochromaticc beam of neutrons is scattered from the sample in Bragg interference 
patterns.. By scanning of the detector around the sample or by rotating the sample itself a 
rockingg curve revealing the Bragg peaks is obtained. One of the advantages of neutron 
diffractionn is the large penetration depth of the neutrons, making it possible to study the 
bulkk of the sample. The measurements provide information on single-crystallinity of the 
wholee sample (providing the sample is smaller than the size of the beam). The amount of 
grainss in the grown boule and the relative size of the grains are revealed. The orientation 
andd the position of the individual single-crystalline grains in the grown rod can also be 
detected. . 

3.44 Experimental setups 

3.4.11 Specific heat 

Specificc heat measurements were performed by means of the adiabatic and the relaxation 
method.. The adiabatic method is the most common method to measure specific heat. A 
thermometerr and a heater are thermally connected to the sample but isolated from its 
surroundings.. A certain amount of energy AQ, is applied by the heater, which causes a 
temperaturee change AT. The heat capacity, cp, is given by: 

limm AO dQ 
cc  —— a —*=- n n 

pp A7-0 Ar dT K ' 
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Thee difference between cp and cv is neglected. The advantage of the adiabatic method is 
thatt the absolute and relative accuracy can be very high. A disadvantage is that a heat-
switchh is needed to cool the sample to the lowest temperature. 

Withh the relaxation method the sample, thermometer and heater are connected via a 
weakk heatlink to its surroundings (the frame). The temperature of the frame is kept 
constant.. When the temperature of the sample is stabilized at T„  a constant power, P, is 
suppliedd to the sample. After some time the sample will reach a constant temperature, T2, 
sincee the heat per unit time that flows from the sample to the frame becomes equal to the 
powerr that is supplied to the sample. Then, the power is switched off and the temperature 
off  the sample will relax to the temperature of the frame. The heat capacity of the sample 
pluss addenda, i.e. support, heater and thermometer, can be determined from the 
temperaturee difference, AT = Tj-T^ and the relaxation rate, x. It is given by: 

CC = TK (3.2) 
wheree the thermal conductivity of the heat link, K = PAT. An advantage of the relaxation 
methodd is that no heat switch is needed. The sample cools via the heat link to the lowest 
temperature.. A disadvantage is that the relaxation time changes with the heat capacity, 
sincee the heat link is fixed. This makes it difficult to measure large variations in the heat 
capacity. . 

Ann experimental setup was used which made it possible to measure either with the 

adiabaticc method or with the relaxation method. A schematic picture of the specific heat 

supportt is given in figure 3.2. 

11 Sample 4 Ru02 heater 

22 Sapphire plate 5 Cotton wire 

33 RuQ2 thermometer 6 Frame 

Figuree 3.2 Specific heat support. 
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Thee calorimeter consists of a sapphire-plate sample holder with dimensions 10 x 10 x 
0.55 mm3. As thermometer and heater two Ru02 thick film resistors (3.2 x 1.6 x 0.5 mm3) 
aree used, which are glued with GE-varnish onto the sapphire plate. The thermometer and 
thee heater are connected by the four point method. An advantage of this sample holder is its 
veryy small heat capacity which does not depend on the magnetic field. The sample is glued 
withh Apiezon N on the sapphire plate. The heat capacity of this grease is well known 
(Buntingg 1969 and Bevolo 1974). The contribution of the empty holder and grease was 
subtractedd from the total heat capacity. The sapphire plate is positioned adiabatically by 
fourr cotton wires. There is no heat switch. This implies that the lowest temperatures cannot 
bee reached when measuring with the adiabatic method. For the relaxation measurements, a 
suitablee heat link is prepared between the sapphire plate and the frame. Typically a copper 
wiree 0.1 mm in diameter and 10 mm in length is used. Two inserts were used for the 
specificc heat measurements. One for temperatures between 1.5 K and 300 K and one for 
temperaturess between 300 mK and 5 K. Both inserts fit in a superconducting magnet of 
88 T. The orientation of the sample in the magnetic field can be changed either by rotating 
thee sample or by rotating the frame. 

Additionall  measurements were performed at the Physikalisches Institut of the 
Universitatt zu Köln, Germany, with a continuous heating method. To apply this technique 
aa thermometer is glued on one side of the sample and a carbon heater on the other side. The 
samplee is suspended semi-adiabatically in the frame by superconducting leads to the 
thermometerr and heater. A constant heat input is supplied to the sample, while its 
temperaturee is constantly monitored. From the temperature of the sample and the supplied 
power,, the heat capacity of the sample is calculated. At intervals, the drift heating rate is 
measuredd by switching off the power. The calorimeter is mounted on an insert that fits into 
aa 4He cryostat with a 17 Tesla magnet. The temperature can be varied between 4.2 K and 
2000 K. An advantage of this method is the high density of data points that is obtained. 

3.4.22 Thermal expansion and magnetostriction 

Thee thermal expansion and the magnetostriction were measured by the parallel-plate 
capacitancee method. The capacitance of a parallel-pi ate capacitor is given by: 

wheree e = ere0 is the dielectric constant of the medium between the plates, A is the area 
off  the plates and d is the distance between the plates. If during the measurements one 
capacitancee plate is fixed and the other attached to the sample, then the length change of 
thee sample as a function of temperature or field is proportional to the capacitance change. 
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Thiss change of the distance between the plates is given by: 

dd2 2 

AdAd = -—A C 
eA eA 

orr by: 

Ad Ad eA eA 

CC2 2 
AC AC 

43 3 

(3.4) ) 

(3.5) ) 

AA schematic drawing of the parallel plate capacitance cell is shown in figure 3.3. 

2U2U mm 

Figuree 3.3 Parallel-plate capacitance cell. 
11 upper plate 5 guard ring upper plate 
22 lower plate 6 copper foil 
33 sample 7 guard ring lower plate 
44 screw and spring 

Thee cell is made of Oxygen Free High Conductivity copper (OFHC copper) to guarantee 
goodd thermal conductivity and to avoid contributions to the empty cell from the 
paramagneticc oxygen atoms. The upper capacitance plate is fixed while the lower 
capacitancee plate is connected to the sample. The lower plate is connected to a plateau 
beloww the cell by three rods (only one is shown) and positioned by a spring. The sample is 
clampedd between the lower capacitance plate and the bottom of the cell by straining the 
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spring.. The surfaces of the parallel capacitance plates are made flat within a few um by 
meanss of spark erosion. Electrical isolation of the capacitance plates from the guard rings 
wass accomplished by means of a thin sheet of kapton embedded in epoxy. The cell is made 
forr samples with a length of 5.020 mm. The gap between the capacitance plates is 
determinedd by three copper foils (thickness 100 urn) placed between the guard rings of the 
lowerr and upper capacitance plates. The upper plate is somewhat larger than the lower 
plate.. Therefore, the capacitance is not influenced by a tiny horizontal displacement of the 
plates.. The effective area of the capacitance plates, eA = 9.47 x 10"16 Fm, is determined by 
measuringg the proportionality constant for the capacitance as a function of the thickness of 
thee foils. The uncertainty in the determination of this value gives an accuracy of 3% on the 
absolutee value of the experimental data. The influence of a small amount of helium gas, 
presentt between the capacitance plates, on the dielectric constant can be neglected (e = e0). 

Thee capacitance cell can be mounted in different inserts. The thermal expansion is 
measuredd between 1.5 K and 200 K in a normal  4He insert. Between 0.3 K and 6 K a 3He 
insertt is used. Magnetostriction is measured in fields up to 8 Tesla with the two different 
inserts.. During the magnetostriction measurements the temperature is regulated with a 
capacitancee thermometer. 

AA new capacitance cell with a new insert has been designed for magnetostriction of 
small,, thin samples. This cell fits in a rotatable magnet, which allows an angle dependent 
studyy of the magnetostriction. A schematic figure of the cell is shown in figure 3.4. A 
figuree of the insert is presented in figure 3.5. 

Figuree 3.4 One of the two capacitance plates of the small-sample parallel-plate 
capacitancee cell (  = copper). 
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Figuree 3.5 Insert for the rotatable magnet. 
aa hole for thermometer d rotation axis 
bb rod with spring and screw e guard rings 
cc capacitance plates f samples 

Thee cell is made of two pieces of print-board that are covered on both sides with 
conductingg copper. For each piece of print-board, one side serves as capacitance plate and 
thee other as guard-ring. The samples are placed on insulated islands of copper. Insulation 
wass obtained by removing the surrounding copper using an etching procedure. The cell is 
designedd for three 100 urn thick samples of maximum size 2 x 3 mm2. The measured 
magnetostrictionn is the average of the three samples. The samples are clamped between the 
platess by straining the spring with a screw. A Carbon Glass thermometer is placed close to 
thee samples to monitor the temperature during the measurements. With the small-sample 
capacitancee cell, magnetostriction measurements can be performed between 4.2 K and 
roomm temperature in fields up to 5 Tesla. The field can rotate over 330 degrees. The cell 
hass an effective area e A of 1.26 x 10"15 Fm. 

Forr both cells the capacitance was measured with a sensitive three-terminal method to 
reducee the noise level. The measurements were performed using an Andeen-Hagerling 
capacitancee bridge (type 2500A with option E) with an internal oven for temperature 
stabilisationn of the reference capacitors in order to prevent thermal drift. With this 
apparatus,, capacitance changes of 10'6 pF can be readily obtained. The relative length 
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changee is: 

Thee + sign applies when AC is measured with the large-sample capacitance cell 
(ALL = -Ad), while the - sign applies in case AC is measured with the small-sample 
capacitancee cell (AL = Ad). L is the length of the sample at room temperature. The 
resolutionn of the measuring method is high. Filling in equation 3.6 some typical values for 
ee A (= 9.47 x 1016 Fm), L (= 1 x 10̂  m) and C0 (= 1 x 10"" F) and the smallest measurable 
valuee for AC (= 1 x 10"18 F) the accuracy with which AL/L can be measured, can be 
determined.. This accuracy is about 1 x 10"7, which means that AL can be measured with an 
accuracyy of 1 x 10~u m. 

3.4.33 Magnetization 

Magnetizationn measurements were performed using a SQUID magnetometer and by a 
moving-samplee magnetometer. The SQUID magnetometer is an MPMS-5 of Quantum 
Design.. Measurements can be performed from 1.5 K to 350 K in fields up to 5 T. A 
rotatablee insert can be used to measure angle dependence of the magnetization. The 
equipmentt can measure magnetization values in the range from 10"12 to 103 Am2 with an 
accuracyy of 0.1%. The sample size is limited to 3 x 3 x 3 mm3. The moving-sample 
magnetometerr is home made. Measurements can be performed at temperatures between 
4.22 K and 300 K. The maximum field which can be applied is 8 T. The magnetization is 
measuredd by moving the sample between the centres of two oppositely wound pick-up 
coils.. The integrated induced voltage is a direct measure for the magnetization of the 
samplee and the holder. For accurate measurements the empty-holder contribution is 
subtractedd from the measured signal. The magnetic moment of the sample can be 
determinedd with a sensitivity of 10"5 Am2. Samples up to 1 x 1 x 1 cm3 cm in size can be 
measured. . 
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44 Crystal growth and 
characterizationn of 
La2xSrxCu040 0 

4.11 Introductio n 

Alll  known high-Tc compounds melt incongruently. This implies that upon heating the 
compoundd is not stable and decomposes at the peritectic temperature into a solid phase and 
aa liquid phase of different compositions. It is not possible to prepare these compounds by 
meltingg stoichiometric amounts of the starting materials. Instead a solid state reaction 
methodd can be used. In this way the correct phase can be formed by diffusion processes out 
off  mixed starting materials at a temperature below the peritectic temperature. The solid 
statee reaction method produces poly-crystalline material consisting of micrometer size 
single-crystallinee grains. Large single crystals (mm to cm size) of the high-Tc compounds 
cann be prepared from a liquid phase with a non-stoichiometric composition. Several 
techniquess are used and developed to prepare these single-crystalline samples from a non-
stoichiometricc melt. An extensive overview of these techniques is given by Dem'yanets 
[1991]. . 

AA serious difficulty when growing high-temperature superconductors is that volatile 
componentss such as bismuth-oxide or copper-oxide are present in the melt. These oxide-
meltss are chemically aggressive and attack container material causing contamination of the 
grownn crystals. To avoid this problem special containers or complicated growth methods 
thatt do not make use of containers are used. Tanaka and Kojima [1989] showed that the 
Travellingg Solvent Floating Zone (TSFZ) method is the most successful for growing large 
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andd contamination free crystals of the system La^S^CuO^j. In this chapter the growth of 
La2.xSrxCuÔ ^ single-crystalline samples by means of the TSFZ method is described. Also 
thee characterization of these crystals and the preparation of iron-doped La, goSro ^CuÔ  
crystalss is reported. First some principles of the crystal growth process are explained and 
somee properties of La^S^CuÔ  are summarized. 

4.1.11 General principl e of crystal growth 

Thee essential condition for the formation of single-crystalline material is the presence of a 
drivingg force, a difference of the chemical potential. This driving force can be a 
temperaturee gradient, a pressure change, a concentration change, an electrical potential or a 
gravitationall  potential. The temperature gradient is mostly used as the driving force, mainly 
becausee it is simple to establish and easy to control. The driving force can vary in time or 
cann be a stable parameter. An example of a driving force that varies in time (non-steady-
statee conditions) is the crucible growth, where the temperature of the system is lowered 
whilee keeping a temperature gradient. An example of a stable driving force (steady-state 
conditions)) is the zone growth where a temperature gradient is maintained while a feed-rod 
iss moved through the temperature gradient. The steady state conditions growth is usually 
complicatedd to perform, but it has large advantages. It allows one to grow crystals 
continuously.. Moreover, steady-state conditions give the best chance to obtain uniform 
crystals:: the variation of a growth parameter during the growth process alters the 
crystallizationn process and reduces the uniformity of the grown crystal. 

Besidess the various methods to apply the driving force and the variation of the driving 
forcee with time, one can distinguish three classes of crystal growth processes, depending on 
thee phase from which the crystals are grown: 

1.. crystal growth from the solid phase, 

2.. crystal growth from the liquid phase, 
3.. crystal growth from the gas phase. 

Thee crystal growth from the solid phase is based upon diffusion processes. This is a slow 
process,, resulting in long growth times and, in general, small crystals are obtained. The 
growthh from the gas phase is mainly used for preparing thin films. The crystal growth from 
thee liquid phase is used most for the preparation of large single crystals. The bulk single 
crystalss of high-Tc materials are grown from a liquid phase. Therefore it is important to 
knoww the melting behaviour of the materials. Before discussing some of the (melting) 
propertiess of La^Sr^CuÔ  first the difference of congruently and non-congruently melting 
materialss is explained and the Travelling Solvent Floating Zone method is described. 
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4.1.22 Congruently and incongruently melting compounds 

Knowledgee of phase diagrams is indispensable for performing crystal-growth experiments. 
Accordingg to their melting behaviour, materials are divided into two main categories: 
congruentlyy and incongruently melting materials. A congruently melting solid material can 
existt in equilibrium with the liquid phase of the same composition at the melting 
temperature.. The compound A2B in figure 4.1 is a congruently melting material. This 
compoundd can be prepared in single-crystalline form directly from its liquid phase. The 
compoundd AB2 in figure 4.1 is an incongruently melting compound. Upon heating the 
phasee AB2 will decompose at the peritectic temperature Tp in a solid with composition B 
andd a liquid with composition Xp. The solid phase AB2 can exist in equilibrium with a 
liquidd phase of a concentration between Xp and Xe in a temperature region between the 
peritecticc temperature Tp and the eutectic temperature Te. Single-crystalline material of the 
phasee AB2 can be grown from a solution (the solvent in the TSFZ technique) having a 
concentrationn in the range between Xp and Xe. 

T T 
T T 

[K] ] 

AA A2B XcXp AB2 B 
Compositionn -

Figuree 4.1 Congruently and incongruently melting compounds, A2B melts congruently 
andd AB2 melts incongruently. 

Thee currently known high-Tc compounds melt incongruently via the peritectic route. 
Thee Travelling Solvent Floating Zone method is a successful technique to grow large 
contaminationn free single-crystalline samples of these incongruently melting compounds. 
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4.1.33 Travelling Solvent Floating Zone method 

Withh the TSFZ method single-crystalline samples can be produced by scanning a feed-rod 
throughh a zone of molten solvent. The configuration is given in figure 4.2 showing the 
feed,, the solvent and the seed. The schematic temperature profile of the heated zone is also 
shown.. The temperature is increased until the solvent melts. The molten solvent is kept in 
placee between the feed and the seed by the surface tension. The feed and seed are counter 
rotatingg to obtain a good mixing and a homogeneous heating of the melt. The feed and seed 
bothh move downwards, not necessarily at the same speed in case the feed and seed have a 
differentt diameter. The feed-rod dissolves in the molten zone at the top of the zone, while 
itt solidifies at the bottom. The material transport in the melt is driven by diffusion and by 
convection.. The convection in the melt, driven also by the counter rotation of feed and 
seed,, is also indispensable for the heat transfer in the melt and thus for its stability. The 
convectionn in the melt and its effect on the zone length and the shape of the melt was 
studiedd by Lan and Kou [1991]. They found that the stability of the melt can be improved 
significantlyy by fast rotation of feed and seed. 

Feedd material 

Heatedd area 

Seedd material 

Figuree 4.2 Schematic configuration of floating zone method. 

Thee dissolving of the feed-rod in the solvent is a slow process which limits the growth 
speeds.. Typically speeds of 0.2 mm/h to 1 mm/h are being used. For congruently melting 
materialss the travelling floating zone method is used with growth speeds of 5 mm/h to 10 
mm/h.. Single-crystalline material can be obtained directly when a single-crystalline feed is 

Temperature e 
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used.. Single-crystalline material is obtained from a polycrystalline seed by two processes. 
Grainss growing in non-preferential directions will become smaller and grains will grow out 
too the sides of the rod. Depending upon conditions and material, it takes, for a rod with a 
diameterr of 0.5 cm, 1 to 6 cm before single-crystallinity is obtained. The TSFZ method has 
thee disadvantage that the technique of decreasing the diameter of the growth to decrease the 
numberr of grains present (necking), which is a common employed Czochralski technique, 
iss difficult to realise. 

Thee TSFZ method is a steady state conditions method with several advantages upon 
otherr growth techniques. There is no theoretical limit to the length of the crystals grown by 
thee TSFZ method. Usually, feed-rods of 8 to 12 cm in length are used. The diameter of the 
grownn crystal is limited by the size of the heated zone, which depends upon the size of the 
filamentss of the lamps. For the high-Tc compounds described in this thesis 4 to 6 mm 
diameterr is used. During the growth process there is no contact between a container and the 
material.. This means that contamination-free crystals can be produced. Furthermore, 
homogeneouslyy doped crystals can be grown. If the dopant is homogeneously distributed in 
thee feed-rod the solvent will at a certain point be in equilibrium stoichiometry with the seed 
material.. From that point on, the composition dissolved in the solvent also grows out of the 
solvent.. The remainder of the grown material will be homogeneously doped. The TSFZ 
methodd gives constant control of the growth process. However, the complexity of the 
methodd makes the procedure difficult to perform. Furthermore, the small growth speeds 
makee the growth experiments time-consuming and give a large response time if a change is 
madee during the growth on one of the growth-parameters. After adjusting a growth-
parameter,, the effect on the growth process and on the grown material will show only after 
severall  hours. 

TwoTwo conditions have to be fulfilled for a successful crystal growth of high-Tc 

compoundss by means of the TSFZ method. First, one has to keep the process of dissolving 
andd growing, running for a long period of time, i.e. several weeks. Then, during the growth, 
thee growth parameters have to be optimized in such a way that only small changes in the 
growthh conditions have to be made during the remaining of the growth process. Changing 
off  a growth parameter reduces the uniformity of the grown crystal. The main reason why 
thee growth process stops is the disappearance of the molten solvent. The molten material 
cann evaporate, drop or creep up along and in the feed-rod. To avoid evaporation, the 
temperaturee of the melt should not be too high and the atmosphere in which the growth 
takess place can be adjusted. To avoid the solvent to drop or slide down, the seed and feed 
shouldd be aligned properly to avoid swinging. Also for this reason the temperature of the 
meltt can not be too high. The starting material should be homogeneous and dense to avoid 
solventt creeping up in the feed-rod. 
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4.1.44 Meltin g behaviour  of La2.xSrxCu04_6 

Whenn preparing single-crystalline samples, good knowledge of the phase diagram of the 

materiall  is of great importance. For the TSFZ technique the phase diagram is essential in 

orderr to choose the right solvent composition. Although much effort has been made to 

studyy the phase diagrams of high-temperature superconductors, in general the knowledge 

off  their phase diagrams is relatively poor. The phase diagrams of La2_xSrxCu046 have been 

studiedd by several authors (Oka [1987], Picone [1988], Chen [1988], Shell [1988]). 

Figuree 4.3 shows the phase diagrams of the melting behaviour of La2Cu046 and of 

Laii  «ii>rn anCuCh.». 
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Figur ee 4.3 Phase diagram (melting behaviour) of the La203-CuO system (Oka [1987]) 
andd of the (LaSr)2Cu04-CuO system (Shell [1988]). 

Accordingg to the phase diagram of figure 4.3, La2Cu04.6 melts incongruently at the 

peritecticc temperature of 1320 °C. As explained in section 4.1.2 the compound can be 
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grownn from a phase, which we call the solvent in case of the TSFZ method, containing 
700 mol% to 92 mol% of CuO or CuO05. During the growth process the solvents 
compositionn has to be kept within this range and the temperature of the solvent has to be 
keptt between the peritectic temperature (1320 °C) and the eutectic temperature (1050 °C). 

4.22 Preparation of starting materials 

4.2.11 Introductio n 

Thee starting materials used for the crystal growth process are usually prepared by the solid 
statee reaction method. The success rate of the crystal growth process depends highly upon 
thee properties of these starting materials. The TSFZ method requires homogeneous feed-
rodss with a high density. Also, the poly-crystalline bars should be straight and they should 
havee a fixed diameter. The density and shape of the solvents are less important since the 
solventt is molten at the beginning of the growth-process. Still the solvent should have the 
correctt contamination-free composition. 

Firstt the general outline of the solid state reaction method is discussed. Then the 
proceduree used for the preparation of starting materials of La2.xSrxCu04.6 is given. Finally 
thee obtained starting materials are presented. 

4.2.22 Solid state reaction method 

Thee solid state reaction method is used for the preparation of poly-crystalline ceramic 
material,, without melting the material. A general outline of the procedure of the solid state 
reactionn method is presented in figure 4.4. Starting materials in powder form are weighed 
andd mixed at stoichiometric ratio. The material is mixed and calcinated at a temperature 
welll  below the peritectic temperature. During this step, moisture, C02 and other gases 
evaporatee from the mixture and the solid state reaction takes place. The material is remixed 
andd calcinated again several times. Then the material is remixed, pressed, to increase the 
density,, and sintered at a temperature just below the peritectic temperature. During the 
sinteringg grain growth occurs. The driving force of this process is the decrease of the grain 
boundaryy energy caused by the decrease of grain boundary area. Voids between the grains 
hinderr the grain growth. The final properties of the poly-crystalline material depend upon 
thee quality of the starting material and the parameters that were used for the solid state 
reactionn method. 

Thee solid state reaction method is a slow process since it is based upon diffusion 
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processess in a solid. The driving force is the concentration gradient. The reaction takes 
placee by diffusion through the contact areas of the different grains. The speed of the 
reactionn depends upon temperature and particle size of the starting materials. Therefore, 
finee powders should be used and the calcination temperature should be close to the 
peritecticc temperature of the phase to be formed. The use of fine powders also increases the 
densityy that can be obtained by pressing. This increases the contact between the particles 
andd thus enhances the diffusion process. The density of the final phase is higher than the 
densityy of the starting materials causing the material to shrink during the reaction. 
Consequently,, voids are created inside the poly-crystalline material. Using fine powders 
wil ll  give a more homogeneous poly-crystalline material. 

Weighing g 

Mixing g 

> > f f 

> > 

Calcinatingg / Solid state reaction 

+ + 
Dryy mixing / Regrinding 

> > t t 

Pressing g 

> > 

v v 
r r 

Sintering g 

Figuree 4.4 General outline of the solid state reaction method. 

Inn order to reach the desired oxygen stoichiometry, the final sintering can take place in 

ann oxygen atmosphere or after sintering the material can be annealed in an oxidizing or 

reducingg atmosphere at an appropriate temperature. 

4.2.33 Preparation of feed-rods and solvents of L a ^ ^ C u O ^ 

Forr the preparation of the feed-rods and solvents used for the crystal growth by the TSFZ 

methodd the following solid state reaction method was used. Powders of La203, SrC03 and 
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CuOO (all 4N purity) were used as starting materials. Stoichiometric amounts of the powders 
weree mixed in acetone for 30 minutes. The powder was dried at 200 °C for 3 hours. The 
calcinationn took place in aluminium-oxide crucibles at a temperature of 920 °C for 48 
hours.. The material, then still soft, was regrounded and calcinated a second time, now at 
9400 °C for 48 hours. These calcination temperatures are low enough to avoid 
contaminationn from the containers. The aluminium-oxide crucibles contaminate the 
materiall  at temperatures above 1000 °C. After the second calcination process, the powders 
weree regrounded and put in a rubber tube of 6 mm diameter. The tube was stored in 
vacuumm for several days to release the air from within. The rods were isostatically pressed 
inn an oil-bath at a pressure of 6 kbar. A hole was drilled a few millimetres from the end of 
thee rod. Finally, the obtained feed-rods were sintered, hanging vertically at a Pt wire for 48 
hourss at a temperature of 1200 °C in air. The rods hang while sintering to avoid warping 
andd to avoid contamination from container material. The solvents were prepared following 
thee same procedure as the feed-rods, except for the final sintering. The sintering of the 
solventt rods was performed in aluminium-oxide crucibles at a temperature of 940 °C. 

Ann overview of the prepared feed-rods and solvents used in successful growth 
experimentss with the parameters for each rod is presented in table 4.1. The mass indicated 
inn the table is the initial mass of the sample. During the calcination and sintering steps 
alwayss a small reduction of the weight of the samples was noticed. Most of the mass loss 
tookk place during the first calcination which can be explained by the reduction of carbon 
fromm the starting materials. Also during each remixing step some of the material stays 
behindd in the mixing bowl, reducing the total weight of the final feed-rod. The final mass 
off  the feed-rod is always up to 0.2 g lower than indicated. During none of the steps an 
increasee of the mass was noticed. 

Noo large influence of the temperature of the intermediate heatings was noticed on the 
finall  products. For all temperatures used (900 °C to 965 °C) the material could still be 
remixedd easily and no reaction with the aluminum-oxide container was detected. A final 
sinteringg temperature of 1100 °C for the feed-rods was high enough. Sintering at 1150 °C 
orr even 1200 °C did not further improve the quality of the feed-rods. 

Al ll  prepared feed-rods were straight and had a fixed diameter. Some of the solvents 
weree slightly bent during the sintering. However this formed no problem for the 
experimentss since the solvents were cut in pieces of about 1 gram. The final materials, 
beingg hard and brittle, were cut by diamond saw. The sample with x = 0.13 was 
contaminatedd during the final sintering by the Pt wire it was hanging on. A crystalline 
boulee was grown from this feed-rod, but neither the crystals nor the starting materials 
showedd superconductivity. The feed materials with x = 0.10, 0.15 and 0.20 showed a 
superconductingg transition in the ac-susceptibility at temperatures that coincide with values 
foundd in literature. In section 4.4 the physical properties of the starting materials will be 
discussedd some. 
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4.33 Crystal growth 

4.3.11 Introductio n 

Crystall  growth of La^Sr^CuCva has been performed by several research groups, each of 
themm obtaining different results. Tanaka and Kojima [1989] were the first to report a 
successfull  crystal growth of La2.xSrxCu04.8 by the TSFZ technique, however, only for the 
optimall  doped (x = 0.15) compound. The obtained crystals exhibited a significant mosaic 
structuree (Braden [1992]). Oka et al. [1994] reported to have found optimal growth 
conditionss for Laj  85Sr0 ̂ CuO .̂ They obtained single crystals with large dimensions, 
howeverr they did not manage to reproduce the growth experiments in a standard way. 

Heree the method used to start the growth process for La2.xSrxCuC>4_0 (x = 0.10, x = 0.13, 
xx = 0.15 and x = 0.20) and the method used to keep the growth running for a long period of 
timee are described. The reproducible growth conditions, under which large single-
crystallinee samples of the La2xSrxCu04_ö compounds were obtained, are reported. Also, the 
growthh of iron doped Lat ^STQ J0CUO4_Ö is described. 

4.3.22 Growth process for  La^^C i iC ^ 

Thee growth process started with aligning the feed and the seed rods. A piece of solvent of 7 
mmm diameter, 3 to 4 mm in length and about 1 gram in weight is put on top of the seed. By 
partiallyy melting the solvent, it was attached either to the feed or to the seed. After 
connectingg the solvent, the temperature was decreased to room temperature and the system 
wass pumped to a pressure below 1 x 10"6 mbar to obtain a clean atmosphere. The pumping 
tookk about 12 hours. Then, the sample space was filled with the required atmosphere, 
usuallyy 200 kPa, of oxygen. The feed and the seed were rotated with the same speed (20 to 
300 rpm) in the same direction and the temperature was increased slowly until the solvent 
startedd to melt. During melting of the solvent, 02 bubbles, resulting from the chemical 
reactionn of CuO to Cu20, escaped from the melt. Therefore, the melting had to be done 
slowlyy (in half an hour to 2 hours) not to drop part of the solvent material. After the solvent 
wass almost completely molten (it was still either hanging on the feed or standing on top of 
thee seed), the feed and the seed were moved towards each other until they were connected 
byy the solvent. Then the temperature was increased further, until the solvent was molten 
completelyy after which the feed and the seed were counter rotated at rates of 30 rotations 
perr minute (rpm) to 42 rpm. The growth process was started by moving both the seed and 
thee feed downwards with a rate of 0.20 mm/h to 0.35 mm/h. 

Duringg the TSFZ growth process the amount of solvent tends to decrease, caused by 
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evaporationn of CuO and by penetration of the floating material in the feed up to the 
positionn where the temperature is close to the eutectic temperature. In the feed material, at 
aa position close to the solvent, there is always a compositional gradient along the feed-rod 
withh respect to the CuO concentration. Also, as the sintered feed material can never reach 
thee theoretical optimal density, voids are present in the feed material. These features are 
reasonss for the solvent to penetrate the feed material. An increase of the temperature could 
helpp to maintain the volume of the molten zone. However, at higher temperature the 
positionn of the eutectic temperature shifts more up in the feed-rod causing more solvent to 
penetratee the feed material. Also at higher temperature, more CuO will evaporate from the 
solvent.. Therefore, increasing the temperature of the solvent only temporarily improved the 
growthh conditions. Besides, the temperature can only be increased up to a certain point 
sincee the temperature of the solvent is limited by the eutectic temperature (1320 °C). 

Duringg several initial growth experiments, grains started to grow out of the surface of 
thee feed-rod reaching dimensions of a few tenths of a millimetre to a few millimetres. The 
growthh of these grains is due to recrystallization of small crystallites that were formed 
duringg the sintering procedure. Apparently, the conditions in the feed material, close to the 
solventt make it favourable for these crystallites to grow out to the side of the feed. These 
crystallitess formed a serious threat for the continuation of the growth process. The small 
grainss will dissolve into the solvent, however the larger ones can cause a sudden change 
intoo the solvents composition and they can cause friction between seed and feed. These two 
disturbancess can stop the growth process. Besides having direct influence on the solvent 
compositionn and on the growth conditions, the grains falling into the solvent can cause 
nucleationn of new crystals on the seed. This will cause the grown rod to consist out of 
manyy grains instead of one or a few. For one growth run two of such grains of millimetre 
sizee could be recovered. An ac-susceptibility measurement on one of the grains showed the 
samee onset temperature of the superconducting transition as measured for the feed material. 
Also,, the transition width was of the same size. This indicates that the material has the 
samee composition as the feed material and in so is hard to dissolve again. 

Thee above described difficulties, found during several initial growth experiments, were 
overcomee by a combination of adjustments of the growth parameters and of the growth 
procedure.. In this way, the crystal growth experiments were optimized and it was possible 
too keep the growth process running for a long period of time. The four following changes 
weree made. 

First,, it was found that using feed material with some excess of CuO to compensate for 
thee losses of CuO improved the growth conditions considerably. In table 4.1 the amount of 
extraa CuO is shown by giving the mixing ratio of the starting materials in mol%, for 
instancee La^Sr^Oj : CuO = 49 : 51. The density of the starting material is increased by 
addingg CuO to the feed material. There was less penetration of solvent into the feed 
materiall  and less crystallites grew out to the sides of the feed-rod. Using feed material with 
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twoo percent excess CuO (mixing ratio 48 : 52) did not further improve the growth 
conditions.. Besides the crystals grown from these feed materials showed excess CuO. 

Second,, the growth process was started directly after the solvent was molten. Also in the 
casess that friction was still noticed or the shape of the solvent was not optimal, the growth 
processs was started within half an hour after melting the solvent. It was found that starting 
thee growth immediately increased the chance of keeping the process running under stable 
conditions.. If waited for more than half an hour the solvent disappeared by creeping up into 
thee feed-rod. A similar feature was noticed for the growth speed. A high growth speed is 
preferredd since it shortens the duration of the growth experiments. A low growth speed 
givess the feed material more time to dissolve into the solvent. One would, therefore, expect 
ann as low as possible growth speed to be the optimal growth condition (for the crystals, not 
forr the crystal grower!). It appeared that very low growth speeds (0.10 mm/h) increased the 
penetrationn of the solvent into the feed and consequently caused the growth process to be 
veryy difficult to maintain and often even caused it to stop. A growth speed for the feed 
betweenn 0.2 mm/h and 0.35 mm/h was found to be optimal. Within this range, adjustments 
forr the difference in density between feed and seed and adjustments for the difference in 
feedd diameter and seed diameter could be made. 

Third,, the rotation speed of the feed and the seed was optimized. Lan and Kou [1991] 
studiedd the influence of the rotation speeds on the melt. They found that high rotation 
speedss are optimal for stability of the melt. Also, fast rotation will improve the mixing and 
thuss the homogeneity of the solvent and it will improve the dissolving process of the feed 
material.. In this work it was found that when the shape of the solvent is not optimal or if 
recrystallizedd grains stick out of the feed, fast rotation increased the chance of dropping of 
thee solvent. However, if the growth conditions were optimal, the rotation speeds could be 
increasedd and helped in keeping the growth process running in a stable way. During the 
experimentss high rotation speeds of 36 rpm for the seed and 42 rpm for the feed could be 
used.. Naturally, straight alignment of feed and seed is essential and was always 
accomplishedd before the start of each experiment. 

Fourth,, the temperature profile of the heated zone was optimized. The position of the 
lamps,, and with this the size and the shape of the heated zone, is essential for success. 
Adjustmentss of the lamp positions, to obtain a vertical temperature profile with an as sharp 
ass possible border between the heated zone and the non-heated area, significantly improved 
thee growth success rate. Hosoya et al. [1994] came to this conclusion by calculating the 
temperaturee gradient for several lamp configurations. They improved the sharpness of the 
verticall  temperature profile even further by limiting the reflection of parts of the mirrors. 
Afterr the lamp adjustments towards a sharper vertical temperature profile, the shape of the 
solventt was optimized, less crystallites were growing out to the side of the feed-rod and 
lesss friction was noticed during the growth process. 

Forr successful growth experiments it took about two days to obtain stable growth 
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conditions.. After reaching stable conditions, as few as possible adjustments to the growth 
parameterss were made, not to disturb the growth process (see section 4.1.1). Figure 4.5 
showss a photograph of the video screen displaying the growth of La, 85Sr015Cu04_6 

(G14MY3).. At this point the growth is optimized and stable. The grown material has a 
diameterr of 6 mm. No solvent has leaked out towards the grown material. The molten 
solventt is nicely located between the feed and the seed. It has the optimal form, curved 
slightlyy inward reducing the chance it will drop. The diameter of the feed-rod is enlarged 
byy solvent which has crept up. Some small pieces of recrystallized feed material stick out 
off  the feed. These small pieces formed no danger for the growth process, they easily 
dissolvedd when reaching the molten solvent. 

Figuree 4.5 Photograph of the video screen for monitoring of the growth of 
La,, 85Sr0I5Cu04_6 (G14MY3). The scales on the picture are in millimetres. 
Thee reflections of the wires of the lamps are visible in the heated zone. 

Duringg the growth experiments it was found that it is difficult to continue 
single-crystallinee on a single-crystalline seed because most of the times the growth 
conditionss are not optimal in the beginning of the growth experiments. Even when started 
withh an optimal seed, consisting out of one or only a few grains, the first centimetres of the 
grownn rod consisted out of many grains. Single-crystallinity was only reached after several 
centimetres.. Most of the growths of La2xSrxCu04.6 were performed with a seed, taken from 
thee middle part of a previous growth run, containing 5 to 100 grains. Such a seed has the 
optimall  density, preventing solvent material to penetrate the seed, and contains only a 
limitedd amount of grains to start with. 

Ann overview of the performed crystal growth experiments, with the starting materials 
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andd with the used growth parameters is presented in table 4.2. The duration of the 
successfull  growth experiments varied between 200 hours and 500 hours (20 days!). During 
thesee long growth periods, stable conditions were obtained and the growth time was only 
limitedd by the length of the feed-rod. Using the reported growth parameters, successful 
growthh experiments of La2_xSrxCu04_6 were performed for x = 0.10, x = 0.13, x = 0.15 and 
xx - 0.20. Growing pure La2Cu04_6 proved to be more difficult than growing La2.xSrxCu04.5. 
Duringg one growth experiment of La2Cu04.6 the conditions could be hold stable (G190C3) 
forr more than a week, however the final result was too short (38 mm) to obtain large 
single-crystallinee grains. Using a seed-rod as a feed (G23N03), for a growth of 
La180Sr020CuO4_66 did not improve the growth conditions compared to the growth 
experimentt using a poly-crystalline feed-rod (G21JN3). 

Inn figure 4.6 the result of a growth of La, 85Sr0,5Cu04_6 (G14MY3) with the remaining of 
thee feed-rod is presented. At the end of the grown rod (the right hand side of the picture) 
twoo facets of about 3 cm long, perpendicular to the growth direction, were observed. These 
facetss are a first indication of single-crystallinity. The growth process was stopped by 
stoppingg the translation of the seed while moving the feed-rod upwards with a speed of 1 
mm/h.. This caused the solvent to drop to the side of the last part of the grown boule. The 
wholee system was then cooled down to room temperature in about 5 to 10 hours. The last 
partt of the grown rods were analysed and used for experiments. An extensive description of 
thee characterization of the grown materials is presented in section 4.4. 

Figuree 4.6 Result of growth of La, 85Sr015Cu04.6 (G14MY3) with remaining of the feed 
rod.. The scale on the picture is in millimetres. 
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4.3.33 Growth of Laj ^S^ 10Cu098Fe002O4.6 

Onn request of Prof. W. Steiner from the Institut für Angewandte und Technische Physik 
(Vienna),, a crystal growth experiment was performed in order to synthesize 
La,, 90Sr0,0CuO4.6 material doped with iron. The aim of this experiment was to obtain a 
seriess of iron doped samples with iron content between 0 and 2 %. The research group 
fromm Vienna wanted to study the influence of iron doping on the superconducting transition 
temperaturee of La2_xSrxCu04_6. For this work, the growth experiment was used as a check to 
seee how fast after the start of a growth experiments equilibrium conditions in the 
compositionn are being reached. Starting material of La, 90Sr0,0Cu098Fe002O4.6 (mixing ratio 
499 : 51) was prepared following the solid state reaction method described earlier. No sign 
off  superconductivity could be seen in ac-susceptibility measurements, performed on the 
feedd material, for temperatures between 77 K and 4.2 K. The growth experiment was 
performedd by using a seed of La, 90Sr0,0CuO4_6 and a solvent of La, 90Sr0,0CuO4.6 mixing 
ratioratio 20 : 80. Both seed and feed contained no iron. After melting the solvent the growth 
wass started immediately. Already after having grown three centimetres facets appeared on 
thee grown rod, which is a first indication of single-crystallinity. A picture of both sides of 
thee obtained boule is shown in figure 4.7. 

Figuree 4.7 Result of the growth of La, ̂ S^ 10Cu0 98Fe0 02O4.6 (G28MY3). The scale on 
thee pictures is in millimetres. The first 15 mm on the left is the seed. The 
lastt 20 mm of the grown rod (on the right) consisted out of two large single 
crystals. . 
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Figuree 4.8 Amount of iron versus length in the rod grown from iron doped starting 
materialss (from EPMA). Distance 0 mm means start of the growth. 

Forr the first 10 mm of the grown rod, the percentage of iron in the sample, versus the 
lengthh of the growth was analyzed by means of EPMA. The result is presented in figure 
4.8.. It shows that the amount of iron in the grown rod increases almost linear with the 
distance,, from 0 % at position 0 (start of the growth) to 2.25 % after 1 cm. The part of the 
grownn rod after 1 cm contains 2.25 percent iron, the same amount as measured in the feed-
rod.. The sample with varying iron content was send to Vienna for further study. 

Thee single-crystallinity of the grown boule was checked by means of neutron 
diffraction.. Two large single-crystalline grains were found at the last part of the grown rod, 
soo containing 2 % iron doping. An ac-susceptibility measurement for temperatures between 
777 K and 4.2 K, performed on a small part of one of these crystals, showed no sign of 
superconductivity. . 

4.44 Characterization 

4.4.11 Introductio n 

Severall  characterization techniques were used to determine the quality of the obtained 
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single-crystallinee samples. The results of the characterization of the grown boules were 

alsoo used to analyse and to optimize the crystal growth process. The grown materials were 

checkedd on composition, homogeneity and single-crystallinity by means of EPMA, X-ray 

Lauee back-scattering, neutron diffraction and density. The superconducting transition 

temperaturess were determined from ac-susceptibility and from ac-resistivity measurements. 

Inn figure 4.9 the phase diagram of La2.xSrxCu04.6 is presented, showing the 

superconductingg phase and the structure type. At room temperature, the structure of 

La2_xSrxCu04.66 is tetragonal for x > 0.10 and orthorhombic for x < 0.10. The transition 

temperaturee from high-temperature tetragonal (HTT) to low-temperature orthorhombic 

(LTO)) decreases with higher Sr concentration and vanishes for x = 0.21. The compound 

showss superconductivity for 0.05 < x < 0.35. The maximum Tc is 36 K for x = 0.15. 

1000 0 

100 0 

\\ Orthorhombic 
\\ (LTO) 

uu ' Metal 

(La^Sr.JCuO, , 

Tetragonal l 
\\ (HTT) 

Superconductor r 

0.00 0 0.055 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 

xx (strontium concentration) 

CuO, , 

La/Sr r 

Figuree 4.9 Phase diagram of La2.xSrxCu04.6 

(structure),, from Fisher et al. [1996]. 
Figuree 4.10 Crystal structure 
off  La2.xSrxCu04.6, from Shaked 
etal.. [1994]. 

AA picture of the HTT crystallographic structure of La2.xSrxCu04.6 is presented in figure 

4.10.. The space group of La2_xSrxCu04.6 is I4/mmm. The lattice parameters for x = 0.15 at 

roomm temperature are a = 3.78 A and c = 13.22 A. 

Ann overview of the analysis performed on the grown rods is presented in table 4.3. In 

thee next sections the results of these analysis wil l be discussed in more detail. Also a 

descriptionn of the results of cutting of the crystals by spark-erosion is given. 
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4.4.22 Electron-Probe Micr o Analysis 

Inn order to analyse the steady state feed - solvent - seed configuration in more detail the 
configurationn was frozen at the end of a growth experiment of La, 9oSr010CuO4.6 

(G15MA3).. The configuration was frozen by simultaneously stopping the rotation and the 
translationn movements of both the seed and the feed and by rapidly decreasing the 
temperaturee of the system by decreasing the power to the halogen lamps. This way the 
solventt was quenched, i.e. cooled down to a temperature well below the eutectic 
temperature,, in about 2 minutes, directly after the growth was stopped. A photograph of the 
obtainedd result is presented in figure 4.11. The photograph shows the single-crystalline 
boulee of 72.5 mm length and 6 mm diameter. The feed-rod just above the solvent is wetted, 
irregularr and somewhat swollen. These features formed no disturbance for the growth 
process.. During the growth there was no contact between the wetted zone and the wire the 
feedd is hanging on. Before the wire reached the heated zone the experiment was stopped in 
orderr to prevent contamination of the grown rod from the wire material. 

Figuree 4.11 Result of growth of La,>90Sr010CuO4.6 (G15MA3) with frozen solvent and 
remainingg of the feed-rod. The scale on the picture is in millimetres. The 
firstt 15 mm on the right side is the seed. The grown boule is broken in the 
middle.. The last 15 mm on the left is the remaining of the feed with the wire 
itt was hanging on. The thinner part next to the feed is the frozen solvent. 

Figuree 4.12 shows a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) image of a cross-sectional 
cutt of the frozen configuration of feed - solvent - seed of La, ̂ Srj, ,0CuO4_6 (G15MA3). 
Thiss SEM picture reveals a lot of important information about the growth process, and 
severall  conclusions can be made from it. 
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Figuree 4.12 Scanning Electron Microscope image of a cross-sectional cut of feed, 
solventt and grown crystal of LaL90Srai0CuO4_8 (G15MA3). The left part 
representss the crystal, the middle part the frozen solvent and the right part 
thee feed material. 

Thee SEM image proves that the grown single-crystalline material (the white area on the 
leftt hand side) has a homogeneous structure without holes. In the starting material (on the 
rightright hand side) the holes (grey spots) and the excess CuO (black spots) which were 
expectedd to be present are clearly visible. The holes and the excess CuO are distributed 
ratherr homogeneously over the starting material. Many cracks are present, mainly in the 
crystall  but also in the starting material and the solvent. These cracks are caused by the 
quenchingg of the materials and by the embedding of the configuration in epoxy. The 
crystalss used for experiments were cooled down slowly (in 5 to 10 hours) after the growth 
wass stopped. These crystals did not contain cracks. 

Thee solvent material in the as-frozen state exhibits a well-pronounced needle structure 
withh black areas in between. EPMA measurements proved the needles to be of the 
(LaSr)2Cu04,66 phase while the black areas represent the CuO phase. The needles are more 
concentratedd in the solvent region which is close to the seed. Also near the seed, the 
needless are ordered regularly (almost parallel to each other) while in the solvent region 
closee to the feed they are randomly distributed. These features indicate that the solvent is 
moree CuO rich near the feed material while near the seed the solvent is more of the 
(LaSr)2Cu04_66 phase. This is consistent with the growth process. Near the seed the solvent 
iss saturated with (LaSr)2Cu04.6 causing the (LaSr)2Cu04.6 phase to solidify out of the 
liquid.. Near the feed material the solvent is not saturated, making it possible for the feed 
materiall  to dissolve into the solvent. 
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Besidess the materials themselves also the interfaces between the solvent and the feed 
andd between the solvent and the seed show some remarkable features. Because the solvent 
wass frozen by quenching, the interfaces can be considered as how they were during the 
growthh process. The solid liquid interface at the feed side is rather irregular. This confirms 
thatt dissolving of the feed material is an irregular process. The solid liquid interface 
betweenn the seed and the solvent has a well defined sharp shape. This is a confirmation that 
thee crystallization process takes place under well defined conditions. The sharpness of the 
solidd liquid border confirms the finding that a sharp vertical temperature profile improves 
thee crystal growth process. 

Onn parts of the grown boules inclusions of CuO or a thin skin of a CuO-rich phase could 
bee found. Figure 4.13 shows three SEM photographs of cross-sections taken at three 
differentt positions of G15MA3. The first picture shows that in the fist part of the grown 
boulee CuO inclusions are present. At the middle stage (the second picture) the CuO 
inclusionss are much less pronounced, however a CuO-rich skin appeared on one side of the 
boule.. At the final stage (picture three), the CuO inclusions disappeared and the remaining 
skinn has a regular stripe structure. On the last 3 centimetres of the boule clear facets 
appearedd and the skin was only present on the area between the facets. EPMA results 
provedd the skin to be of the La1.xSrxCu025 phase, which was also found by Oka [1994]. 

Thee exact composition of the grown materials was checked with EPMA measurements 
byy measuring at least 5 different points on a cross-section of a grown boule and averaging 
overr them. The results of the metal ratio's, normalised to Cu = 1, are included in table 4.3. 
Thee measured composition of the crystals always deviated from the nominal composition. 
Thee La-content is slightly higher than the nominal composition, whereas the Cu and Sr 
contentss are slightly lower. The latter are within the accuracy limits. The slightly increased 
Laa content was also found by Tanaka et al. [1989]. The reason for the sightly higher La : 
Cuu ratio can be due to Cu-deficiency, which was found by Maljuk et al. [1993] in Top 
Seededd Solution Growth grown single crystals as a consequence of overcooling 
(oversaturation)) during crystallisation. However the higher La : Cu ratio was also found in 
thee feed material, which was prepared with excess CuO (mixing ratio 49 : 51). Therefore, 
thee deviation from the nominal composition is most likely a result of deviation of the 
EPMAA data (Hosoya et al. [1994]), arising from the calibration material used. 

Thee last part of the grown rods always showed a homogeneous phase with no 
contaminationn or inclusions of secondary phases. Only at the first few centimetres of a 
grownn crystalline boule CuO-rich inclusions could be found. These inclusions were not 
presentt in the parts of the growths were the facets appeared. A single-crystalline boule of 
La,, ^STQ l0CuO4^ (G05AP3) grown from the feed-rod with mixing ratio 48 : 52 did contain 
inclusionss of a CuO-rich phase over the whole length of the rod, indicating that the solvent 
remainedd to rich in CuO. 

Thee Sr/La ratio proved to be constant over a long part of the grown boules and equal to 
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thee amount in the feed, indicating that the system was in equilibrium condition for a large 

partt of the growth. 

Figuree 4.13 Cross-sections of the growth of G15MA3, showing the single phase crystal, 
CuOO inclusions and the CuO-rich skin. The three samples were cut at a 
distancee of (a) 19 mm , (b) 40 mm and (c) 60 mm from the start of the 
growth. . 

4.4.33 Laue X-ray diffractio n 

Lauee X-ray photographs, taken on the facets of the grown rods, displayed sharp diffraction 
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spotss and revealed a clear 4-fold rotation axis. An example of the results of the Laue X-ray 
backscatteringg pictures, taken on the facets of sample G05AP3, is given in figure 4.14. The 
firstt picture was taken on one of the two facets, about 10 mm from the end of the growth. 
Thee second picture was taken after turning the sample exactly 180 degrees, so on the same 
positionn but on the opposite facet. The second picture clearly shows a mirror pattern of the 
firstt picture. This is a first indication that this part of the grown rod consists of a single 
grain. . 

Figuree 4.14 Laue X-ray backscattering pictures of sample G05AP3. The left picture was 
takenn on a facet 10 mm from the end of the growth. The right picture was 
takenn on the opposite facet. 

Additionally,, to check the grown rods on single-crystallinity, the Laue X-ray technique 
wass also used to orient the samples that were used for physical measurements. In figure 
4.155 an X-ray picture on an oriented sample showing the a-axis or the b-axis is presented. 
Thee difference between the a-axis and the b-axis can not be distinguished by the X-ray 
technique.. This typical Laue X-ray picture for an oriented sample shows single diffraction 
spots,, another indication of single-crystallinity. It was found that the growth direction of 
thee large crystals, found at the end of the rods, is almost always about 15 degrees tilted 
fromm the a-axis or the b-axis. 
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Figuree 4.15 Laue X-ray backscattering picture taken on an oriented sample of G05AP3, 
showingg the diffraction pattern of the a-axis or the b-axis. 

4.4.44 Neutron diffractio n 

Neutronn diffraction measurements were performed on several of the grown rods (see table 
4.3).. These experiment revealed how many single-crystalline grains were present in the 
grownn rods, the size and the shape of the grains and the position of the grain in the grown 
boule.. The grown boules coming from unstable growth experiments consisted of 10 to 100 
grainss and, consequently, no large single crystals could be obtained form these rods. The 
stablee crystal growth experiments produced rods which contained in the last part one or 
onlyy a few single-crystalline grains. Large single-crystalline samples, up to 500 mm3 in 
size,, could be obtained from these rods. A typical rocking curve measured on a grown rod 
off  La190Sr010Cu098Fe002O4.6 is presented in figure 4.16. The curve was taken on a 
diffractionn peak with a large count rate. The small Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) 
valuee of 0.09° confirms the high crystallographic quality of the crystal. 
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Figuree 4.16 Rocking curve of a single crystal of halgoSTowCu09iFe002Oi 

Thee maximum count rate of a diffraction peak is a measure of the size of the crystal. An 
exactt matching between the count rate and the size of a single-crystalline grain in a grown 
rodd can not be made since it depends upon shape of the grain and the position of the grain 
inn the grown rod. The position and the shape of the grain in the grown rod can be located 
byy shielding parts of the grown rod with cadmium, while looking at the maximum count 
ratee of a diffraction spot. The count rate decreases when part of the grain is shielded. 
Anotherr way to determine the shape and the position of a grain is taking a picture of the 
shapee of a diffraction spot. Figure 4.17 shows two of those pictures taken on the end of the 
growthh of Laj cxjSrQ 10Cu0 9gFe0 02O4_6 (G28MY3). The grown rod was standing up straight 
withh the end of the growth on top. A neutron bundle with a size of 1 cm by 1 cm was used 
too scan the rod. The left picture shows a large grain at the end of the grown rod. The size of 
thiss grain is 6 mm in diameter and 8 to 10 mm in length. The upper border is sharp and 
straight.. It is the end of the rod, where the remaining of the solvent was cut off with a 
diamondd saw. In the lower part the diameter of the grain is decreasing. The lowest part of 
thee grain is not completely visible due to the limited size of the neutron bundle. The right 
picturee shows a second grain located directly under the first. Again the lower part of the 
grainn is not visible. In this part of the rod no other grains were detected. 

Thee pictures presented in figure 4.17 give important information on the location and on 
thee shape of the single crystals in the grown rod. Furthermore, important information on 
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thee growth process can be obtained. The lower grain, which first had the maximum 
diameterr of 6 mm, became smaller and disappeared while a new grain became larger. 
Apparently,, some irregularity in the growth process triggered a new grain to emerge. This 
neww grain had a preferential growth direction compared to the first grain. It forced the 
originall  grain to disappear. The irregularity is most likely an unsolved part from the feed 
materiall  since no irregularity in the growth parameters was observed. 

Figuree 4.17 Neutron photo images of a diffraction spot of the two crystals at the end of 
thee grown boule of La, ̂ Sr,, ,0Cu098Fe002O4_6. 

4.4.55 Ac-susceptibility and ac-resistivity 

Figuree 4.18 shows the normalized ac-susceptibility of two feed-rods of La, ̂ Sr,, 10CuO4_6, 
onee with mixing ratio 49 : 51 and one with mixing ratio 48 : 52 and of two crystals grown 
fromm feed-rods with mixing ratio 49 : 51, one of composition La, 9oSr0,0CuO4.6 and one of 
compositionn La, 85Sr0,5Cu04.6. The onset of the superconducting transition temperature of 
thee feed and the crystal of composition La,>90Sr0,0CuO4.6 are the same, T (onset) = 25 K. 
Thee crystal of composition La, 85Sr0,5Cu04.6 has the maximum Tc(onset) = 35 K. The 
superconductingg transition is sharper for the crystal than for the starting material, indicating 
thatt the crystal is more homogeneous than the starting material. Furthermore, the excess 
CuOO and the voids which are present in the feed material will increase the width of the 
transition.. This is confirmed by the fact that the superconducting transition is sharper for 
thee starting material with mixing ratio 49 : 51, than for the starting material with mixing 
ratioo 48 : 52. 
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Inn figure 4.19 the ac-resistivity is presented of a crystal of 1^ 85Sr0 ^CuO^ (G18DE3), 
measuredd along the c-axis, for temperatures between 4.2 K and 200 K. The curve displays 
ann insulating behaviour above the superconducting transition. The ac-resistivity shows the 
samee onset of the superconducting transition temperature (35 K), with the same width in 
thee transition as the ac-susceptibility. 

4.4.66 Density 

Forr one growth of La]  85Sr0_15CuÔ  (G14MY3) the density of both the starting material 
(F21AP3b)) and the single-crystalline material grown from it, were measured at room 
temperature.. The theoretical density of Laj  85Sr015Cu04 using lattice parameters from 
powderr X-ray diffraction experiments a = b = 3.769 A and c = 13.204 A, is 7.04 g/cm3. The 
startingg material which has a mixing ratio of 49 : 51 showed a density of 6.66 (4) g/cm3, 
whichh is 94,6% of the theoretical density. The single-crystalline material showed a density 
off  6.97 (1) g/cm3, which is 98.9% of the theoretical density. The density of the starting 
materiall  is 95.6% of the density of the grown crystal. The lower density of the feed-rod can 
bee explained by the holes present in the material, which was confirmed by the SEM 
picturespictures (see section 4.4.2). The reasons why the density of the grown crystal is slightly 
smallerr than the optimal density is less trivial. Possible explanations can be holes or cracks 
inn the sample, contamination of the sample, errors in the lattice parameters used for the 
calculationn of the theoretical density or a difference in oxygen content of the sample. The 
SEMM pictures showed that no holes or cracks are present in the grown crystals. The EPMA 
compositionn check did not reveal contaminations. The EPMA equipment is insensitive for 
oxygen.. Hence, the EPMA composition checks could not reveal the oxygen content of the 
samples.. If the complete difference in density between measured and optimum density is 
attributedd to the oxygen content, 6 has a value of approximately 0.25. Values found in 
literatureliterature (Dalichaouch et al. [1993]) for 6 are much smaller, between 0.02 and 0.03. The 
mostt likely explanation is a small deviation in the stoichiometry of the material, for 
examplee the La content which is much heavier than O. The EPMA composition check (see 
tablee 4.3) gives the ratio's of the different elements in the sample in this case normalized to 
11 for Cu. It shows that indeed the La content is slightly higher than expected from the 
nominall  composition. However this deviation could also be due to a error in the EPMA 
standardd (see section 4.4.2). 

4.4.77 Spark cutting of La2.xSrxCu04_0 

Onee of the problems for performing experiments on high-temperature superconductors is 
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howw to shape the materials in a form suitable for physical measurements. The materials are 
relativelyy hard and very brittle, so that only a diamond saw or a wire saw are suitable 
cuttingg devices. These methods have the disadvantage that during the cutting process a 
forcee is exposed on the crystal, causing cracks. Besides, the diamond saw cutting technique 
iss relatively inaccurate. The single-crystalline materials of the doped, conducting, 
compoundss can be cut by spark-erosion technique (see 3.2.3). This technique makes it 
possiblee to shape the materials in any required form without exposing a large force on the 
material.. As an example a picture of a single-crystalline sphere of 3 mm diameter cut by 
spark-erosionn is presented in figure 4.20. 

Figuree 4.20 Single-crystalline sphere of 3 mm diameter of La, >90Sr010CuO4.6 cut by 
spark-erosion. . 

Otherr samples that were cut by this technique were bars for ac-susceptibility and ac-
resistivityy and a cube for dilatometry. Although the surface layer was melted during the 
spark-erosionn cutting, the cutted crystals remained stable for a long period of time. Even 
afterr several years the materials showed no signs of decay. The superconducting transition 
temperaturee measured by ac-susceptibility showed no change when measured on material 
beforee and after it was cut by spark-erosion. Cutting of the feed-rods was not possible by 
thee spark-erosion technique. 

4.55 Discussion 

Thee TSFZ method was successfully used for the growth of single-crystalline samples of 
La2.xSrxCu04.66 for several values of x. Two main problems were found during the initial 
growthh experiments: disappearance of the molten zone and parts of the feed-rod not 
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dissolvingg (fast enough) into the solvent. These problems were overcome by a series of 
adjustmentss of the initial growth parameters: 

-- using feed material with extra CuO (mixing ratio 49 : 51), 
-- starting the growth process immediately after having molten the solvent, 

-- rotating feed and seed at high speeds, 
-- adjusting the lamps positions to obtain a sharp temperature profile. 

Ann extensive overview of the growth parameters used for each of the growth 
experimentss was presented. Using these growth parameters, growth speeds of 0.20 mm/h to 
0.355 mm/h could be used and the duration of the growth experiments was only limited by 
thee length of the feed-rods. The growth of the iron doped material showed that already after 
11 cm equilibrium condition in the stoichiometry is reached. When growing doped material, 
itt is not needed to start with exactly stoichiometric conditions since the system will reach 
thesee conditions by itself very fast. Using the optimized growth parameters for the growth 
off  pure La2CuÔ  was less successful. The growth process could be held stable for several 
days,, but no large single crystals were obtained. Analyses of the grown boules, the solvent 
andd the feed material revealed a large amount of information on the growth process. The 
neutronn study on the iron doped material showed that a new nucleation, which did not 
disturbb the growth process itself, caused the final part of the grown boule to consist out of 
twoo crystals instead of one. 

Lookingg at all the obtained results it is concluded that the most important factor in the 
wholee growth process is the sharpness of the temperature profile of the heated zone. From 
thee SEM picture of a cross-sectional cut of seed, solvent and feed it looked like only the 
temperaturee profile seed - solvent is important. This is were the growth of the crystal 
shouldd take place in a controlled manner. However, the neutron pictures showed that 
nucleationn of a new grain limits the size of the obtained crystals. Optimising the feed -
solventt temperature profile of the heated zone, improves the way the feed material 
dissolvess into the solvent. The feed - solvent temperature profile is just as important as the 
solventt - seed temperature profile. 

Inn summary, a reproducible method for both crystal growth process and preparation of 
startingg materials has been presented. However, considering that most of the experiments 
tookk 2 to 4 weeks future studies should aim towards a faster growth rate without lowering 
thee success rate of the experiments. Recently, Marin et al. [1999] used the TSFZ method to 
groww a large (volume = 1.32 cm3) single crystal of La192Sr008CuO4.6 of high 
crystallographicc quality. Using similar optimized growth parameters as presented in this 
work,, they could use a growth speed of 0.50 mm/h. However, the crystal proved to have 
badd superconducting properties. Characterization of the crystals obtained in this work 
showedd they were of good quality. X-ray and neutron experiments proved the 
single-crystall  Unity. Ac-susceptibility and ac-resistivity showed sharp superconducting 
transitions.. The composition, measured by EPMA, deviated slightly from the nominal 
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composition.. However, the crystals are pure and homogeneous. 
Additionallyy to a successful growth procedure, resulting in large high quality single-

crystallinee samples which were extensively characterized, the spark-cutting technique was 
optimizedd and used for the doped (conducting) crystals. The most important parameter 
makingg the use of the spark-erosion technique possible was the use of an ultrasonic 
cleaningg device during the cutting. This technique gave, besides diamond saw cutting, an 
additionall  method to shape the crystals in a form suitable for physical measurements. The 
obtainedd crystals were used by several research groups to study the physical properties of 
La2xSrxCu04.66 (Gerrits et al. [1994], van der Marel et al. [1994], Henn et al. [1994] , 
Gerritss et al. [1995] Kim et al. [1995], van Bentum et al. [1995], Roest [1995], Somal et al. 
[1996])) In chapter 6 of this work a study of the magnetization and the magnetostriction of 
La,, g5Sr0 i;Cu04.s is presented. 



Experimentss on V3Si 

55 V3Si 

5.11 Introductio n 

Sincee the discovery of high-temperature superconductivity, the research on the low-
temperaturee superconductors has also gained renewed interest. When trying to understand 
thee properties of High-Temperature Superconductors (HTC) the Low-Temperature 
Superconductorss (LTC) are often used as reference materials. This has revealed unknown 
propertiess of the LTC like the de Haas van Alphen (dHvA) oscillations being seen as well 
inn the normal state as in the superconducting state in V3Si (Mueller [1992], Corcoran 
[1994])) and in Nb3Sn (Harrison [1994]), the peak effect in the magnetization in V3Si (Isino 
[1988])) and the peak effect in the magnetostriction in NbTi (Wyder [1995]). 

Onee of the aims of this work is to try to obtain a better understanding of physical 
measurementss used to study the flux-pinning behaviour of high-temperature 
superconductors.. For this purpose magnetostriction and magnetization experiments under 
thee same conditions were performed on single-crystalline samples of the HTC 
Lajj  g5Sr015Cu04.8 and Bi2Sr2CaCu208+5 (see chapter 6 and 7). The obtained results are not 
easyy to understand because the HTC materials have a complex structure with a large 
anisotropy.. In order to try to obtain a better understanding of the results it was decided to 
performm similar measurements on a well known LTC compound that has no or only a small 
anisotropy.. These measurements can be used as a reference for the measurements 
performedd on the HTC materials. At the FOM-ALMOS a large single-crystalline sample of 
V3Sii  was available that was suitable for this purpose. 

AA literature study on V3Si reveals a richness in physical properties. At room temperature 
thee material has the A15 cubic structure. The highest superconducting transition 
temperaturee reported is 17.0 K. Just above Tc the material exhibits a martensitic structural 
transformationn from the cubic structure to the tetragonal structure. It has been widely 
acceptedd that this transformation is electronically driven, being due to a band Jahn-Teller 
effectt (Liu [1995]). Possible correlation between structural properties and 
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superconductivityy makes the compound very interesting and it has been studied extensively 
byy many authors on this point (Ota [1986], Smith [1975]). Ott [1985] showed how to 
controll  the martensitic transformation by applying pressure to the material. More recently, 
Corcorann et al. [1994] measured the de Haas van Alphen oscillations in the 
superconductingg state. Schmidt [1993] measured the magnetostriction of V3Si in one 
directionn and gave a qualitative explanation of the obtained results. 

Thee richness in physical properties of V3Si makes it necessary to perform a profound 
studyy of the basic properties of the sample that was used for the magnetostriction and the 
magnetizationn measurements. Neutron diffraction was used to prove the single-crystallinity 
off  the grown rod after which the crystal was oriented by Laue X-ray diffraction and cut by 
sparee erosion into samples suitable for physical measurements. The superconducting 
transitionn temperature was measured by ac-susceptibility and by ac-resistivity. Also the 
resistancee ratio was determined from the ac-resistivity data. The resistance ratio is linked 
withh an attempt to see the de Haas van Alphen oscillations in the superconducting state. 
Thee thermal expansion and the specific heat were measured to determine whether the 
samplee is transforming or non-transforming and to see how it behaves in a dilatometry cell. 
Then,, the results of the magnetization and magnetostriction studies are presented and 
discussed.. Finally, the magnetostriction results are compared with the results found by 
Schmidtt et al. [1993]. 

5.22 Sample preparation and characterization 

Thee crystallographic structure of V3Si at room 
temperaturee is A15 (cubic) with a = b = c = 
0.47255 nm (Chaddah [1983]). A picture of the 
crystallographicc structure at room temperature is 
shownn in figure 5.1. 

V3Sii  melts congruently so that single-
crystallinee material can be grown directly from 
thee melt. A large crystal was grown at the Van 
derr Waals-Zeeman Institute by the tri-arc-
Czochralskii  method. Neutron diffraction on the 
ass grown rod, performed at room temperature, 
provedd that the rod consisted of one large single 
crystal.. Figure 5.2 shows a rocking curve 
measuredd on the entire crystal. The sharp single 
peakk indicates that the crystal is of good 

Figuree 5.1 Crystallographic 
structuree of V3Si. 
Openn circles = V, 
dashedd circles = Si. 
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crystallographicc quality which is confirmed by the FWHM (Full Width at Half Maximum) 
valuee of 0.25° for the (200) reflection. The lattice parameters derived from the neutron 
measurementt are a = b = c - 0.473 nm, in good agreement with literature values. 

—— 268 269 
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Figuree 5.2 Rocking curve of V3Si crystal on the (200) reflection peak. 

270 0 

Thee singe-crystalline sample was oriented by Laue X-ray backscattering after which the 
followingg samples were cut from it by spare erosion: 
-- a cube of 5.020 x 4.918 x 4.698 mm3, for dilatometry and magnetization, 
-- two bars of 1 x 1 x 4 mm3 each, for ac-susceptibility, dHvA and ac-resistivity, 
-- two flat pieces of total mass 0.12773 gram for specific heat. 
Thee cube and the two bars were oriented with their faces perpendicular to the [100] 
directions.. The two flat pieces came from the sides of the cube. These samples are flat on 
onee side and round on the opposite site, a form suitable for the specific heat equipment (see 
sectionn 3.4.1). 

Thee density of the grown crystal, measured at room temperature on the cube, is 
5.677 g/cm3. The density calculated from the structure and the lattice parameters measured 
byy neutron diffraction on the same crystal is 5.70 g/cm3. Thus, the measured density is 
99.5%% of the calculated optimal density. The small difference is just within the accuracy of 
thee density equipment. Other reasons for the somewhat smaller value can be voids, 
vacanciess or impurities present in the sample. 
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Thee superconducting transition temperature was measured by ac-susceptibility on one of 
thee two bars. The result is shown in figure 5.3. The field is along the long axis of the bar 
whichh is a [100] direction. The curve shows a Tc(onset) of 17.0 K with a ATC(90%) of 
0.22 K. 
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Figuree 5.3 Ac-susceptibility of a V3Si bar for temperatures between 15 K and 19 K 

measuredd along the [100] direction. 

Thee ac-resistivity, measured on the other bar, is shown in figure 5.4. The current is 
alongg the [100] direction. This measurement also gives a Tc(onset) of 17.0 K and also a 
ATC(90%)) of 0.2 K. From the literature it is known that the Tc of V3Si can vary strongly, 
dependingg upon the exact stoichiometry of the material (Smith [1975], Fraser [1989]). The 
highestt Tc reported is 17.0 K and means an exact 3 : 1 ratio of vanadium and silicon 
(Flükigerr [1987]). From the high Tc and the small ATC(90%) it can be concluded that the 
samplee has the correct stoichiometry and is homogeneous. 

Thee resistance ratio, defined as R(290 K) over R(20 K), equals 17.3. The resistance 
ratio,, defined as R(290 K) over R(extrapolated to 0 K), is 20.8. For the extrapolation the 
relationn R(T) = R(0) + AT2, was used for temperatures between 17 K and 30 K (see inset 
figuree 5.4). The resistance ratio depends upon its definition, the purity of the material and 
thee exact stoichiometry of the material (Flükiger [1987]). No difference was seen, by this 
author,, between poly-crystalline and single-crystalline material. In the literature, the values 
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reportedd for the resistance ratio vary between 10 and 82. The relatively low resistance ratio 
off  the single-crystalline sample is ascribed to the minor quality vanadium (2N) that was 
usedd as starting material, resulting in a high amount of impurities in the sample. These 
impuritiess can have influence on the flux-pinning in the material. However, this does not 
affectt the basic results of the magnetostriction and magnetization measurements. 

TT '  ' 1  ' r 
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Figuree 5.4 Ac-resistivity of a V3Si bar for temperatures between 15 K and 280 K 
measuredd along the [100] direction. The inset shows a blow-up of the 
resistivityy at low temperatures. 

Historically,, the de Haas van Alphen effect has been extremely important in providing 
thee most detailed information about the size and shape of the Fermi surface. Corcoran et al. 
[1994]]  measured the oscillations for V3Si in the normal and in the superconducting state. 
Theyy proved that in V3Si quantum oscillations persist down to B/Bc2 = 0.6 at low 
temperaturee for a single-crystalline sample with a resistance ratio of 47 and a Tc of 17 K. 
Similarr measurements on the bar used for the ac-susceptibility measurement proved for this 
samplee the oscillations to persist only to B/Bc2 = 0.8. A confirmation that the dHvA 
oscillationss are directly related to the resistance ratio of the material. Harrison [1994] 
measuredd the dHvA effect for a Nb3Sn sample with a resistance ratio of 70 and found that 
oscillationss persist to B/BC2 = 0.5. 
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5.33 Measurements 

5.3.11 Specific heat 

Thee specific heat of V,Si was measured for temperatures between 1.5 K and 80 K with the 
adiabaticc method described in section 3.4.1. The result of this measurement is shown in 
figuree 5.5. The curve shows a single transition at the Tc value of 17.0 K, which is in good 
agreementt with the results of ac-susceptibility and ac-resistivity measurements. The 
relativee jump in the specific heat at Tc amounts to AC/yTc = 1.38, which is close to the 
BCSS value of 1.43. 
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Figuree 5.5 Specific heat of V3Si for temperatures between 1.5 K and 80 K. 

Huangg et al. [1980] find in the specific heat of their sample a second transition, which is 
independentt of magnetic field, at a temperature just above Tc. They relate this to the 
martensiticc transformation from cubic to tetragonal. Other authors do not find this double 
transitionn in the specific heat (Muto [1979]) or find a much less pronounced step above Tc 

(Junodd [1980]). These results are related to non-transforming samples or samples that 
transformm gradually over a large temperature range. Khlopkin [1984] measured for a series 
off  samples the resistance ratio and the temperature of the structural martensitic 
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transformation.. From these data a sample with a resistance ratio, defined as 
R(300K)) / R(18K), of 19 transforms just at the T, value of 17 K. From the fact that only a 
singlee transition is seen in the specific heat data presented in figure 5.5 and the resistance 
ratioo of the sample being close to 19, it can be concluded that the sample is either non-
transforming,, it transforms just at or just below Tc, or the martensitic transformation takes 
placee over a large temperature range above Tc and is not clearly visible in the specific heat 
measurement.. Performing a fit according to the normal state specific heat of metals and 
comparingg the results with literature values may help to distinguish between the different 
options. . 

AA general expression of the normal state specific heat of metals is given by: 

CCnn = yT + p r3 (5.1) 

Heree y is the coefficient of the electronic specific heat and P is related to the Debye 
temperaturee 6 by: 

P P 122 4 R 
— I XX  n— 

55 e3 
(5.2) ) 

wheree n is the number of atoms per molecule and R is the gas constant. 

ii  i ' i 
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Figuree 5.6 C/T versus T2 of V3Si. The grey line is a fit with expression 5.1. The inset 
showss the normalized electronic specific heat versus inverse temperature. 
Thee grey line indicates the exponential behaviour according to the BCS 
theoryy (expression 5.3). 
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Performingg this fit  for T between 20 K and 50 K yields y = 46 mJ/molK2 and 
66 = 450 K. The result of this fit  is shown in figure 5.6. Here it should be noted that the 
outcomee of the fit  is not unambigious, as it depends upon the chosen temperature range. 
Moreover,, the value of y varies between 40 and 60 mJ/molK2, while the value of 0 is less 
dependentt upon the fit range. 

TC(K)) Y (mJ/molK2) 8(K) 
Muto[1979]]  16.7 55.4 490 
Huangg [1980] 16.8 59.4 465 
Thiss work 17.0 46 450 

Tablee 5.1 Coefficient of the electronic specific heat and Debye temperature of V3Si 

accordingg to several authors. 

Tablee 5.1 shows the result of y and 6 together with the results of two other authors. 
Mutoo measured a non-transforming sample while Huang measured a sample with a clear 
doublee transition. The lower value of y found in this work is an indication that the sample 
iss gradually transforming. However the values of y and 9, reported by several researchers 
(ann overview is given by Huang [1980]), show considerable scatter in the data. Besides 
variationss resulting from differences in sample quality, the results depend upon the 
temperaturee range chosen for the analysis. Therefore it can be concluded, which confirms 
thee conclusion of Muto [1979], that due to the impact of the structural transformation 
applicationn of equation 5.1 has limited validity in the case of V3Si. 

Inn the BCS theory the electronic specific heat, Cel, has an exponential temperature 

dependencee below Tc: 

CCelel = S . 5 y Tc e l 4 2 T < / T (5.3) 

Thee electronic specific heat of V3Si below Tc is calculated on the basis of the assumption 
thatt the lattice specific heat has the same form in the normal and the superconducting state. 
Takingg 0 = 450 K, this yields a correction for the lattice specific heat of about 12% of the 
totall  specific heat. A similar correction has been reported by Huang et al. [1980]. The 
resultingg curve is depicted in the inset of figure 5.6 as log(Cel/yTc) versus T/T and is 
comparedd with expression 5.3. Near Tc the BCS behaviour is approached. On the other 
hand,, at lower temperatures the derived electronic specific heat clearly deviates from the 
exponentiall  behaviour. One should keep in mind, however, that the correction for the 
latticee specific heat is far from accurate, as expression 5.1 has limited validity for the 
systemm V3Si. An alternative method to correct for the lattice contribution to the specific 
heatt is to measure the same sample in a magnetic field larger than the upper critical field. 
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Thiss method is experimentally not easily achieved, because a magnetic field of at least 18 T 
iss required. Besides, the martensitic transformation contributes to the specific heat, 
hamperingg a detailed analysis. 

5.3.22 Thermal expansion 

Thee thermal expansion was measured on the cubic sample along the [100] direction for 
temperaturess between 1.5 K and 290 K. The result for temperatures between 1.5 K and 
488 K is shown in figure 5.7. During cooling from room temperature a decreases down to 
455 K, where an upturn starts resulting in a maximum value for the thermal expansion of 
1.11 x 10" K ' at 17.0 K. From this increase in the thermal expansion it can be concluded 
thatt the sample is transforming, as suspected already from the specific heat data, in a 
graduall  way between temperatures of 45 K and 17 K. The maximum point of the transition 
iss at 17 K. The superconducting transition is observed as a large jump just below 17 K, 
afterr which a decreases again through a local maximum at 5 K. The measured curve is 
completelyy reproducible and independent of the thermal history of the sample. 
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Figuree 5.7 Thermal expansion of V3Si measured along the [100] direction for 
temperaturess between 1.5 K and 48 K. 
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Figuree 5.8 shows the thermal expansion of the same sample measured along the [010] 
andd the [001] directions. Again the measurements are reproducible and independent of the 
historyy of heat treatments. It is remarkable that the two curves show the same result as the 
thermall  expansion along the [100] direction. Since the sample transforms from a cubic 
structuree to a tetragonal structure one would expect to find, for the thermal expansion along 
thee three crystallographic axes, two similar curves and one curve shaped differently. 
Apparentlyy something special is the case for the martensitic transformation. 
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Figuree 5.8 Thermal expansion of V3Si measured along the [010] and the [001] 
directionn for temperatures between 4.3 K and 24 K. 

Ottt [1985] showed that the martensitic transformation in V3Si can be controlled by 
applyingg pressure to the material. A single crystal will transform in a lamellar structure of 
transformationn bands with the direction of the bands parallel to the applied stress. Figure 
5.88 implies that the pressure from the spring which clamps the sample in the capacitance 
celll  is enough to force the sample to transform always in the same direction. Liu [1995] 
measuredd thermal expansion of a V3Si sample while applying stress to the sample in 
differentt directions. Their experimental conditions were similar to the conditions used in 
thiss work. They measured the thermal expansion with a capacitance cell on a single-
crystallinee cubic sample of 3.5 x 4.6 x 4.8 mm3 with [100] faces. The FWFfM value 
measuredd on the [200] peak is 0.15° and Tc(midpoint) = 16.7 K. Liu found that the stress of 
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thee clamping in the capacitance cell, which is about 0.5 bar, is enough to force the sample 
too transform always in the same direction, the shorter a-axis of the tetragonal unit cell. A 
minimumm bi-axial stress of 16 bar perpendicular to the direction of the measured length 
changee is required to force their sample to transform completely in the c-direction. For a 
bi-axiall  stress between 0.5 bar and 16 bar a smaller magnitude of the c-like transformation 
wass observed, indicating mixed c-axis and a-axis orientation along the direction of the 
measuredd length change. Comparison of the measured thermal expansion of figure 5.7 with 
thee data of Liu confirms that the sample used in this work always transforms in the same 
direction:: the direction in which the thermal expansion is measured being the a-axis of the 
tetragonall  unit cell. 
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Figuree 5.9 Lattice parameter of V3Si derived from the thermal expansion along the 
[100]]  direction for temperatures between 1.5 K and 300 K. The inset shows 
thee relative change of the lattice parameter at low temperatures. 

Testardii  et al. [1967] showed that the onset of superconductivity stabilizes the cubic 
crystall  structure. They claim that samples that do not exhibit the structural transformation 
aree those for which the transformation would probably occur below Tc. This result is 
confirmedd by Khlopkin [1984], who determined the relation between the resistance ratio 
andd the transformation temperature by suppressing the superconductivity with a large 
magneticc field. The relation found by Khlopkin shows that a sample with a resistance ratio, 
R(300K)) / R(18K), of 17.3 transforms at about 15 K. Here, it should be checked how much 
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off  the gradually transforming sample used in this work is actually transformed at 
Tcc = 17.0 K. For this purpose the lattice parameter was derived from the thermal expansion 
dataa for temperatures between 290 K and 1.5 K. The room temperature lattice parameter of 
0.47266 nm, measured by neutron diffraction, was used as starting point. The obtained result 
iss presented in figure 5.9. The curve shows a decrease between room temperature and 50 K 
off  1.6%. This confirms the result found by Chaddah et al. [1983] obtained via an X-ray 
diffractionn study. From the results of Chaddah, a decrease of 1.5% is derived. The inset of 
figuree 5.9 shows the relative length change of the V3Si sample (normalized to zero at 50 K) 
forr temperatures between 1.5 K and 50 K in more detail. The relative length change caused 
byy the martensitic transformation (between 45 K and 17 K) amounts to 3 x 10 .̂ Liu et al. 
[1995]]  find for a completely transformed sample a relative length change of 6 x 10"4 while 
Chaddahh et al [1983] find, via X-ray diffraction, 5 x 10"1 for a transformed sample. This 
showss that at Tc only 50% to 60% of the V3Si sample used in this work is transformed to 
thee tetragonal structure. Figure 5.9 shows that at the superconducting transition temperature 
thee transformation is stopped, or at least tempered, confirming the claim of Testardi et al. 
[1967].. The decrease in lattice parameter for temperatures between 17 K and 1.5 K is larger 
forr the sample used in this work than for the samples used by Chaddah and by Liu. Also, 
thee decrease is larger than what could be expected from the behaviour above Tc. This 
indicatess that the superconducting transition temperature tempers the martensitic 
transformationn but it does not completely stop it. 

5.3.33 Magnetization 

Thee magnetization of the cubic sample was measured by the moving sample magnetometer 
describedd in section 3.4.3. The sample was cooled in zero field after which a magnetic field 
iss applied along the [100] direction. The magnetic field is swept with a constant sweep rate 
off  3 mT/sec. while every 20 seconds a magnetization point is taken by moving the sample 
upp and down in the pick up coils one time. The result of the measurement at 4.3 K is shown 
inn figure 5.10. 

Thee measured magnetization curve shows a behaviour that is normal for LTC 
compounds.. The magnetization starts at zero in zero field. At increasing field the 
magnetizationn decreases almost linearly and a minimum is reached at about 0.8 T. Just 
afterr the minimum or just at the minimum a so called flux jump appears causing the 
magnetizationn to decrease to almost zero again. An extensive study of this phenomenon 
wass performed by Gerber [1993]. During the field sweep the flux profile inside the sample 
buildss up towards an unstable state. The flux line profile tends to relax towards the most 
stablee state at all times. This can be seen by the relaxation of the magnetization, when the 
fieldfield sweep is stopped the magnetization relaxes towards zero. However, if the field is 
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sweptt at high enough rate the flux profile can not relax fast enough and a more and more 
unstablee flux profile will be formed inside the sample. At a certain point movement of one 
orr movement of a few flux lines creates an avalanche of flux movement causing the flux 
profilee to change towards a more stable situation. This can be seen in the magnetization 
whichh jumps to almost zero. The avalanche of flux movement causes heating of the sample 
(Gerberr [1994]). After the flux jump the flux penetration is hampered again and 
consequentlyy the magnetization decreases. A minimum is reached after which the 
magnetizationn curves towards zero. At the maximum field of 8 T the magnetization is still 
nott zero but it has a small negative value indicating that the sample is still in its 
superconductingg state. When the field is decreased the magnetization becomes positive and 
ann unstable flux profile builds up again. Just below an external field of 0 T another flux 
jumpp appears causing the value of the magnetization to decrease to almost zero. After this 
fluxflux jump the magnetization increases and reaches a maximum at -0.8 T. The remaining of 
thee curve is symmetric with the positive part. The magnetization curve deviates from the 
theoreticall  curve derived from the Bean model (figure 2.3). The main reason for this is that 
inn the Bean model the critical current density is independent of field while the critical 
currentt density of V3Si decreases with increasing field. Also the measured sample has not 
thee perfect slab form. Still, the Bean model can be used for a qualitative understanding of 
thee flux profiles in the sample. 

Figuree 5.10 Magnetization of the V3Si cube measured at 4.3 K by sweeping the field 
withh 3 mT/sec. 
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Inn figure 5.11 a picture is shown of the time dependence of the magnetization of V3Si. 
Fraserr [1989] studied the time dependent magnetization behaviour in V3Si and concluded 
thatt the features can be explained completely by established concepts of flux-pinning and 
fluxx creep. The effects depend upon field, temperature and history of the sample and can be 
veryy large. If the field sweep was suddenly stopped, large relaxation effects were noticed. 
Inn the case of figure 5.11 the field sweep was stopped in a controlled way. Still, the 
relaxationn of the remanent magnetization is 1% after 15 minutes. The magnetization 
measurementt presented in figure 5.10 took more than 3 hours, showing that a direct 
comparisonn of measurements not performed under the same conditions should be done 
withh care. 
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Figuree 5.11 Time dependent magnetization of V3Si at 4.3 K and B = 0 T measured after 
sweepingg the field from 0 T to 1 T too 0 T. At time = 530 sec. the field is at 
00 T and remains constant. 

Thee magnetization equipment has been adjusted in order to enable measurements under 
thee same conditions as the magnetostriction measurements. This means the same 
temperature,, atmosphere, history (always zero field cooled) and field-sweep rate. The only 
differencee is that for the magnetostriction the sample is clamped in a copper cell while 
duringg the magnetization measurements the sample is inside a Teflon holder. This gives 
riserise to a different heat exchange of the sample with its surroundings. 
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5.3.44 Magnetostriction 

Inn figure 5.12 the magnetostriction, measured on the cubic sample, at 4.3 K for field and 
lengthh change parallel to each other is plotted. The measurement was performed the same 
wayy as the magnetization at 4.3 K so the result can be compared directly with the 
magnetizationn curve shown in figure 5.10. 
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Figuree 5.12 Magnetostriction of V3Si at 4.3 K for B // [100] and AL/L // [100] measured 

byy sweeping the field with 3 mT/sec. 

Thee picture shows expected and unexpected behaviour. As the field increases from zero 
thee measured sample expansion increases from zero. This can be understood from the flux 
penetration.. Flux penetrates the sample from the outside and consequently pushes via the 
pinningg centres the sample towards the centre. The sample will decrease in length 
perpendicularr to the field and increase in length along the field. The latter is what we see in 
thee measurement. Similar as in the magnetization the magnetostriction tends to saturate 
towardss a maximum at 0.8 T and like in the magnetization at the maximum or just after the 
maximumm a flux jump appears causing the samples length to decrease instantly. An 
importantt remark is that during the flux jump the vortices in the sample are not pinned 
meaningg for a moment there is no stress induced by the flux profile. After the flux jump, as 
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thee field continues to increase, the flux penetrates the sample again and, consequently, the 
lengthh increases towards a local maximum which coincides with the local minimum in the 
magnetization.. With increasing field the length change starts to decrease in an almost linear 
wayy towards -0.20 x 10"3 at a field of 8 T. When decreasing the field, first the length jumps 
towardd a slightly smaller value, then it increases again through a local maximum just above 
00 T. At a field just below 0 T a second flux jump appears which, just like the first flux 
jump,, coincides with the flux jump in the magnetization. After this jump the curve is 
symmetricall  to the positive field part. Note that the third flux jump does not appear in the 
magnetizationn measurement. At the end of the measurement the length of the sample is 
smallerr than at the beginning of the measurment. 

Figuree 5.13 shows the magnetostriction measured at 8.0 K for B // [100] and 
AL/LL // [100]. There is much less hysteresis than in the measurement at 4.3 K, which is 
expectedd since the critical current density (and also the magnetization) is smaller at higher 
temperatures.. The large negative contribution, which is even larger than at 4.3 K, is 
remarkable.. Again at the end of the measurement the length of the sample is smaller than at 
thee start. 
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Figuree 5.13 Magnetostriction of V3Si at 8.0 K for B // [100] and AL/L // [100] measured 

byy sweeping the field with 3 mT/sec. 

Figuree 5.14 shows the magnetostriction again for B // [100] and AL/L // [100] but 
measuredd at several higher temperatures. The large negative contribution remains present 
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inn these measurements. The hysteresis is very small. At the temperatures close to Tc the 
upperr critical field Bc2 shows up. For fields above Bc2 the magnetostriction is not constant 
duee to thermal expansion effects. At these relatively high temperatures during a field 
sweep,, the temperature of the sample shifts 0.05 to 0.1 degree. Due to the large thermal 
expansion,, for temperatures around Tc, these small temperature variations give a large 
contributionn to the length change of the sample. This measuring effect can be neglected for 
thee measurements at low temperatures since then the temperature drift is much smaller and 
alsoo the thermal expansion of the sample is small. The magnetostriction at 18.0 K is 
somewhatt curved and shows a small hysteresis due to the thermal expansion contribution. 
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Figuree 5.14 Magnetostriction of V3Si at 12.6 K, 15.0 K, 16.0 K, 16.5 K and 18.0 K for 
BB // [100] and AL/L // [100] measured by sweeping the field with 3 mT/sec. 

Inn figure 5.15 the magnetostriction for B // [010] and AIVL // [100] measured at 4.3 K is 
shown.. This curve was obtained after rotating the capacitance cell in the field, so keeping 
thee same direction for the length change measurement however changing the direction of 
thee field by 90 degrees. If there is no volume effect one would expect to find a curve 
resemblingg the negative of the result of the measurement for B // [100]. Contraction of the 
samplee in one direction should give an expansion in the opposite directions keeping the 
volumee constant. However, as seen in the picture almost the same result as for B // [100] is 
found.. The large negative contribution is clearly present again. Only the hysteresis is 
smallerr and the flux jumps are not observed. 
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Figuree 5.15 Magnetostriction of V3Si at 4.3 K for B // [010] and AL/L // [100] measured 
byy sweeping the field with 3 mT/sec. 

Alsoo the magnetostriction was measured for B // [010] and AL/L // [100] at 8 K. The 
resultt is plotted in figure 5.16. Again a curve with a large negative contribution and small 
hysteresiss is found. The measurements at 8 K gives an almost identical result for B // [010] 
ass for B//[100]. 

Thee last measurements performed are plotted in figure 5.17. The magnetostriction at 
higherr temperatures was measured for AL/L // [100] and B // [010]. Just like at 8 K, the 
obtainedd figure looks very similar to the result of the measurements with B // [100], 
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Figuree 5.16 Magnetostriction of V3Si at 8.0 K for B // [010] and AIVL // [100] measured 
byy sweeping the field with 3 mT/sec. 
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Figuree 5.17 Magnetostriction of V3Si at 12.6 K, 15.0 K, 16.0 K, 16.5 K and 16.8 K for 
BB // [010] and AL/L/ / [100] measured by sweeping the field with 3 mT/sec. 
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Figuree 5.13 and figure 5.16 show that the magnetostriction for all measured 
temperaturess is independent of the relative orientation of B and AL. On the assumption that 
thee deformation is volume conserving and the direction of expansion coincides with that of 
B,, one would expect that the measurement with B // [010] gives the opposite result from 
thee measurement with B // [100]. Instead similar results are found. Another remarkable 
findingg is the large negative contribution to the magnetostriction, only present in the 
superconductingg state, which is independent of field, temperature and orientation. 

Too analyse the hysteretic part of the magnetostriction data the large negative 
contributionn should be separated from the hysteretic contribution. For this purpose a third 
orderr polynomal fit was made for fields between 8 T and 1.5 T on the decreasing branch of 
thee measurement at 4.3 K with B // [100] and AL/L // [100] (figure 5.12). The obtained fit 
wass subtracted from the total measurement of figure 5.12. The result is shown in figure 
5.18.. Clearly, in this plot the descending branch between 8 T and 1.5 T gives AL/L = 0. 

Figuree 5.18 Magnetostriction of V3Si at 4.3 K for B // [100] and AL/L // [100] measured 
byy sweeping the field with 3 mT/sec after subtracting the large negative 
contribution. . 

AA simulation can be made of the magnetostriction at 4.3 K from the measured 
magnetizationn at 4.3 K by using the equations based upon the Bean model derived in 
chapterr 2. The volume of the sample V is 116 x 10"9 m3. Testardi et al. [1967] determined 
thee elastic constants of V3Si samples with and without structural transformation. At room 
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temperaturee c,, = 2.87 x 10" Nm2 and c12 = 1.202 x 1011 Nm2. The temperature dependence 
off  the elastic constants of a transforming sample is large, cn shows a reduction of 36% 
betweenn room temperature and 4.2 K. The influence of temperature on c12 in a transforming 
samplee is not given. Besides, the influence of a sample being partly transformed is 
unknown.. Testardi shows that there is a large difference in the temperature dependence of 
{c{cnn-c-cxx̂ lc^lcuu for transforming and non transforming samples. For the simulation of the 
magnetostrictionn the elastic constant c12 = 1.0 x 10u Nm2 was chosen, taking in mind that 
theree can be a large error in this number. The result of the simulation, using these 
parameterss for V and c, for AL // B [100] and B // [100] is shown in figure 5.19. The shape 
off  the picture shows many similarities with the hysteretic part of the measured 
magnetostriction,, that is, without the large negative contribution as presented in figure 
5.18.. However, the size of the two curves differs by a factor 5 to 10. Several reasons can be 
notedd for this difference. First, the uncertainty in the value used for the elastic constant is 
large.. Both, the temperature behaviour of c12 and the influence of the (partial) martensitic 
transformationn on c!2 are not known. Second, the simplification of using a two dimensional 
Beann model for a three dimensional configuration can cause a large error. The latter will be 
discussedd in more detail in chapter 6. Finally, the correction for the large negative 
contributionn is a best effort correction. 

to o 

Ó Ó 

-0.11 -

Figuree 5.19 Simulated magnetostriction, from the magnetization measurement and the 
equationss derived in chapter 2, at 4.3 K for AL/L // [100] and B // [100]. 
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5.44 Discussion 

Thee specific heat and the thermal expansion data showed that the single-crystalline sample 
iss a transforming sample, that shows a gradual transformation over a wide temperature 
rangee above Tc. At Tc, 50% to 60% of the sample is transformed. The transformation is 
suppressedd at Tc where a large jump appears in the thermal expansion. The martensitic 
transformationn can be controlled by applying stress to the material. The thermal expansion 
measurementss showed that during the dilatometry measurements the sample is, by the 
clampingg of the dilatometry cell, forced to transform the clamped direction always into the 
[100]]  direction of the tetragonal state. 

Schmidtt et al. [1993] measured the magnetostriction and annealing curves for V3Si for 
AL/LL // [110] and B// [110]. Figure 5.20 shows their magnetostriction result at 4.2 K. The 
curvee they found is very similar to the result presented in this work for AL/L // [100] and 
B/// [100], i.e. a large negative contribution with strong hysteresis. Schmidt gives a 
qualitativee explanation of the measured magnetostriction via shielding currents and flux 
penetration.. When applying an external field, positive shielding currents will be induced 
resultingg in an expansion of the sample. When the field is increased further, flux will 
penetratee the sample giving a contraction of the sample. 

Thee measurements presented in this work prove that only the hysteretic part of the curve 
iss related to flux penetration. Its shape can be simulated from the magnetization and the 
equationss derived from the Bean model. The measurements performed at higher 
temperaturess clearly showed that the hysteretic part of the curve becomes smaller at higher 
temperaturess while the large negative contribution remains. Furthermore, the large negative 
contributionn is independent of the orientation. It is proposed that this effect has its origin in 
thee martensitic transformation. The thermal expansion measurements showed that the 
transformationn is incomplete when it is suppressed by Tc. When a magnetic field is applied 
att a temperature below Tc, part of the sample becomes normal (many vortices) and will 
transformm to the tetragonal structure, decreasing the sample length. A simple calculation of 
thee percentage of the sample being in the normal state at 8 T, assuming the core of a vortex 
withh a radius equal to the BCS coherence length (Muto [1979]) being non-
superconducting,, gives 23 %. Since the coherence length increases with temperature this 
numberr will be larger at temperatures just below Tc. The difference in relative length 
changee between the fully transformed sample of Liu et al [1995] and the partly transformed 
samplee of this work is -3 x 10"4. Therefore, it can be assumed that the negative contribution 
wil ll  stop at -3 x 10-4. The magnetostriction data taken just below Tc do not reach this value, 
ass Bc2 is reached before the transformation is complete. The data for B // [010] and 
AIVLL // [100] at 12.6 K show a sign of saturation at 8 T, exactly at AL/L = -3 x 10"4. 
Finally,, the independence of the large negative contribution of the orientation can be 
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understoodd from the preferential transformation direction by the clamping of the sample in 

thee dilatometry cell. 
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Figuree 5.20 Magnetostriction of V3Si at 4.2 K for AIVL // [110] and B // [110], 
measuredd by Schmidt et al. [1993] 

Inn addition to a magnetostriction curve Schmidt et al. [1993] also presented annealing 
curves,, measuring the length change of a V3Si sample while cooling the sample in a 
magneticc field and in zero field. These measurements clearly show that when Tc is lowered 
byy a magnetic field the martensitic transformation continues below 17 K. So the V3Si 
samplee used by Schmidt is also only partly transformed at Tc. The magnetostriction 
measurementt of Schmidt, presented in figure 5.20, can then be understood within the same 
descriptionn used to explain the measurements in this work. Unfortunately, Schmidt does 
nott give the exact experimental parameters like size of the sample, resistance ratio of the 
samplee and field sweep rate used in the magnetostriction measurement. Figure 5.20 shows 
aa comparable hysteresis to figure 5.12 indicating that the experimental conditions were 
similar.. The slope of the negative contribution differs a factor 5. This is probably due to a 
differentt percentage of the sample being transformed at Tc. Also the different orientation of 
thee crystals, [110] compared with [100], can be the reason for this slope difference. 

Thee resistance ratio of V3Si is a crucial parameter for its physical properties. The 
superconductingg transition temperature, the martensitic transformation and the de Haas van 
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Alphenn effect are directly related to the resistance ratio of the material. Together with the 
dependenciess of several physical properties upon the measuring method, this makes it very 
delicatee to compare experimental results obtained by different authors on different samples 
underr different measuring conditions. In this work several physical properties were 
measuredd on one sample while all external conditions were adjusted to make it possible to 
performm a direct comparison of the different measurements. The richness in physical 
propertiess of V3Si makes it difficult to use the obtained results as a reference for the 
magnetostrictionn measurements on HTC materials. The martensitic transformation largely 
influencess the magnetostriction measurements. Still it can be concluded that the description 
accordingg to Bean given in chapter 2, together with the measured magnetization, can be 
usedd for a first qualitative understanding of the hysteretic part of the magnetostriction 
measurements. . 
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66 La2.xSrxCu04.6 

6.11 Introductio n 

Thee La^S^CuÔ  system has a relatively low superconducting transition temperature 
(maximumm Tc = 36 K) making the compound less interesting for applications. However, as 
shownn from the phase diagram in chapter 4 (figure 4.9), La2.xSrxCu04.6 exhibits many 
interestingg physical properties. The relatively small anisotropy of La^Sr^CuÔ  allows the 
growthh of single-crystalline samples with large dimensions in all crystallographic 
directions.. As presented in chapter 4, large high-quality single-crystalline samples were 
obtainedd via the Travelling Solvent Floating Zone method. These large crystals allow a 
profoundd study of the physical properties of L ^ S ^ C u O^ and, being so, they were used 
byy several research groups. In this chapter, magnetostriction measurements, in combination 
withh magnetization measurements, on a large single-crystalline sample of La, 85Sr015Cu04_0 

aree presented, minimizing disturbing factors like the shape effect and the demagnetization 
effect. . 

Soo far, magnetostriction of La^S^CuÔ  has been measured by Dcuta et al. [1994] for 
BB // c-axis and AL/L // ab-plane. They found a hysteretic magnetostriction loop that was 
quantitativelyy described with a model based on a pinning-induced mechanism. 

Inn this chapter, first the samples used for the different measurements are described. An 
attemptt to measure de Haas-van Alphen oscillations in La, ^STQ 10CuO4.6 is discussed. Next, 
thee result of a specific heat measurement of La, ̂ Sr,, ̂ CuO^ is shown. Then, the 
magnetizationn for B // c-axis and the magnetostriction of La, g5Sr0 ̂ CuO^ for B // c-axis 
andd AL/L // c-axis are presented. Finally, the obtained results are analysed via simulations 
off  the magnetostriction from the measured magnetization. 
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6.22 Samples 

Thee preparation and the characterization of the La^Si^CuÔ  single-crystalline samples is 
describedd extensively in chapter 4. Here, only a summary of the different samples used for 
thee specific heat, the magnetization, the magnetostriction and the de Haas-van Alphen 
experiments,, described in this chapter, is given. 

AA single crystal of La, .„Sr,, „jCuO^ with a mass of 0.2883 gram taken from growth 
G15MA33 was used for the specific-heat measurements. The sample has one large flat side 
allowingg a good thermal connection with the sapphire plate of the specific-heat equipment. 

AA cubic shaped sample with dimensions 3 x 4 x 5.02 mm3 of La, g5Sr015CuCV5, taken 
fromm growth G18DE3 was used for the magnetostriction and the magnetization 
measurements.. For this oriented crystal the last dimension (5.02 mm) is along the c-axis. 
Thee other dimensions represent the ab-plane. 

Forr the de Haas-van Alphen effect measurement an oriented bar of 1 x 1 x 3 mm3 of 
La,, ^Sro IQCUO^ was used. The last dimension represents the length of the sample along 
thee c-axis. An attempt was made to observe the de Haas-van Alphen oscillations in the 
magnetization.. Success would confirm the high quality of the prepared single-crystalline 
samples.. The measurements were performed at the H.H. Will s Physics Laboratory, 
Universityy of Bristol, in pulsed fields up to 50 T, at a temperature of 1.5 K. No oscillations 
weree found in the magnetization of the single-crystalline bar of La, ̂ Sro ,0CuO4_fi. There are 
severall  possibilities for not seeing the de Haas-van Alphen effect in the magnetization of 
La1.90Sr0il0CuO4.. First of all, it can be an intrinsic property of the compound. Then, it could 
bee that the sample is not homogeneous enough. Another possibility is that the 
crystallographicc quality of the sample is not high enough. 

6.33 Measurements 

6.3.11 Specific heat 

Thee specific heat of La^Sr-Q^CuĈ was measured for temperatures between 18 K and 
2800 K using the adiabatic method. Figure 6.1 shows the obtained result, which is in 
agreementt with the result found by Ramirez et al. [1987]. The inset shows the specific heat 
plottedd as C/T versus T for the lower temperature range. The curve is smooth, there is 
hardlyy any sign of the superconducting transition Tc at 24 K. Furthermore, in a specific heat 
measurementt performed by the continuous heating method on the same sample, no clear 
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anomalyy at Tc could be found. The relative sizes of the anomalies in the specific heat of 
HTCC compounds are usually rather small, since the high transition temperatures lead to a 
largee phonon back-ground with a pronounced temperature dependence in the region where 
Tcc is found. Ernst et al. [1993] do find an anomaly at Tc in the specific heat of 
La,, 85Sr015Cu04_6 ceramic samples. They showed the specific heat jump AC/TC is small, 12 
too 14 mJ/moleK2. For comparison, this specific heat jump is depicted in the inset of figure 
6.11 as the grey line and turns out to be only slightly larger than the scatter in the data 
presentedd here. Ernst measured and compared the specific heat jump of several samples. 
Thee homogeneity of the spatial distribution of the Sr doping is found to be very critical for 
aa sharp transition in the specific heat. Also annealing of a sample at 500 °C for 30 hours to 
improvee the homogeneity of oxygen, improved the size and sharpness of the specific heat 
jump.. Apparently the sample used in this work is not homogeneous enough either in Sr 
dopingg or in oxygen content. A suggestion is to remeasure the specific heat after having 
annealedd the single-crystalline sample to improve its homogeneity. 
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Figuree 6.1 Specific heat of La, i90Sr0 ,0CuO4.6 for temperatures between 15 K and 290 K. 
Thee inset shows the specific heat for temperatures near Tc of 24 K. The grey 
linee denotes the specific heat jump reported by Ernst et al. [1993]. 
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6.3.22 Magnetization 

Magnetizationn measurements were performed on the cubic sample that was also used for 
thee magnetostriction measurements. The result of the measurement performed at 4.3 K for 
BB // c-axis is presented in figure 6.2. The sample was cooled in zero field and the field was 
sweptt with a constant sweep rate of 2 mT/sec. The obtained curve shows a normal type-II 
superconductorr behaviour. For increasing field the magnetization decreases until it reaches 
aa minimum at 2.5 T. During further field increase the magnetization curves towards zero 
indicatingg that the critical current density Jc decreases with increasing field. In none of the 
magnetizationn measurements on La, 85Sr0 ,5Cu04_6 flux jumps were observed. Large 
hysteresiss was noticed when the field direction is reversed after a temporarily stop at 8 T 
andd at -8 T. 

Figuree 6.3 and figure 6.4 show the magnetizaton of the La, g5Sr0,5Cu04.6 crystal for T = 
100 K and T = 15 K respectively. The shape of the curves is similar to the curves at 4.3 K, 
howeverr the size of the magnetization becomes smaller at higher temperatures. This is 
expectedd since the critical current density becomes smaller at higher temperatures. For the 
measurementt at 15 K for a field of 4.5 T the magnetization becomes zero, indicating that 
thee critical current density is zero. The obtained curves are in good agreement with the 
curvess found by Kimura et al. [1992], for a single crystal with the same superconducting 
transitionn temperature 
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Figuree 6.2 Magnetization of the La,g5Sr015Cu04.6 cube for B // c-axis, measured at 
4.33 K with a sweep rate of 2 mT/sec. 
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Figuree 6.3 Magnetization of the La, 85Sr015Cu04.6 cube for B // c-axis, measured at 
100 K with a sweep rate of 2 mT/sec. 
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Figuree 6.4 Magnetization of the La, 85Sr0-lsCuOw cube for B // c-axis, measured at 
155 K with a sweep rate of 2 mT/sec. 
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6.3.33 Magnetostriction 

Figuree 6.5 shows the magnetostriction of the cubic sample for a temperature of 4.3 K. 
AL/LL was measured along the c-axis of the La, 85Sr015Cu04.6 crystal. The magnetic field, 
appliedd along the c-axis, was swept with a constant sweep rate of 2 mT/sec. The 
measurementt was started after the sample was cooled in zero field. The obtained 
magnetostrictionn is very large, up to 5.5 x 10"3. For increasing field the magnetostriction 
increasess until a maximum is reached at 4.5 T. For further increasing field the length of the 
samplee increases less fast. When the field was temporarily stopped relaxation was noticed. 
Thee field was stopped at 8 T and -8 T for 1 minute. For decreasing field, the 
magnetostrictionn decreases fast to almost zero and remains relatively small until the field 
becomess negative. For negative fields the magnetostriction increases again and similar 
behaviourr as for positive field is found. 

CO O 
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Figuree 6.5 Magnetostriction of the La, g5Sr015Cu04.6 cube at 4.3 K for B // c-axis and 
AL/LL // c-axis measured by sweeping the field with 2 mT/sec. 
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Figuree 6.6 Magnetostriction of the La, 85Sr015Cu04.0 cube at 10 K for B // c-axis and 
AL/LL // c-axis measured by sweeping the field with 2 mT/sec. The 
irregularitiess at 4 T are due to a disturbance of the measuring equipment. 
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Figuree 6.7 Magnetostriction of the La, 85Sr015Cu04.6 cube at 15 K for B // c-axis and 
AL/LL // c-axis measured by sweeping the field with 2 mT/sec. 
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Figuree 6.6 and figure 6.7 show the magnetostriction measured in the same way on the 
samee sample but for temperatures of 10 K and 15 K respectively. The obtained curves 
showw still a very large value for the magnetostriction. Also, strong hysteresis and relaxation 
iss present. Similar as in the magnetization measured at 15 K, for high field, the 
magnetostrictionn becomes zero in the measurement performed at 15 K. 

Thee measured magnetostriction curves can be simulated via the measured magnetization 
andd the equations derived in chapter 2. The volume of the sample V is 60 x 10"9 m3. For the 
elasticc constant c13 of 1^ 85Sr015Cu04_fi at low temperature should be used. However, this 
elasticc constant is not known. Migliori et al. [1992] measured the elastic constants of 
single-crystallinee samples of La2Cu04_6 and La, 86Sr0 uCuO .̂ Their data shows cu at room 
temperaturee is 1.72 x 1011 N/m2 for La2Cu04.6 and 2.48 x 1011 N/m2 for Larg6Sr0.14CuO .̂ 
Sincee c13 is 0.714 x 1011 N/m2 for La2Cu04.6 at 44 K, c13 of the La, 85Sr015Cu04_8 sample 
usedd in this work is estimated to be 1 x 10" N/m2, taking in mind that there can be a 
considerablee error in this number. 

Thee obtained curve of the simulation for 4.3 K is presented in figure 6.8. The shape of 
thee curve shows many similarities to the measured magnetostriction. Starting from zero 
fieldd the magnetostriction increases until a maximum is reached at 3.5 T. Then, the 
magnetostrictionn decreases until the maximum field of 8 T is reached. The large decrease 
inn the magnetostriction when decreasing the field is also present. The largest difference 
betweenn the measured and the calculated magnetostriction is the size. The measured curve 
iss two orders of magnitude larger than the calculated one. The reason for difference can 
qualitativelyy be understood. The equations used to calculate the magnetostriction from the 
magnetizationn were derived for a flux profile in a slab for field and length change 
perpendicularr to each other. The measurements were performed on a cubic sample for field 
andd length change parallel to each other. The flux profile in a cubic sample will be different 
fromm the flux profile in a slab. Flux lines will penetrate the sample not from two, but from 
alll  four sides. The flux profile in a cubic sample will have the shape of a pyramid. 
Consequently,, also the force acting on the sample, coming from the pinned flux lines, will 
havee such distribution. The sample will decrease in length in the two directions 
perpendicularr to the field and increase in length in the direction parallel to the field. If the 
volumee of the sample remains constant, the length change in the direction parallel to the 
field,, is twice the length change in the direction perpendicular to the field. So the calculated 
magnetostrictionn should be multiplied by a factor two. However, since the inward force 
actingg on the sample, arising from the pinned flux lines, is much larger in the center of the 
samplee than at the sides, the sample will deform to a pyramid shape. The length change 
measuredd by the capacitance cell is the length change of the highest point of this pyramid, 
whichh is likely to be much larger than what can be expected from the calculated 
magnetostriction. . 
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Figuree 6.8 Simulated magnetostriction from magnetization at 4.3 K for B // c-axis and 
AL/L//c-axis. . 
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Figuree 6.9 Simulated magnetostriction from magnetization at 10 K for B // c-axis and 
AL/LL // c-axis. 
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Figuree 6.10 Simulated magnetostriction from magnetization at 15 K for B // c-axis and 
AL/LL // c-axis. 

Figuree 6.9 and figure 6.10 show the magnetostriction calculated from the magnetization 
forr temperatures of 10 K and 15 K respectively. The size of the magnetostriction is still 
muchh smaller as for the measured curves. However, the difference between the two is 
smaller,, about a factor 25. The shape of the curves represents the measured curves better at 
higherr temperatures. 

6.44 Discussion 

Thee magnetostriction of a La, 85Sr015Cu04.s single-crystalline cubic sample was measured 
att three different temperatures for field and length changes along the c-axis. The shape of 
thee magnetostriction curves can quantitatively be explained via the pinned flux model used 
inn chapter 2, and the measured magnetization. The size of the measured magnetostriction is 
muchh larger than the size of the calculated magnetostriction. This can qualitatively be 
understoodd by the deformation of the sample. No results of the magnetostriction in 
La,, g5Sr015Cu04_6 single crystal for this orientation have been reported so far in the 
literature. . 

Figuree 6.11 shows the magnetostriction of La2.xSrxCu04_6, for two values of x, measured 
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byy Ikuta et al. [1993] for AL/L // ab-plane and B // c-axis. Ikuta measured on single-
crystallinee samples that have a slab like configuration. Their sample sizes were 1.05 x 3.30 
xx 2.90 mm3 for x = 0.07 and 0.5 x 2.45 x 1.35 mm3 for x = 0.05, where the last number 
representss the length along the crystallographic c-axis. The length change was measured 
alongg the first dimension. The measurements were performed with a field sweep rate of 
100 mT/sec. The size of the magnetostriction found by Ikuta et al. is much smaller than the 
resultss presented in this work for the opposite configuration. 
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Figuree 6.11 Magnetostriction of La2.xSrxCu04.6, for two different values of x, at 5 K for 
BB // c-axis and AL/L // ab-plane measured by Ikuta et al. [1994]. 
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Figuree 6.12 (a) The magnetization of the La, ̂ Srp ,0CuO4.6 sample (circle) at 4.2 K and 
fittingg curve (solid curve), (b) The predicted magnetostriction curve using 
thee parameters determined by the fitting for B // c-axis and AL/L // ab-plane 
measuredd by Ikuta et al. [1994]. 

Ikutaa shows that for the configuration with B // c-axis and A1VL // ab-plane a calculation 
basedbased upon the pinned flux lines model describes the magnetostriction very well. They 
usedd the same model described in chapter 2 of this work. However, the magnetostriction 
wass not calculated directly from magnetization. Ikuta assumes that the critical current 
densityy is described by the expression: 

JJcc(B)(B) = y,oexp(-B/Bo) (6.1) 

Thee parameters are determined by fitting this expression to the measured magnetization. 
Thee result of this fitting together with the obtained predicted magnetostriction is presented 
inn figure 6.12. 

Thee magnetization of the La, 85Sr0,5Cu04_{{  cube measured at 10 K (figure 6.3) resembles 
thee shape of the magnetization of the La, ̂ S^ ,0CuO4_6 sample of Ilcuta et al. measured at 
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4.22 K very well. Using the equations of chapter 2 and the same elastic constant as used by 
Ikutaa cn = 2.634 x 10" N/m2 (from Nohora et al. [1991]) a simulation can be made of the 
magnetostrictionn for B // c-axis and AL/L // ab-plane. This is done to compare the method 
forr calculating the magnetostriction, used by Ikuta, with the method used in this work. The 
resultt of the simulation is shown in figure 6.13. The curve resembles the measured 
magnetostrictionn of Ikuta very well, both in shape and in size. It is therefore concluded that 
thee model used to calculate the magnetostriction from the magnetization is adequate for the 
configurationn with field and length change perpendicular to each other. 
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Figuree 6.13 Calculated magnetostriction of La, 95Sr015Cu04.6 at 10 K for B // c-axis and 
AL/LL // ab-plane. 

Theree are two ways to confirm that the magnetostriction for field and length change 
alongg the c-axis is in accordance with the model used in chapter 2, which is based upon 
flux-pinning.. First, a simulation can be made of the flux profile in a cubic sample, with the 
correspondingg force distribution and the corresponding length changes. However, 
consideringg the complex distribution of the flux profile and, consequently, the complex 
forcee distribution this is not an easy task. A second way is to perform a measurement on a 
slabb like sample. Large crystals can be grown and with the spare erosion technique they can 
easilyy be shaped in a slab shape. For instance a sample of 5 x 0.5 x 5 mm3 will limit the 
deformationn of the sample considerably. 
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77 Bi2Sr2CaCu208+6 

Bi i 

7.11 Introduction 

Thee HTC compound Bi2Sr2CaCu2Og+6 exhibits several ^ ^ _  ̂ ^L Sr 

interestingg physical properties. First of all, the ^ f l • f t f l P ^ 

superconductingg transition temperature of £ Q g 

Bi2Sr2CaCu208+66 is high, Tc = 85 K. Furthermore, a 

veryy small coherence length in combination with a ^B^lp J 

veryy large penetration depth gives Bi2Sr2CaCu208+6 a ^ 

GLL parameter K that is larger than 100 (see table 2.1). W^KsIF 

Thiss makes the compound an extreme type II ^ k ^ ^ O * O 

superconductor.. The critical current density Jc is high .%< A J £ 

att low temperature (4.2 K), even in high magnetic ^ f l C U O - J 

fields,, above 25 T, making Bi2Sr2CaCu2Os+6 one of the Jk Ê) 

mostt promising HTC materials for applications. . ^ ^ ^ ^ 

However,, because the pinning energy is small, the - C ^ F C 

thermall flux creep is large, limiting applications at the ^ 

relativelyy high temperature of 77 K. To overcome this ^ v * £ t , t ' 

problem,, the flux-pinning phenomena in flr  ^ Êr 

Bi2Sr2CaCu208+66 were studied extensively by many 

authorss (Li [1992] and Li [1995]). Pinning by oxygen, 

byy vacancies and by stacking faults are known to take 

place.. According to Li [1995] oxygen vacancies in the 

Cu0 22 layer are the predominant pinning centers. 

Currently,, high quality thin films with high critical 

currentt densities can be synthesized (Arisawa et al. F i g u r e ? J C r y s t a l s t m c t u r e o f 

[1999],, Kitaguchi et al. [1999]). Multilayer tapes with Bi2Sr2CaCu208+6, from Shaked et 

highh critical current densities for temperatures up to 50 al. [1994]. 
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KK (Kitaguchi et al [1999]), current leads for magnets (Garcia-Tabarés et al. [1999]) and 
insertt coils (Weijers et al. [1999]) are examples of applications of Bi2Sr2CaCu208+5 which 
aree already realized. 

Thee exceptional physical properties of Bi2Sr2CaCu p 8+6 can be related to its crystal 
structuree which is very anisotropic, showing a layered quasi two-dimensional pattern. 
Figuree 7.1 shows a picture of the crystal structure of Bi2Sr2CaCu208+ö. The structure is 
tetragonall  with lattice parameters a = 0.38 nm and c = 3.08 nm. 

Thee extremely anisotropic structure of Bi2Sr2CaCu208+4 makes it essential to use single 
crystalss in order to study its physical properties. Li [1995] reported an extensive study of 
crystall  growth of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Og+ö with a mirror furnace. Apart from a set of growth 
parameterss leading to high quality single crystals, the influence of using different oxygen 
atmospheress (from air to 2 bar oxygen) on the obtained results is also reported (Li [1994]). 
Inn the present section, a short overview of the crystal growth procedure is given. Basic 
characterizationn techniques were used to characterize the samples used for the physical 
measurements.. The results of specific heat and thermal expansion measurements at 
temperaturess around Tc are reported. Then, magnetization measurements, clearly showing 
thee anisotropic character of the material, are presented. Before presenting the 
magnetostrictionn results, the self heating effects and flux jumps are studied in more detail. 
Finally,, an extensive study of the magnetostriction of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Og+fl was made including 
anglee dependent measurements, and a simulation of the magnetostriction from the 
magnetizationn results. 

7.22 Sample preparation and characterization 

Variouss methods can be used to obtain single-crystalline samples of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Og+6. The 
mostt widely used growth technique is a slow-cooling method using crucibles with 
non-stoichiometricc melts or alkali chlorides as a solvent. With this technique very flat 
sampless are obtained since the anisotropic compound tends to grow much faster in the 
ab-planee than in the c-direction. The top seeded solution growth method was used to grow 
largee (thicker) crystals. A disadvantage of these growth methods is that the obtained 
crystalss are always contaminated by crucible material. At the Van der Waals Zeeman 
Institute,, the TSFZ method described in chapter 4 was used extensively for the 
Bi2Sr2CaCu208+ee system (Menken [1991], Menken et al. [1991]). These growth 
experimentss showed that crystals can easily be grown along the ab-plane using various 
growthh conditions. Aim of the growth experiments performed by Li [1995] was to obtain 
large,, high quality crystals that are much thicker than the 0.2 to 0.3 mm obtained before. 
Thesee experiments resulted in a set of growth parameters with which large single crystals 
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couldd be grown under different oxygen atmospheres. 
Startingg materials were prepared by a "wet" preparation route from nitrates. The 

stoichiometricc mixtures were dissolved in HN03. After heating to 300 °C for two hours to 
evaporatee the acid, the material was calcinated several times in air at 810 °C with 
intermediatee grinding. Finally, the material was pressed under a hydrostatic pressure of 
3.55 kbar into a rod that was sintered in air at 840 °C for 48 hours. The obtained dense, 
homogeneouss and straight feed-rods were densified further in the mirror furnace by a fast 
scann procedure. During this procedure the rotating feed-rod is passed through the heated 
zonee with a speed of 40 mm/h to 60 mm/h. As a solvent, the composition 
Bi26Srii  9CaCu26Og+ó was found to be close to the optimal solvent composition. Using this 
compositionn for the solvent, about two days after the start of the growth experiment the 
equilibriumm state was reached. The growth process was started in the same way as 
describedd in chapter 4 for the La^Sr^CuÔ  compounds. For the crystal growth 
experiments,, growth rates between 0.26 mm/h and 0.5 mm/h and rotation speeds between 
200 and 35 rpm were used. The lower growth rates clearly resulted in larger (thicker) 
crystals.. One of the growth experiments performed at low growth rate showed very large 
facetss resulting in a grown rod that was flattened significantly on two sides. For a detailed 
descriptionn of the crystal growth experiments including a description of growth 
experimentss at different oxygen ambient pressure, see Li [1994] and Li [1995]. 

Afterr the growth, the parts of the grown rods with the highest quality were selected by 
meanss of X-ray diffraction and visually, looking at the quality of the facets under a 
microscope.. From the high quality parts, usually the last 30 mm of the growths, 5 to 15 mm 
longg rods were cut by means of a diamond saw. The grown rods were cleaved by a razor 
bladee to obtain single-crystalline samples with sizes suitable for physical measurements. 
Thee anisotropic crystal structure makes it easy to cleave the rods along the ab-plane. In this 
way,, book-shaped slabs were obtained. From the obtained samples only samples with shiny 
surfacess without cracks were selected for further analysis and used for physical 
measurements.. Laue X-ray diffraction pictures on these samples gave well-defined patterns 
withh sharp, single spots, indicating good single-crystallinity. On some of the samples, 
X-rayy pictures were taken on several locations on the surface, all giving the same 
diffractionn pattern. This confirms that the sample consisted of one single grain. 

Thee single-crystalline sample used for specific heat measurements was 20 x 5 x 0.5 
mm33 in size with a weight of 173 mg. The first two numbers stand for the size in the ab-
planee and the last one for the size along the c-axis. The material was grown in air and 
showedd a Tc of 85 K. The sample used for thermal expansion measurements came from the 
samee batch. Its size was 9 x 3 x1 mm3. This crystal showed a sharp transition, also at a Tc 

off  85 K. The samples used for magnetocaloric studies were of different shape and quality. 
Noo special care was taken to select the most perfect samples for these experiments, except 
thatt the samples had to have one flat surface with which it could be glued with Apiezon to 
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thee saphire plate of the specific heat set-up. For the dilatometry measurements the surfaces 
off  the single-crystalline sample had to be flat and parallel to each other. The first 
magnetostrictionn sample (sample 1) has dimensions 6.00 x 1.20 x 0.134 mm3 where the 
lastt figure gives the length of the sample along the c-axis along which the magnetostriction 
wass measured. The mass of this sample is 6.33 mg. The second magnetostriction sample 
(samplee 2) has dimensions 8.02 x 1.62 x 0.264 mm3 with a mass of 17.9 mg. The three 
magnetostrictionn samples used for angle dependent magnetostriction (samples 3) 
experimentss have sizes 2.65 x 1.70 x 0.075 mm3 with weight 1.7 mg, 2.62 x 1.56 x 0.081 
mm33 with weight 1.6 mg and 1.74 x 1.12 x 0.078 mm3 with weight 0.9 mg. 

Figuree 7.2 Ac-susceptibility of a Bi2Sr2CaCu208+6 single-crystalline sample measured 
withh the field along the c-axis. 

Figuree 7.2 shows the ac-susceptibility of a typical Bi2Sr2CaCu208+6 single-crystalline 
samplee measured with the field along the c-axis. The Tc(onset) of 90 K is consistent with 
valuess reported in the literature. The ATC(90 % of the transition) is 3 K indicating the 
samplee is rather homogeneous. The Tc(onset) varied between 85 K and 95 K depending 
uponn the oxygen pressure used during the growth experiment. The lowest Tc was found for 
growthss in air while the highest Tc was found for growths performed in 200 kPa oxygen 
pressure.. EPMA characterization showed that the Sr/Ca ratio increases linearly with 
increasingg oxygen pressure. Information on the oxygen content of the samples could not be 
obtainedd from this characterization. 
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Thee field cooled Meissner fraction of the sample used for thermal expansion measured 
inn an external Field of B = 0.1 mT amounts to 82% for fields parallel to the c-axis and to 
14%% for field perpendicular to the c-axis (Kierspel et al. [1996]). 

7.33 Measurements 

7.3.11 Specific heat 

Thee analysis of the specific heat anomaly around Tc is well suited to study the fluctuations 
off  the order parameter in HTC superconductors. These fluctuations usually occur in a wide 
temperaturee range around Tc. In a magnetic field the superconducting fluctuations are 
supposedd to be enhanced. This is confirmed by specific heat measurements in field on a 
YBajCujO,, single crystal (Junod et al. [1993]) and on Bi2Sr2CaCu2Og+d poly-crystalline 
sampless (Junod et al. [1994]). These results show an anomaly at Tc being suppressed in 
magneticc field. Due to the high superconducting transition temperature of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Og+i 

theree is a relatively large phonon contribution to the specific heat near Tc. Therefore, the 
anomalyy in the electronic part of the specific heat leads to only a small anomaly in the total 
specificc heat. In order to obtain a good relative accuracy at these high temperatures a 
speciall  measuring technique was used. The measurements were performed at the 
Physikalischess Institut, Universitat Köln, by means of an adiabatic continuous heating 
techniquee (see section 3.4.1). 

Figuree 7.3 shows the result of the specific heat measurement on a Bi2Sr2CaCu2Og+8 

singlee crystal for temperatures between 70 K and 100 K. The measurement was performed 
inn zero field and in six magnetic fields between 0 and 14 T parallel to the ab-plane. The 
figuree shows the data for B = 0 T and for B = 14 T. The specific heat data for the 
intermediatee fields interpolate smoothly between the two curves shown. The data show a 
weak,, but clearly visible, rounded "peak-like" anomaly at Tc = 85 K. It is apparent that the 
magneticc field does not suppress the specific heat jump. Moreover, there is no evidence for 
anyy broadening of the anomaly. Instead, the main influence of the magnetic field occurs 
justt above Tc, i.e. the superconducting fluctuations in this temperature range appear to be 
reduced.. This is not due to a decrease of Tc, which is nearly independent of field in 
agreementt with the very high Hc2. As a consequence the anomaly at Tc appears to become 
sharperr for higher fields. It can be concluded from the data that in Bi2Sr2CaCu2Og+a a 
magneticc field B // ab-plane does not lead to an enhancement of the superconducting 
fluctuationss (Kierspel et al. [1994]). To our knowledge this was the first observation of a 
specificc heat anomaly at Tc in a Bi2Sr2CaCu2Og+$ single crystal, confirming the high quality 
off  the sample. Simultaneously with the presentation of these results, Junod et al. [1994] 
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presentedd specific heat results on a Bi2Sr2CaCu208+6 single crystal for fields parallel to the 
c-axis.. They found for this configuration that the anomaly at Tc is suppressed in high 
magneticc fields. Recently Junod et al. [1999] gave an overview of specific heat at Tc for 
severall  HTC compounds. 
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Figuree 7.3 Specific heat C/T versus temperature of a single crystal of Bi2Sr2CaCu208+6 

forr B = 0 T (closed circles) and B = 14 T (open circles). From Kierspel et al. 
[1994]. . 

7.3.22 Thermal expansion 

Beforee studying the magnetostriction of a sample, knowledge about the behaviour of the 
thermall  expansion of the material is important. Furthermore, thermal expansion is well 
suitedd to obtain additional information on the phase transition at Tc already seen in the 
specificc heat. 

Thee results presented here were obtained at the Physikalisches Institut, Universitat zu 
Köln,, see Kierspel et al. [1996]. The measurements were performed with a capacitance 
dilatometer.. The accuracy of about 1 A enabled a very high resolution of AL/L = 10~8 for 
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measurementss parallel to the ab-plane. Due to the small size of the crystal along the c-axis, 
thee accuracy of the measurement along the c-axis is an order of magnitude smaller. 
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Figuree 7.4 Temperature dependence of the coefficient of the thermal expansion of 
Bi2Sr2CaCu2Og+66 parallel and perpendicular to the Cu02 planes. 

Figuree 7.4 shows the temperature dependence of the coefficient of the thermal 
expansionn of Bi2Sr2CaCu208+6 measured parallel and perpendicular to the Cu02 planes. The 
relativee changes along the c-axis are almost a factor 3 larger than those of the thermal 
expansionn along the ab-plane. This can be seen as a confirmation of the anisotropic 
characterr of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Og+6, i.e. strong covalent bonds within the planes and rather weak 
bondss between the layers. These results were confirmed by measurements performed by 
Yamadaa et al. [1997]. Two anomalies are present in the measured curve presented in figure 
7.4.. First, a jump-like increase of the coefficient of the thermal expansion parallel to the 
c-axiss at about 120 K indicating a structural instability of Bi2Sr2CaCu208+6 at this 
temperature.. Second, a clear anomaly at Tc shows up in the measurement parallel to the 
Cu022 planes whereas no corresponding anomaly could be observed in the measurement 
perpendicularr to the Cu02 planes. From the absence of an anomaly in the c-axis curve at Tc 
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itt is concluded that the transition temperature of Bi2Sr2CaCu208+6 does not depend 
sensitivelyy on the distances between the Cu02 layers. 

AA difference in the volume between the normal and the superconducting phase is 
directlyy connected with the pressure dependence of Tc. In a mean-field treatment, the 
relationshipp between the jumps of the linear thermal-expansion coeficients (a), the specific 
heatt (cp) and the uniaxial pressure (ft) is expressed by the Ehrenfest reation: 

dTdTrr a. - a. 
_ ££ = VT -2  (7.1) 
ddPiPi C

Pj - Cp,n 

Heree the indices n and s denote the normal and superconducting phases, respectively, and 
VV is the volume per mole. Thus, to estimate the uniaxial pressure dependence of Tc one has 
too compare the anomaly in the thermal expansion to that in the specific heat. The analysis 
off  the data presented in this work has been carried out by Kierspel et al. [1996], yielding a 
uniaxiall  pressure dependence of dT^dp.̂  = 0.9 (1) K/GPa for Bi2Sr2CaCu208+0. The 
relativee size of the anomaly in the thermal expansion is about three to five times larger than 
thatt of the specific heat. Since there is no anomaly observed in ac at Tc, the uniaxial 
pressuree dependence along the c-axis is zero within the resolution. Measurements under 
externall  pressure also yield a negligible dT,/dpc in Bi2Sr2CaCu208+6 (Chen et al. [1991]). 
Thee hydrostatic pressure dependence of Tc (for p=0), which is given by 2 dT /^p ab+ 
dTc/dpc,, amounts to 1.8(6) K/GPa. This value agrees very well with value found by 
Sieburgerr et al. [1991] for measurements of under external pressure, 1.5(2) K/GPa. 

7.3.33 Magnetization 

Thee magnetization was measured using the moving sample magnetometer described in 
chapterr 3. The sample was cooled in zero field and the field was swept with a constant 
sweepp rate of 3 mT/sec. Figure 7.5 shows the result of the magnetization measured on the 
firstt magnetostriction sample (sample 1) at 4.3 K for B // ab-plane and for B // c-axis. For 
BB // ab-plane the magnetization is zero within the accuracy of the measuring method (2.1 x 
10"66 Am2). The measurement for B // c-axis shows a behaviour typical for type-II 
superconductors.. For increasing field, the magnetization decreases until it reaches a 
minimumm of -8 mAm2 at a field of about 3 T. During further field increase the 
magnetizationn increases towards zero and three flux-jumps occur. For decreasing field the 
magnetizationn increases again, giving the large hysteresis typical of pinned type-U 
superconductors.. The flux jump phenomena in combination with heating effects will be 
discussedd in detail in the following section. 
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Figuree 7.5 Magnetization of Bi2Sr2CaCu208+6 for B // c-axis and for B // ab-plane, 
measuredd at 4.3 K with a sweep rate of 3 mT/sec. 

7.3.44 Heating effect and flux jumps 

Thee magnetization measurements show the phenomenon of flux jumps, which is related to 
thee influence of the variation of the external field on the flux lines. During a flux jump 
theree is an almost instant increase of the magnetization to zero. In order to understand this 
phenomenonn the behaviour of superconductors in varying magnetic fields was studied in 
moree detail. First, the heating effect caused by flux movement is described. Then, an 
understandingg of the magnetic instabilities or so called flux jumps that appear in the 
measurementss can be gained. 

Too study the heating effect caused by flux movement, the temperature of a 
Bi2Sr2CaCu208+55 crystal under quasi adiabatic conditions during a field sweep was 
measured.. For this measurement the standard specific heat equipment described in section 
3.4.11 (figure 3.2) was used. A sample was glued with Apiezon to the saphire plate with 
c-axiss // B. The temperature of the frame is controlled and stabilized at a temperature T0. 
Duringg a field sweep, moving flux lines will dissipate energy and heat the sample. In this 
experimentt the sample temperature T, the dissipated power P, the heat capacity C of the 
systemm (the system being sample + saphire plate with addenda + Apiezon) and K, the 
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thermall  conductance to the frame kept at temperature T0, are connected by: 

CdT/dtt = P - K(T - T0). 

00 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 
tt (s) 

Figuree 7.6 Temperature variation of a Bi2Sr2CaCu2Og+6 crystal during a field sweep 
withh a rate of 1 mT/sec. The field range is between 1 T and 2 T (Gerber et 
al.. [1994]). 

Figuree 7.6 shows the result of a measurement for a field sweep with a rate of 1 mT/sec 
betweenn 1 T too 2 T. The temperature of the frame (T0) is kept at 4.2 K. As soon as the field 
sweepp starts (at t=50 sec), the temperature of the sample raises, proving that moving flux 
liness dissipate energy. Similar measurements without a sample did not show any 
temperaturee increase. As one can see from the measurement, the flux movement is not 
monotonie.. At about t=200 sec. the temperature of the sample (+ addenda) decreases after 
whichh it starts to increase again. The nature of this unexpected behaviour is not yet 
understood.. At a certain moment a large flux jump appears to heat the sample significantly 
inn a short period of time. If the sample as a whole warms up to such an extent, the effect at 
thee heat source must be quite large. Self heating must be an important factor in the 
generationn of an avalanche effect in the flux movement. As described in chapter 5 for flux 
jumpss in V3Si during the field sweep an unstable flux profile will be formed inside the 
sample.. At a certain point an avalanche of flux movement starts. This avalanche is initiated 
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byy local heating caused by the power dissipated by the movement of one or more flux lines. 
Figuree 7.6 shows that the heating effect can be significant. In a few seconds the sample 

heatss up from 5 K to 14 K. Due to these potentially large effects on the temperature we 
knoww that during the magnetization and the magnetostriction measurements stabilization 
andd monitoring of the temperature of the sample are crucial. Otherwise it is impossible to 
bee certain that isothermal magnetization or magnetostriction is measured and the 
measurementt is not influenced by a side effect caused by self heating. 

7.3.55 Magnetostriction for  B // ab-plane 

Inn Figure 7.7 the magnetostriction of the first magnetostriction sample (sample 1) is shown. 
AL/LL is measured along the c-axis and the magnetic field is applied along the ab-plane. The 
parallell  plate capacitance cell presented in figure 3.3 was used. Since the sample is very 
thin,, a Cu piece was used to fil l up the sample space to 5.020 mm. The measurement was 
performedd at 4.3 K after the sample was cooled in zero field. The most remarkable feature 
off  the obtained result is the very large value for AL/L which is of the order of 10"3. The 
measurementt shows only very small hysteresis for the initial field sweep from 0 T to 8 T to 
00 T. After this the curve shows no hysteresis at all. The measurements for positive field 
andd for negative field give similar results. 

Duringg the measurements no relaxation effects were observed and the result as shown in 
figuree 7.7 is independent of the investigated magnetic field sweep rates of 0.5 mT/sec to 
33 mT/sec. During one experiment the superconducting magnet quenched, but the measured 
relativee length change was exactly the same as when the field decreased in a controlled 
way.. The measured curve could be reproduced after having thermally cycled the sample to 
roomm temperature and back. 

Thee absence of hysteresis (except for some small hysteresis during the initial field 
sweep),, the absence of relaxation effects and the independence of the result on field sweep 
ratee indicate that there is no or only very small flux-pinning in the material. The flux lines 
cann easily penetrate between the superconducting CuO planes and the flux is free to move 
betweenn these planes. The magnetization for B // ab-plane, measured under the same 
conditionss on the same sample, being zero (within the accuracy of the equipment) confirms 
thiss conclusion (see figure 7.5). The measurement of the Meissner fraction on the thermal 
expansionn sample shows that the Meissner fraction in the ab-direction is low, only 14%. 
Forr the first magnetostriction sample, which is 7 times thinner, the Meissner fraction in the 
ab-directionn can be much smaller. 
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Figuree 7.7 AIVL // c-axis as a function of B // ab-plane, measured at 4.3 K with a sweep 
ratee of 3 mT/sec 

Havingg understood the absence of the hysteresis in the measurement, there is also no 
hysteresiss in the magnetization, the large parabolic contribution to the magnetostriction 
remainss unexplained. The curve can be fitted by a constant times B3 for B < 3.5 T and by a 
constantt times B2 for B > 3.5 T. Influence of a demagnetization field on the measurements 
cann be neglected. Since the ratio of the length of the sample in c-direction to the length in 
ab-directionn is 0.1 the demagnetization factor is small. The nature of the parabolic 
magnetostrictionn contribution is unclear but its large size makes it impossible to neglect it. 

Additionall  measurements were performed to study this phenomenon and to reveal its 
origin.. Figure 7.8 shows the magnetostriction of the second magnetostriction sample 
(samplee 2), measured also with field perpendicular to the c-axis. Several curves were 
measured,, each with a small change in angle between field and ab-plane. Each curve was 
measuredd at 4.3 K after cooling the sample from above Tc in zero field. Again the parallel 
platee capacitance cell was used to perform the measurements. The measurement shows that 
thee general shape of the curves is the same however the magnitude of the maximum 
relativee length change clearly depends on the angle. The maximum relative length change 
iss expected for an angle of -0.4 degrees. 
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Figuree 7.8 AL/L // c-axis as a function of B // ab-plane, measured at 4.3 K for small 
changess in angle between B and the ab-plane. 

Thee same sample and the same configuration was used to determine the temperature 
dependencee of the magnetostriction. In figure 7.9 the result is presented for four different 
temperatures.. In all measurements the angle between field and ab-plane corresponding with 
thee measurements presented in figure 7.8 is 0°. Again all curves were measured after 
coolingg the sample in zero field. In the obtained curves the relative length first decreases 
andd then increases parabolically. At higher temperatures the maximum magnitude of the 
relativee length change decreases. During the measurements at 4.3 K, at 8 K and at 16 K 
relaxationn was seen and the obtained curves show small hysteresis. At 32 K the 
magnetostrictionn is reversible above a field of 3 T and no relaxation was noticed during the 
measurement.. This is an indication that the irreversibility field is reached. Above the 
irreversibilityy field the flux-lines are no longer pinned and can freely penetrate the sample. 
Dataa of Li [1992] confirm this value of 3 T at 32 K for the irreversibility field. 

Thee presented results indicate that the magnetostriction of Bi2Sr2CaCu208+6 single 
crystalss for B // ab-plane and AL/L // c-axis depends strongly upon small misalignments of 
thee angle between the magnetic field and the ab-plane. For the second sample in all the 
measurementss first a decrease of the length change was found followed by a positive 
parabolicc contribution, while for the first sample only the positive parabolic contribution 
wass found. The second magnetostriction sample is larger and twice as thick as the first 
magnetostrictionn sample. This crystal possibly has some misalignment within the sample 
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makingg that the perfect parabola could not be reproduced for this sample. For temperatures 
abovee 4.3 K the maximum magnitude of the magnetostriction is smaller than at 4.3 K. Also 
thee flux-pinning strength in a superconductor decreases with increasing temperature giving 
aa smaller critical current density which can be seen by less hysteresis in, for instance, the 
magnetization.. This is a strong indication that the parabolic contribution to the 
magnetostrictionn is related to flux-pinning. 
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Figuree 7.9 AL/L // c-axis as a function of B // ab-plane, measured at 4.3 K, 8 K, 16 K 
andd 32 K with a field sweep rate of 3 mT/s 

7.3.66 Angle dependence of the magnetostriction 

Too study the angle dependence of the magnetostriction a new capacitance cell was 
designedd which could fit in a rotatable magnet. See section 3.4.2 (figures 3.4 and 3.5) for a 
detailedd description of this magnetostriction cell. The largest difference with the previous 
measurementss is that now the average magnetostriction of three small samples is measured. 
Figuree 7.10 shows the angle dependence of the average magnetostriction of three 
Bi2Sr2CaCu2Og+66 single-crystalline samples (samples 3) for fixed field and fixed 
temperature.. First the samples were cooled in zero field to 4.3 K. Then the field was 
increasedd to 2.5 T at a constant angle of 0°. Then the angle was varied from 0° to 330° and 
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backk to 0°. During the measurement the rotation speed of the magnet was kept as much as 
possiblee at a constant rate. An experimental limitation is that the starting configuration is 
nott well known. The difference in angle between the first and the second peak in the 
relativee length change is 180°, for both the curve rotating the field to 330° and the curve 
rotatingg the magnet back to 0°. However, the peaks for increasing and decreasing angle are 
nott at the same position and none of them correspond with the angles at which the 
magneticc field is thought to be exactly perpendicular to the c-axis. Also the size of the 
peakss is not equal. The maximum magnitude of the magnetostriction is even larger as seen 
before,, it amounts to 1.6% for an angle of 290° and this in a field of only 2.5 T. 
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Figuree 7.10 AL/L as a function of angle, measured at 4.3 K and B = 2.5 T on samples 3. 

Thee angle dependent measurement presented in figure 7.10 shows that the 
magnetostrictionn of Bi2Sr2CaCu208+6 single-crystalline samples depends strongly upon 
angle.. However, it does not reveal the nature of the parabola found earlier. The new 
capacitancee cell allows for a more extensive study of the magnetostriction around the 
configurationn B // ab-plane, extending the result of figure 7.8 over larger angles. Therefore, 
forr several angles around the configuration B // ab-plane the magnetostriction for 
AL/LL // c-axis was measured as a function of field. The result of two of those 
measurementss are presented in figures 7.11 and 7.12. Note that the angles can not be 
comparedd with those in figure 7.10. Before each measurement the sample was cooled in 
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zeroo field. The curve presented in figures 7.11 is very similar to the results found for the 
samee configuration but measured on a single sample. Again a parabolic shaped curve is 
obtainedd with some hysteresis in the initial field sweep. The maximum magnitude of the 
magnetostrictionn is much larger than found before, even for a smaller maximum field of 
4.55 T. Figure 7.12 shows that the magnitude of the magnetostriction for an angle of 122° is 
muchh smaller. The shape of this curve is very different from the other curves. It looks like 
thee parabolic contribution is not present and only a hysteretic part is left. 
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Figuree 7.11 AL/L // c-axis as a function of B // ab-plane, measured at 4.3 K and angle : 

116°° on three samples. 
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measuredd at 4.3 K. 
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Inn figure 7.13 the maximum value of the magnetostriction found is plotted against the 
anglee in the measurements. Clearly a minimum in the maximum relative length change can 
bee seen at an angle of 122°. This angle corresponds with what is thought to be B // ab-
plane.. Therefore, it is concluded that the magnetostriction is zero or very small when B is 
exactlyy parallel to the ab-plane. The parabolic contribution is due to a misalignment in the 
configurationn and its maximum value in a field of 5 T can grow up to 5% for an angle of 
22°.. From these measurements the misalignment in the measurement presented in figure 
7.77 is estimated to be 1° which is hardly to avoid in the experimental setup. 

7.3.77 Magnetostriction for  B // c-axis 

Figuree 7.14 shows the magnetostriction of the first magnetostriction sample measured 
againn along the c-axis with a field sweep rate of 3 mT/sec at a temperature of 4.3 K after 
beingg cooled in zero field but now for B // c-axis. Again the measured magnetostriction is 
large,, of the order 103. As expected from the magnetization, strong hysteresis is present in 
thee obtained curve. Also relaxation effects can be seen at a field of 0 T and at a field of 8 T. 
Figuree 7.15 gives a full account of the measurement for AL/L // c-axis and B // c-axis at 4.3 
KK for fields from 0 T to -8 T, to 8 T to 0 T. Remarkable is that after each full cycle the final 
valuee of AL/L is more negative than at the beginning of the cycle. After the measurements 
thee thickness and the mass of the sample were measured again. The thickness had 
decreasedd from 0.128 mm to 0.12 mm and the mass had decreased from 6.3 mg to 6.18 mg. 
Thiss is a strong indication that during the measurements there was friction between the 
samplee and the cell. This can explain why the value of AL/L is more negative after each 
cycle.. The most important difference between the virgin curve (zero field cooled) and the 
fulll  hysteresis loop occurs at small increasing fields. In the virgin curve AL/L first 
decreasess and then increases, while at each continuous cycle AL/L increases almost 
immediately.. In the virgin curve an increasing magnetostriction is expected from flux 
penetratingg the sample from the sides (see chapter 2). 
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Figuree 7.14 AL/L // c-axis as a function of B // c-axis, measured at 4.3 K with a sweep 
ratee of 3 mT/sec 
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Figuree 7.15 AL/L // c-axis as a function of B // c-axis, measured at 4.3 K with a sweep 
ratee of 3 mT/s. The data between 4.5 T and 6.5 T is missing due to a crash of 
thee measuring program. 
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Inn figure 7.16 the magnetostriction is shown measured again along the c-axis with 
BB // c-axis but now at a temperature of 1.0 K. This time the sample was not zero field 
cooledd but remained below Tc after the measurements at 4.3 K. The measurement was 
performedd with a magnetic field sweep rate of 1.3 mT/sec. The value of the relative length 
changee is again 10"3, however, the shape of the curve changed significantly. With 
decreasingg field, at about 6 T a flux jump appeared. At a sweep rate of 3.1 mT/sec more 
fluxx jumps were seen. When a flux jump occurs, also a jump in temperature to about T = 
2.55 K was observed. Within a few seconds after a flux jump the temperature was stabilized 
againn at 1.0 K. 
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Figuree 7.16 ALVL // c-axis as a function of B // c-axis, measured at 1.0 K with a sweep 
ratee of 1.3 mT/sec. 

Figuress 7.17 and 7.18 show the relaxation of the relative length change during the first 
111 hours after the field was swept to zero at temperatures of 4.3 K and 1.0 K respectively. 
Alsoo after many hours a smooth curve was measured confirming the very high sensitivity 
off  the measuring method for instance compared to magnetization measurements. 
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Figuree 7.19 AL/L // c-axis for B // c-axis at 4.3 K, simulated from the magnetization and 

thee equations derived in chapter 2. 

Figuree 7.19 shows the magnetostriction along the c-axis as simulated from the 
magnetizationn and the equations derived in chapter 2. The volume of the sample V is 
0.9655 x 10"9 m3. The elastic constant c13 = 0.560 x 10" N/m2 was taken from Boekholt et 
al.. [1991]. Boekholt measured the elastic constant at room temperature, so it has to be 
takenn into account that there can be a large error in this value when applying it for low 
temperatures.. When comparing the simulated magnetostriction curve with the measured 
curvess presented in figures 7.14 and 7.15, several differences are found. First of all the 
calculatedd magnetostriction is almost a factor 10 larger than the measured 
magnetostriction.. Part of this difference can be due to the uncertainty in the value for the 
elasticc constant. Also the shape of the measured and simulated curves is different. 
Accordingg to the calculated magnetostriction, starting from zero field the length of the 
samplee increases, as expected when vortices penetrate the sample from the side. The 
measuredd curve shows the length of the sample initially decreases. Apparently the 
calculation,, made according to the Bean model for field and length change perpendicular to 
eachh other, is not valid for the very flat Bi2Sr2CaCu208+6 single crystal for field and length 
changee parallel to each other. 
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7.44 Discussion 

Dcutaa et al. [1993] have measured the magnetostriction of a single crystal of 

Bi2Sr2CaCu208+66 for AIVL // ab-plane in fields up to 6 T for different temperatures between 

4.88 K and 30 K. The magnetostriction they measure is extraordinarily large, of the order of 

10"44 in fields up to 6 T at 4.8 K, see figure 7.20. They also find a large hysteresis. At higher 

temperaturess the magnetostriction becomes smaller. To explain their measurements Dcuta et 

al.. calculated the magnetostriction in a type-II superconductor with strong pinning 

behaviourr (equation 2.13). For the local field distribution they used an expression obtained 

byy integrating a modified Bean model for the critical current. The magnetostriction curves 

calculatedd this way represent the shape of the measured magnetostriction curves fairly well, 

howeverr the size of the calculated magnetostriction is about an order of a magnitude 

smallerr than observed at 4.8 K. Dcuta et al. suggest that this is due to a large 

demagnetizationn effect, which indeed can be large in this configuration. Another possibility 

cann be that the numerical constants used for the calculations are not correct. Using for the 

calculationss a local field distribution based upon the measured magnetization, as suggested 

inn chapter 2, can give a better representation of the magnetostriction. 
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Figur ee 7.20 AL/L // ab-plane as a function of B // c-axis for T = 4.8 K, measured by 
Dcutaa etal. [1993]. 
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Schmidtt et al. [1993] have measured the magnetostriction of a Bi2Sr2CaCupg+6, where 
AL/LL was measured along the c-axis and a magnetic field up to 4 T was applied parallel to 
thee c-axis. See figure 7.21 for the result for a temperature of 4.2 K. They explain their 
measurementt by distinguishing two contributions to the magnetostriction in the 
superconductingg state: contributions belonging to the surface sheet and to the remaining 
bulk.. No explicit expressions for the different contributions are given. However, the 
generall  shape of the measured curve can be understood. Considering the lower maximum 
fieldd the shape of the curve found by Schmidt et al. represents fairly well the inverse of the 
curvee found by Dcuta et al.. This can be expected since the two magnetostriction curves 
weree measured in direction perpendicular to each other. However, the two results differ 
largelyy in the size of the magnetostriction. Ikuta et al. find a value for AL/L // ab-plane of 
-1.55 xlO"\ while Schmidt et al. find a value for AL/L // c-axis of 6.2 x 10"*. The difference 
off  a factor 50 can be due to a different size of the used samples and, therefore, due to 
differentt effective fields. Another explanation can be a difference in experimental 
conditionss like the field sweep rate. 

AtoHH [Tesla] 

Figuree 7.21 AL/L // c-axis as a function B // c-axis, measured at 4.3 K by Schmidt et al. 
[1993]. . 
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Too exclude the influence of thermal expansion effects, stabilization of the temperature 
duringg the measurements is critical. This is because the critical current density and the 
pinningg force depend on temperature. During all the measurements presented in this work 
thee temperature was stabilized within a few mK (except when a flux jump occurred). The 
relevantt thermal expansion is about 2 x 10"6 K"1 (figure 7.4). Therefore the uncertainty in 
thee measurements due to thermal expansion is smaller than 10~8. From the smoothness of 
thee obtained curves it is concluded that the influence of temperature fluctuations on critical 
currentt density and pinning force may also be neglected. As discussed before, the 
superconductingg transition temperature of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Og+6 does not depend strongly upon 
thee distances between the CuO planes, which makes a direct influence of the 
magnetostrictionn on the superconducting properties unlikely. 

Thee measurements for AL/L // c-axis and B // ab-plane resulted in a study of the angle 
dependencee of the magnetostriction of Bi2Sr2CaCupg+ft As expected from the aniostropic 
structuree of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Og+ó the measurements showed a large angle dependence. From 
thee magnetization being zero for B // ab-plane one expects the magnetostriction to be very 
smalll  or also zero. However, only when measuring with a field exactly parallel to the ab-
planee a very small magnetostriction is found. A small deviation in the angle between field 
andd ab-plane gives a large parabolic contribution to the magnetostriction. The nature of this 
contributionn remains unclear. An error in the measuring method, or a side effect of the 
forcess acting on the sample is possible but unlikely. To exclude tilting of the sample the 
samplee was glued with Apiezon to the capacitance cell. Possibly opening of cracks in the 
samplee are the reason for the large reversible magnetostriction. After a series of 
measurementss the sample had become somewhat thinner, indicating there was friction 
duringg the measurements. To find the nature of the parabolic contribution, measurements 
onn a thicker sample are suggested. An important outcome of the angle dependence study 
wass the development of a new, simple capacitance cell. With this cell the angle dependence 
off  the magnetostriction of thin samples can be studied in fields up to 5 T. 

Thee measurements for AL/L // c-axis and B // c-axis show large hysteresis. The size of 
thee magnetostriction is very large, of the order of 10"4. The result presented in figure 7.15 
cann be compared with the result found by Schmidt et al. [1993] (figure 7.21) for the same 
configuration.. Both measurements show an increase in length for increasing field and a 
largee decrease in length when the field is decreased. This behaviour was predicted by the 
calculationss based upon the Bean model made in chapter 2. It is related to the flux-pinning. 
Alsoo the size of the magnetostriction is comparable considering the difference in maximum 
field.. The nature of the upturn in the magnetostriction for decreasing field remains unclear. 
Itt is not present in the measurement of Schmidt. Also the nature of the initial decrease of 
thee magnetostriction, for the zero field cooled curve presented in figure 7.14 is unclear. A 
possiblee explanation can be that the flux profile is not building up from the outside but 
fromm the inside. Flux penetrates the sample along cracks or irregularities towards the centre 
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off  the sample and builds up from the inside giving an inverse flux profile as the profile 
suggestedd by the Bean model. The simulation gives a very rough approximation of the size 
andd shape of the measured curve. However, the upturn in the magnetostriction and the 
initiall  decrease of the zero field cooled curve are not accounted for. 
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Concludingg remarks 

Inn this section, an overview will be given of the different aspects encountered during the 

magnetostrictionn study performed on single-crystalline samples of three different 

superconductingg compounds. 

V3Si: : 
Thee magnetostriction measurements on V3Si are largely influenced by the martensitic 
transformationn from a cubic structure to a tetragonal structure. The magnetostriction curves 
showw a large negative contribution, being independent of temperature and orientation, and 
aa hysteretic part. The thermal expansion measurements performed in three directions 
provedd that at Tc the sample is only partly transformed to the tetragonal structure. By 
applyingg a magnetic field the remaining part of the sample transforms. It is proposed that in 
thee vortex state the part of the sample being in the normal state will transform to the 
tetragonall  structure. The shape of the magnetostriction curve measured at 4.3 K could be 
reproducedd via the measured magnetization and the model based upon flux-pinning 
describedd by the Bean model. However, the size of the effect showed a discrepancy coming 
fromm an uncertainty in the value of the elastic constant and the simplifications in the model. 

La^Sro^CuO :̂ : 

Measurementss of the magnetostriction parallel to the magnetic field showed a much larger 
magnetostrictionn than expected from the magnetization measurements and the model based 
uponn flux-pinning described by the Bean model. The sample is deforming, making the two 
dimensionall  model not valid for length changes in a cubic sample parallel to the direction 
off  the magnetic field. Still the shape of the calculated curves, especially at temperatures 
closerr to Tc, resembles the measured curves very well. 

B i ^ C a C u A ^: : 
Thee magnetostriction measurements for field parallel to the ab-planes and relative length 
changee parallel to the c-axis show a large parabolic contribution. This contribution depends 
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stronglyy upon the exact angle between the field and the ab-planes. The absence of 
hysteresiss in this direction could be understood from the absence of hysteresis in the 
magnetization.. The measurements for field and relative length change parallel to the c-axis 
showedd a large hysteresis which could only partly be understood via the hysteresis in the 
magnetization.. The Bi2Sr2CaCu2Og+A crystal has such a shape that the model based upon 
flux-pinningg described by the Bean model is not valid for measurements with field and 
lengthh change parallel to each other. 

Magnetostrictionn of superconductors proved to be a topic with a richness in physical and 
experimentall  phenomena. Although many problems were encountered during the 
measurementss most of the phenomena could at least qualitatively be understood. Forces 
impliedd on the materials arising from pinned flux lines are the predominant factor for the 
magnetostrictionn of high-temperature superconductors. The effect of the relative length 
changess in bulk samples can be very large (up to 0.5 %) for the configuration with field and 
lengthh change perpendicular to each other. 
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Summary y 

Superconductivityy was discovered in 1911 by Kamerlingh Onnes on mercury at very low 
temperatures.. The phenomenon is characterized by two important aspects: zero resistivity and d 
magneticc flux always being expelled from the interior of a superconductor. A comprehensive 
understandingg of superconductivity found in many metallic samples is given by the BCS 
theoryy of Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer. It is based upon pairing of electrons, mediated by 
latticee vibrations. Since thee BCS theory predicted that superconductivity could only exist for 
temperaturess below 25 K there was great excitement when in 1986 Bednorz and Muller 
discoveredd superconductivity at 30 K in a new group of materials. Shortly after, 
superconductivityy was found in materials at temperatures well above 77 K and was called 
high-temperaturee superconductivity. The high-temperature superconductors are based upon 
copper-oxidee planes and are promising for applications. Since the materials have a very 
anisotropicc structure synthesing single-crystalline materials and performing thermodynamic 
studiess on these samples are important disciplines. 

Thee work described in this thesis is a study of the growth and characterization of 
single-crystallinee materials. In addition a collection of the physical properties of the prepared 
single-crystallinee samples is presented. Special attention is given to the magnetostriction of 
thee materials. Furthermore, as a reference a thermodynamic study of one of the low-
temperaturee superconductors is reported. Here a summary of the obtained results will be 
given. . 

Theree are two types of superconductivity: type-I materials expel the magnetic flux 
completelyy while type-II allow the magnetic flux to penetrate the sample in the form of flux-
lines.. A calculation is made of the magnetization and the magnetostriction of a 
superconductor,, based upon a simple model, the so-called Bean model, that describes the flux 
distributionn in a type-II superconductor. Using the obtained equations and typical sample 
parameterss for a simulation of the magnetostriction, a relative length change of 1 x 10s at a 
fieldfield of 8 T is obtained. 

Thee physical properties of high-temperature superconductors often vary strongly with 
experimentall  parameters. Therefore, an extensive description of the experimental techniques 
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iss given. First the crystal growth technique is described. Then the techniques used to cut and 
too characterize the materials are reported. Finally, the techniques used to measure the physical 
propertiess of the samples are presented. In the last part a new magnetostriction cell made of 
print-boardd is described. 

Thee growth of single-crystalline La^S^CuÔ  by means of the Travelling Solvent 
Floatingg Zone (TSFZ) method is described. First the solid state reaction method and the 
meltingg behaviour of La^S^CuÔ  are presented. Several initial growth experiments showed 
thatt disappearance of the molten zone and recrystallization of small crystallites stopped the 
growthh process. These difficulties were overcome by: using feed material with excess CuO, 
startingg the growth process immediately after having molten the solvent, rotating feed and 
seedd at high speeds and adjusting the lamps positions to obtain a sharp temperature profile. 
AA reproducible method for both the crystal growth process and the preparation of starting 
materialss of La^Sr^CuÔ  is given for x - 0.10,0.15 and 0.20. X-ray and neutron diffraction 
experimentss proved the single-crystallinity of the grown materials. Ac-susceptibility and 
ac-resistivityy curves showed sharp superconducting transitions. EPMA showed that the 
compositionn of the samples deviated slightly from the nominal composition. However, the 
sampless are pure and homogeneous. The obtained samples were used by many collaborating 
researchh groups. 

AA literature study of the low-temperature superconductor V3Si reveals a richness in 
physicall  properties. Most important is a martensitic structural transformation from the cubic 
too tetragonal structure occurring at temperatures just above Tc of 17 K. The thermal expansion 
measurementss performed in three directions show that the martensitic transformation is 
influencedd by the clamping of the capacitance cell. The sample always transforms in the same 
directionn and is at Tc only partly transformed. Magnetostriction measurements below Tc show 
aa large negative contribution that has its origin in the remaining of the sample transforming 
too the tetragonal structure. The shape of the hysteretic magnetostriction at 4.3 K could 
qualitativelyy be described by the measured magnetization and the model based upon 
flux-pinningg described by the Bean model. 

Magnetostrictionn measurements performed on Lat g5Sr015Cu04.8 for field and relative 
lengthh change parallel to each other are presented. The shape of the curves can qualitatively 
bee explained via the magnetization and the model based upon flux-pinning described by the 
Beann model. The size of the measured magnetostriction is much larger than the size of the 
calculatedd magnetostriction. It is proposed the sample deforms in a pyramidic way. 

Thee quality of the by the TSFZ method grown single-crystalline samples of the very 
anisotropicc system Bi2Sr2CaCu2Og+̂  is confirmed by the presence of an anomaly at Tc in both 
thee specific heat and the thermal expansion. Analysis of the anomalies leads to a hydrostatic 
pressuree dependence of Tc of 1.8(6) K/GPa, in agreement with literature. The magnetization 
showss several flux jumps. Additional experiments show that self heating of the sample by 
movingg flux lines must be an important factor in the generation of these avalanches. 
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Magnetostrictionn measurements for length change along the c-axis were performed for field 
parallell  to the ab-plane and to the c-axis. The experiments show there is a large angle 
dependencee which was further investigated in a rotatable magnet via the new capacitance cell. 
Forr field exactly parallel to the ab-planes the magnetostriction vanishes. The hysteretic part 
off  the magnetostriction is related to the hysteresis in the magnetization. 

Thuss the availability of high-quality single crystals is a prerequisite in studying the 
fundamentall  physical properties of high-temperature superconductors. This justifies the 
extensivelyy carried out crystal growth experiments. 

Magnetostrictionn of superconductors proved to be a topic with a richness in physical 
andd experimental phenomena. Most of these phenomena could at least qualitatively be 
understood.. Flux-pinning turns out to be the predominant factor for the (large) 
magnetostrictionn effects of high-temperature superconductors. 
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Samenvatting g 

Inn 1911 ontdekte Kamerlingh Onnes supergeleiding in kwik bij zeer lage temperaturen. Het 
verschijnsell  wordt gekarakteriseerd door twee belangrijke aspecten: er is geen elektrische 
weerstandd en magnetische flux wordt altijd uit het binnenste van de supergeleider gedreven. 
Eenn uitgebreide verklaring van het verschijnsel supergeleiding, gevonden in vele metallische 
preparaten,, wordt gegeven door de BCS-theorie van Bardeen, Cooper en Schieffer. De 
BCS-theoriee voorspelt dat supergeleiding alleen beneden 25 K kan voorkomen. Er was dan 
ookk grote opwinding toen Bednorz en Muller in 1986 supergeleiding bij 30 K ontdekten in 
eenn nieuwe groep van materialen. Kort hierna werd supergeleiding ontdekt bij temperaturen 
bovenn 77 K en werd het verschijnsel hoge-temperatuur supergeleiding genoemd. De 
hoge-temperatuurr supergeleiders bestaan uit koperoxide-vlakken en zijn zeer veelbelovend 
voorr diverse toepassingen. Omdat deze materialen een zeer anisotrope kristalstructuur hebben, 
iss het maken van éénkristallijne preparaten en het bestuderen van de thermodynamische 
eigenschappenn van deze preparaten een belangrijke discipline. 

Hett onderzoek dat beschreven wordt in dit proefschrift, is een studie van de groei en 
karakterisatiee van éénkristallijne materialen. Bovendien wordt een collectie van de fysische 
eigenschappenn van de éénkristallijne preparaten gepresenteerd. Speciale aandacht wordt 
gegevenn aan de magnetostrictie van de materialen. Ook wordt als referentie een 
thermodynamischee studie van één van de lage-temperatuur supergeleiders gepresenteerd. Hier 
wordtt een samenvatting gegeven van de behaalde resultaten. 

Err zijn twee soorten supergeleiding: type-I materialen drijven het magnetische veld 
volledigg uit, terwijl type-H supergeleiders de magnetische flux laten binnendringen in de vorm 
vann flux-lijnen. Een berekening wordt gemaakt van de magnetisatie en de magnetostrictie van 
eenn supergeleider, gebaseerd op een eenvoudig model, het zogenaamde Bean model, dat de 
flux-lijn-distributiee in een type-II supergeleider beschrijft. Gebruikmakend van de verkregen 
vergelijkingenn en typische preparaat-parameters voor een simulatie van de magnetostrictie, 
wordtt een relatieve lengteverandering van 1 x 10"5 bij een veld van 8 T gevonden. 

Dee fysische eigenschappen van hoge-temperatuur supergeleiders variëren vaak sterk 
mett de experimentele omstandigheden. Daarom wordt een uitvoerige beschrijving gegeven 
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vann de experimentele technieken. Eerst wordt de kristalgroeitechniek beschreven. Vervolgens 
wordenn de methoden om de materialen te zagen en te karakteriseren gerapporteerd. Als laatste 
wordenn de technieken gepresenteerd, die toegepast zijn om de fysische eigenschappen van de 
preparatenn te meten. In dit laatste gedeelte wordt een nieuwe magnetostrictie-cel, gemaakt van 
printplaat,, beschreven. 

Dee groei van éénkristallijn La2.xSrxCu04.6 waarbij gebruik is gemaakt van de 
Travellingg Solvent Floating Zone (TSFZ) methode, wordt beschreven. Eerst worden de 
vaste-toestandd reactie-methode en het smeltgedrag van La2.xSrxCu04_ö gepresenteerd. 
Verschillendee initiële groei-experimenten lieten zien dat verdwijnen van de gesmolten zone 
enn rekristallisatie van kleine kristallieten het groei-proces stoppen. Deze moeilijkheden 
werdenn opgeheven door gebruik te maken van feed materiaal met extra CuO, het starten van 
dee groei direct na het smelten van de solvent, het roteren van feed en seed met hoge snelheid 
enn het aanpassen van de positie van de lampen om een scherp temperatuurprofiel te krijgen. 
Eenn reproduceerbare methode voor zowel het kristalgroeiproces als het maken van de 
uitgangsmaterialenn van La^Sr^CuCVj wordt gegeven voor x=0.10, x=0.15 en x=0.20. 
Röntgenn diffractie- en neutronen diffractie-experimenten bewezen de éénkristallijnheid van 
dee gegroeide materialen. Ac-suscepübiliteit- en ac-weerstand-curves vertoonden scherpe 
supergeleidendee overgangen. EPMA liet zien dat de samenstelling van de preparaten iets van 
dee nominale samenstelling afweek. De onderzochte preparaten waren echter zuiver en 
homogeen.. De verkregen preparaten zijn in samenwerkingsverband gebruikt door vele 
onderzoeksgroepen. . 

Eenn literatuurstudie van de lage-temperatuur supergeleider V3Si onthulde een 
veelzijdigheidd aan fysische eigenschappen. De meest belangrijke is een martensitische 
structuurovergangg van de kubische naar de tetragonale structuur voor temperaturen net boven 
Tcc van 17 K. De thermische uitzettingsmetingen, uitgevoerd in drie richtingen, laten zien dat 
dee martensitische transformatie wordt beïnvloed door het klemmen van het preparaat in de 
capaciteits-cel.. Het preparaat transformeert altijd in dezelfde richting en is bij Tc slechts 
gedeeltelijkk getransformeerd. Magnetostrictiemetingen beneden Tc laten een grote negatieve 
bijdragee zien. Deze bijdrage komtdoor het transformeren van het restant van het preparaat naar 
dee tetragonale structuur. De vorm van de hysterese in de magnetostrictie bij 4.3 K kan 
kwalitatieff  worden beschreven door de gemeten magnetisatie met het model gebaseerd op 
flux-pinningg volgens het Bean-model. 

Magnetostrictiemetingenn aan Laj  g5Sr0 ]5Cu04_fi voor veld en relatieve 
lengte-veranderingg parallel aan elkaar worden gepresenteerd. De vorm van de curves kan 
kwalitatieff  worden verklaard via de magnetisatie en het model gebaseerd op flux-pinning 
volgenss het Bean-model. De gemeten magnetostrictie is veel groter dan de berekende. 
Verondersteldd wordt dat het preparaat in een pyramidevorm deformeert. 

Dee kwaliteit van de met de TSFZ-methode gegroeide éénkristallijne preparaten van 
hett zeer anisotrope systeem Bi2Sr2CaCu208+A wordt bevestigd door de aanwezigheid van een 
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overgangg bij Tc in zowel de soortelijke warmte als in de thermische uitzetting. Analyse van 
dee overgangen geeft een hydrostatische drukafhankelijkheid van Tc van 1.8(6) K/GPa, hetgeen 
inn overeenstemming is met de literatuur. De magnetisatie vertoont verschillende 
flux-sprongen.. Aanvullende experimenten laten zien, dat zelf opwarming van het preparaat 
doorr bewegende flux-lijnen een belangrijke factor moet zijn in het opwekken van flux 
lawines.. Magnetostrictiemetingen voor lengteverandering langs de c-as zijn uitgevoerd voor 
eenn veld, langs zowel het ab-vlak als langs de c-as. De experimenten tonen aan dat er een 
grotee hoekafhankelijkheid is, welke verder is bestudeerd in een draaibare magneet met de 
nieuwee capaciteits-cel. Voor een veld exact langs de ab-vlakken wordt de magnetostrictie 
verwaarloosbaarr klein. De hysterese in de magnetostrictie is gerelateerd aan de hysterese in 
dee magnetisatie. 

Dee beschikbaarheid van éénkristallijne preparaten van zeer hoge kwaliteit is een eerste 
vereistee voor het bestuderen van de fundamentele eigenschappen van de hoge-temperatuur 
supergeleiders.. Dit rechtvaardigt de uitgebreide kristalgroei-experimenten. 

Magnetostrictiee van supergeleiders bleek een onderwerp te zijn met een veelheid aan 
fysischee en experimentele verschijnselen. Het merendeel van deze verschijnselen kan 
kwalitatieff  worden begrepen. Flux-pinning blijkt de meest belangrijke factor voor de (grote) 
magnetostrictie-effectenn in hoge-temperatuur supergeleiders te zijn. 
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